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ut.
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What ls Creative Thinking? 2
"Bg changi,ng perspecti,ue and playi,ng u.ti,th our
knowledge, we cunmake the ordinary
ertraordinary and the unusual commonTtlnce."

Why I Ouit the Company l4
"I'd been used to Li,uing i,ndependently as a
student, looking aJter myself and organizing
nxA ou)n schedule. As soon as I star-ted uorking
all thnt chnnged."

The BodyShop 25
"'I belieue I can build a hutnan lir^er,' ptoclaims
an erhau.sted Dn Vacanti, collapsing into hi.s
offi.ce ch,o;ir."

And the Big Winners Were..- 36
"If one person found the joU in thk nou:
gargantuan business en@)ri,se, then soccer,
the game, is still a rsmarkable liJeJorce."

Listen Up 48
"Many peoTtle tend tn assunxe li,steni,ng i,s
basi,cally the some as hea,ring-a d,angerous
m'i,sconceptiort thnt leads to beli,euing that
efJecti,a e Li,steni,ng is insti,nctiu e. "

Don't Let Stereotypes Warp Your Judgment 62
"Stereotypes are cL ki,nd of gossi,p about the world,,
a gossiTt that makes us pre-judge people before we
euer lag eAes on them."

l v .
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Chapter 7 East Meets West on LoveS Risky Cyberhighway 7 +
"Like any Tthysical place, the Internet has
pred,ators hrki,ng about, and sometimes
they may be hard to sptot."

Chapter I Students Won't Give Up Their French Fries 86
"Tlley ma,y be more health conscious, but
that doesn't necessarily Tneun thnt they're
eati,ng healthy."

Chapter 9 Getting Into the Game 99
"Tluis, I'm di,scouering, is a usodd in uhich
choice is the rule, boundaries shift at will,
and erperimentation i,s the nortrl."

chapter I o Call of rhe Riled I 13
"Cell phones keep users in touch tnhether they are
on the road' at the grocery store, or i,n the midd,le
of a national park. And therein lies the problem."

Chapter | | The Art of Reading 125
"Read'ing or the enjogment of books has alu:ays
been regarded among the charms of a cultured liJe
and, is respected and enuied by those who rarely
g i,ue thems elu es that prLai,leg e. "

Chapter 12 When E.T. Calls 137
"With only a soft beept as herald, the computers
hauefound that one channel in thi,s multi,tude
bears the hallmarks of ertraterrestrial origin."
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> Introduction

Select Readings is a series of reading texts for pre-intermediate
through upper-intermediate students of English. In all the levels, high-
interest reading passages serve as springboards for reading skills
development, vocabulary building, language analysis, and thought-
provoking discussions and writing.

ln Select Readings-Upper-Intermediate, the readings represent a
wide range of genres (newspaper and magazine articles, essays, and
book excerpts) gathered from well-respected sources such as the
Intetnational Herald TYi,bune, U.S. Neuts & World Report, and, Li,fe
magazine.

onen
The compl ete Select Read,ing s-Upper-fntermediate program
includes the following components:
o Student Book

e Quizzes andAttsuser Kq.TYt:sis available for downloading at
wuu. oup. com,/elt/tea,cher/selectreod,ings. This easy-to-use
instructor's companion includes an answer key for all activities in
the Student Book and a reproducible, one-page quiz for each chapter.

o Cassettes/CDs. Tlvo accompanymg audio cassettes or CDs feature
recordings of all of the reading passages in the book.

The following principles have guided our approach throughout the
development of Select Reading s :
. Exposing students to a variety of text types and genres helps

them develop more effective reading skills. Students learn to
handle the richness and depth of writing styles they will encounter
as they read more widely in English.

viii .
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Readers become engaged with a selection when they are asked
to respond personally to its theme. While comprehension
questions help students see if they have understood the information
in a reading, discussion questions ask students to consider the issues
raised by the passage.

Readers sharpen their reading, vocabular5r-building, and
language analysis skills when skills work is tied directly to the
eontent and language of each reading passage. Ttris book
introduces students to reading skills such as skimming and scanning,
vocabulary-building strategies such as finding synonyrns and using
phrasal verbs, and language study topics such as reduced clauses.

Good readers make good writers. Reading helps students develop
writing skills, while writing experience helps students become better
readers.

Background knowledge plays an important role in reading
comprehension. An important goal of Select Readings isto
illustrate how thinking in advance about the topic of a reading
prepares readers to better comprehend and interact with a text.

ter Oaeraiew
Each chapter in Select Readings includes the eight sections described
below. Suggested time frames for covering the material are also given.

1. Opening Page (5 to l5 minutes)

The purpose of this page is to draw readers into the theme and content
ofthe chapter.

aching Suggestions:
. Call students'attention to the Chapter Focus box. Give them a

chance to think about the content and skills they are about to study
and to set their own learning goals for the chapter.

. Ask students to identify what they see in the photo or artwork on the
page and guess what the chapter is about. Have them read the
quotation, restate it in their own words, and then say if they agree
with it. Finally, ask what connection there might be between the
image and the quotation.

2. Before You Read (30 to 40 minutes)

One question in each Bejore You Read section asks students to reflect
on their prior knowledge of the chapter's topic. Giving students time to
think about and discuss this question is an essential part of helping

r i ;
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them activate their background knowledge on the topic. A second
activity in the Before You Read, section invites students to practice pre-
reading skills such as skimming and scanning. Effective readers use
these pre-reading skills regularly to get an initial feel for the content and
organization of the reading passage.

aclning Suggestions!
' Make sure that students understand the purpose of the Before You

Read actiities. Explain that activating prior knowledge will help
them to better comprehend the reading passage.

e EncouraSe student participation in the activities by having people
work in small groups to complete the activities.

o React to the content of students' ideas rather than to the grammatical
accur acy of their resp onses.

3. Reading Passage (60 to 75 minutes)

In general, the readings become increasingly longer and more complex
as the chapters progress. To help students successfully tackle each
passage we have provided the following support tools:

Vocabularg glosses. Challenging words and expressions are
glossed throughout the readings. In most cases, we have glossed
chunks of words (e.g.,launch a campaign) instead of individual
vocabulary items (e.g.,launch). This approach helps students develop
a better sense of how important context is to understanding the
meaning of new words.

Culture and Languoge Notes, On pages 150-168, students will
find explanations for cultural references and language usage that
appear in blue type in the readings. Notes are provided on a wide range
of topics from scientific information such as NASA, to geographical
references such as the former U.S.S.R., to famous people such as
Lewis Carroll.

Numbered lines. For easy reference, every fifth line of each
reading passage is numbered.

Recorded reading pdssa,ges. Listening to someone reading a text
aloud helps language learners see how words are grouped in
meaningful chunks, thus aiding comprehension.

At the end of each reading, there is a short section giving biographical
information on the author or information about the source. This
information helps students develop a richer context for the perspective
of each author.

x .
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aching Suggestions:
. Encourage students to read actively. Circling words, writing

questions in the margins, and taking notes are three ways in which
students can make reading a more active and meaningful experience.

. Make sure students know how to use the vocabulary glosses,
Culture and Language Notes, and other support tools to assist them
in the reading process.

o Encourage students to use context to guess the meaning of
unfamiliar words.

. Play the recorded version of the reading passage and ask students to
Iisten to how the reader groups words together. As they listen to the
recording, students can lightly underline or circle the groups of words.

4. Atrber You Read: Understanding the Text (30 to 45 minutes)

Following each reading, there are two post-reading activities that give
students the chance to (a) clarify their understanding of the text, and
(b) discuss the issues raised in the reading. The comprehension
questions are for students to work through on their own. Questions in
the Consi,der the Issues section, on the other hand, ask students to talk
about ideas introduced in the reading.

aching Suggestions:
o Get students to discuss their reactions to the readings in pairs or

groups. The process of discussing questions and answers gives
students an opportunity to check their comprehension more
critically and analyze their reactions to the passages.

r Show students the value of returning to the reading again and again
to answer the comprehension and discussion questions. Ask them to
point out the specific places in the reading where they have found
answers to the questions posed.

o If time permits and you would like students to have additional
writing practice, ask them to write an essay or a journal entry on one
of the questions in the Consider the Issues section.

5. Reading Skills (20 to 30 minutes)

At the beginning of each Reading Skilk section, students encounter a
shorb explanation of the skill in focus and, when appropriate, an
example of how that skill relates to the reading in the chapter. The task
following this explanation asks students to return to the reading to
think about and apply a new reading skill.

. x l
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aching Suggestions:
. Discuss the general purpose of developing reading skills. The more

students understand the rationale behind acquiring these critical
skills, the more motivated they will be to develop and refine them.

. Review the explanations and sample sentences at the beginning of
each Read,i,ng SkiIIs section before asking students to tackle the
questions that follow. Encourage them to ask any questions they
have about the explanations or examples.

. Reflect with students on the ways in which they can apply the
reading skills they have learned in each chapter to other reading
passages and to other reading genres.

6. Building Vocabulary (2O to 30 minutes)

Reading extensively is an excellent way for students to increase their
vocabulary base. Considering this, we pay careful attention to
developing students'vocabulary-building skills in each chapter of
Select Reading* Understanding phrasal verbs, working with word
forms, finding sJmonyrns, and a variety of other vocabulary-building
skills are taught throughout the book. Like the reading skill activities,
each Buildi,ng Vocabulary section starts out with a short explanation
and, when appropriate, examples of the skill in focus. In the activity
that follows the explanation, students typically scan the reading to
gather and analyze various types of words.

aclring Suggestionsi
. Review the explanations and sample sentences at the beginning of

each Building Vocabulary seclion before asking students to tackle
the questions that follow. Encourage them to ask any questions they
have about the explanations or examples.

r Show students the value of returning to the reading to find an answer
whenever they are unsure of a vocabulary-related question.

o Encourage students to keep a vocabulary notebook. Present various
ways in which students can organtze the words in their notebook: by
chapter, by topic, by part ofspeech, etc.

o Discuss the value of using an English-English learner's dictionary to
find the meanings of unfamiliar words.

7. Language Focus (2O to 30 minutes)

The final skill-building section in each chapter calls attention to important
grammatical structures and functions that occurwith some degree of
frequency in the reading passage. The goal of this section is to focus
students' attention on critical grammax points as they occur in context.

x i i  .
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aching Suggestions:
. Review the explanations and sample sentences at the beginning of

each Language Focus section before asking students to tackle the
questions that follow Encourage students to ask any questions they
have about the exlplanations or examples.

o Invite students to talk about what they already know about the
Ianguage point in focus. Many students know a great deal about
grarnmar and are pleased to demonstrate this knowledge.

. Underscore the fact that lhe Language Focus sections are intended
to help students review language they have already learned in the
context of an authentic reading passage. It can be very valuable for
students to see the ways in which grammatical structures they have
studied appea"r naturally in real-life reading selections.

8. Discussion and Writing (45 to 60 minutes)

At the end of each chapter, students have an opportunity to talk and
write about avariety of issues. The questions in this section provide

students with a chance to broaden theirview on the topic of the reading
and to address more global issues and concerns.

aching Suggestions:
. When time permits, Iet students discuss a question a second time

with a different partner or group. This allows them to apply what
they learned in their first discussion of the question.

o Choose one or more of the questions in this section as an essay topic
for students.

Bonus Features

Crossuord Puzzles. At the end of each chapter, you will find a
crossword prtzzle that recycles and reviews some of the key vocabulary
from the reading. These ptnzles can be used as homework, as optional
activities for groups or individuals who finish other exercises early, or
as review activities several weeks afber completing a chapter.

MWsEach Iocation mentioned in a reading passage is clearly marked
on one ofthe maps found on pages 169-173.

This project grew out of our deep and profound love for reading, and for

sharing this love of reading with our students. In developing Select
Readings, we have enjoyed the process of talking to teachers all over
the world about they types of authentic selections they feel their
students enjoy the most, and learn the most from. We hope that you and
your students enjoy teaching and learning with Select Read.ings.

Jean Bernard
Linda Lee

.  xi i i
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Chapter What ls Creative
Thinki ng?

Picasso's Head of Bull

Creatiae minds hare

alwags been known to

suraiae any kind of

bad training.

-Anna Freud

Psychoanalgst

(18s5-1982)

COII{TEI,{T:
Suggestions for learning to think
creatively

READING SKILL:
Identifying main ideas

Figures of speech

Noun clauses

" What Is Creati,ue Thinking?2 Chapter 1
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l .

2 .

3 .

Look at the title of the article on page 4. What axe some possible
answers to the question, "What is creative thinking?" Give an
example of someone who thinks creatively.

In your opinion, is it important for people to learn to think
creatively? Does it help people be more successful? Why or
why not?

The figure below can be seen in three different ways. Which ways
can you see? Can you see something different as weII? How is
this an example of creative thinking?

'asou slr uo IIBq € 3uq33nt
I"as € a{rl $Iool lr 'u,t.op aprsdn }I tun} nozt;1 '4reur uorlsanb e aq

pFoc 1r 'fem 
"raqloue lI X€ {ool no,{;1 'p.rrq e s,lr '.{e,u auo }r lB 4oo1 nod g

r J
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WHAT IS CREATIVE THINI( ING?

by Roger von Oech

fromA \thack on the Side o.f the Head:

Note: Erplanations Jor zoords in blue type can befound i,n the
Culture and Language Notes on pages 150-168.

I once asked advertising legendl Carl Ally what makes the
creative person tick.2 Ally responded, "The creative person wants to
be a know-it-all. He wants to know about all kinds of things: ancient
history, nineteenth century mathematics, current manufacturing
techniques, flower arranging, and hog futures.3 Because he never
knows when these ideas might come together to form a new idea. It
may happen six minutes later or six years down the road. But he has
faith that it will happen."

I agree wholeheartedly. Knowledge is the stuff from which new
ideas are made. Nonetheless, knowledge alone won't make a person

creative. I think that we've all known people who knew lots of facts
and nothing creative happened. Their knowledge just sat in their
craniaa because they didn't think about what they knew in any new
ways. The real key to being creative lies in what you do with your
knowledge.

Creative thinking requires an attitude that allows you to search for
ideas and manipulate your lrnowledge and experience.s With this
outlook,6 you try various approaches, first one, then another, often
not getting an5,'where. You use crazy) foolish, and impractical ideas as
stepping stones to practical new ideas. You break the rules
occasionally, and explore for ideas in unusual outside places. In

I advertising legend a person who has become falrlous in the field of
advertising

2 make a person tick what makes a person behave the way he or she does
3 futures shares in the stock market that are bought or sold in advance

of delivery
I crania skulls (plural form of cranium)
:' manipulate your knowledge and experience use your knowledge

and erperience in different ways

" outlook point of view

4 Cl tapte i '  1  '  I l l ta t  Is  Creut i t 'e  Thi r tk ing?

10

15

20

Passage

Hotp You Can Be More Creatiae
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25

30

35

40

45

50

55

short, by adopting a creative outlook you open yourself up both to
new possibilities and to change.

A good example of a person who did this is Johann Gutenberg.
What Gutenberg did was combine two previously unconnected ideas:
the wine press and the coin punch. The purpose of the coin punch
was to leave an image on a small area such as a gold coin. The
function of the wine press was, and still is, to apply force over a large
areato squeeze thejuice out ofgrapes. One day Gutenberg, perhaps
after he'd drunk a goblet or two of wine, playfully asked himself,
"What if I took a bunch of these coin punches and put them under the
force of the wine press so that they left their image on paper?" The
resulting combination was the printing press and movable Qrye.

NalXr AdmiralT Grace Hopper had the task of explaining the
meaning of a nanosecond to some non-technical computer users. (A
nanosecond is a billionth of a second, and it's the basic time interval
of a supercomputer's internal clock.) She wondered, "How can I get
them to understand the brevity of a nanosecond? Why not look at it
as a space problem rather than a time problem? I'lI just use t]re
distance light travels in one billionth of a second." She pulled out a
piece of string 30 centimeters long (11.8 inches) and told her visitors,
"Here is one nanosecond."

In 1792, the musicians of Franz Joseph Haydn's orchestra got
mad because the Duke promised them a vacation, but continually
postponed it. They asked Haydn to talk to the Duke about getting
some time off. Haydn thought for a bit, decided to let music do the
talking, and then wrote the "Farewell Symphony." The performance
began with a full orchestra, but as the piece went along, it was
scored8 to need fewer and fewer instruments. As each musician
finished his part, he blew out his candle and left the stage. firey did
this, one by one, until the stage was empty. The Duke got the message
and gave them a vacation.

Then there's P lo Picasso. One day, he went outside his house
and found an old bicycle. He looked at it for a little bit and took off
the seat and the handle bars. Then he welded them together to create
the head of a bull.

Each of these examples illustrates the creative mind's power to
transform one thing into another. By changingperspective andplaflng
with our knowledge, we can make the ordinary extraordinary and the

Navy Admiral an officer of very high rank in the navy who commands
a group of ships

scored written in musical notation format with specific parts for each
instrument

o $
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60

65

70

75

80

85

90

unusual commonplace. In this way, wine presses squeeze out

information, string is transformed into nanoseconds, labor grievances

become sSrmphonies, artd bicycle seats turn into bulls' heads.

The Nobel Prize winning physician Albert Szent-Gyiirgyi put it

welle when he said: Discovery consists of looking at the same thing as

everyone else and thinking something different.

Here are two quick exercises to give you a chance to "think

something different."

Exercise 1: An eccentriclO old king wants to give his throne to one

of his two sons. He decides that a horse race will be run and the son

who owns the slower horse will become king. The sons, each fearing

that the other will cheat by having his horse run less fast than it is

capable, ask the court fool for his advice. With only two words the

fool tells them how to make sure that the race will be fair. What are

the two words?

Exercise 2t Can you think of a way in which you put a sheet of

newspaper on the floor so that when two people stand face to face on

it, they won't be able to touch one another? Cutting or tearing the
paper is not allowed. Neither is tying up the people or preventing

them from moving.

Why don't we "think something different" more often? There are

several main reasons. The first is that we don't need to be creative for

most of what we do. For example, we don't need to be creative when

we're driving on the freeway,lr or riding in an elevator, or waiting in

Iine at a grocery store. We are creatures of habit when it comes to the

business of living-everything from doing paperwork to tying our

shoes to hagglingl2 with telephone solicitors.

For most of our activities, these routines are indispensable.

Without them, our lives would be in chaos, and we wouldn't get much

accomplished. If you got up this morning and started contemplating

the bristles on your toothbrush or questioning the meaning of toast,
you probably wouldn't make it to work. Staying on routine thought
paths enables us to do the many things we need to do without having

to think about them.

I

l0

1 I

t2

put it well expressed the idea well; made the point

eccentric having some strange or unusual ideas or ways of doing
things

freeway a Iarge highway with no tolls

haggling arguing, usually over money

6 Chapter 1 . What Is Creatiue Thi'nking?
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Another reason we're not more creative is that we haven't been
taught to be. Much of our educational system is an elaborate game of
"guess what the teacher is thinking." Many of us have been taught to
think that the best ideas are in someone else's head. How many of
your teachers asked you, "What original ideas do you have?"

There are times, however, when you need to be creative and
generate new ways to accomplish your objectives. When this
happens, your own belief systems may prevent you from doing so.
Here we come to a third reason why we don't "think something
different" more often. Most of us har,-e certain attitudes that lock our
thinking into the status quo13 and keep us thinking "more of the
same." These attitudes are necessary for most of what we do, but
they can get in the way when we're trying to be creative.

From A Whack on the Si,de of the Hearl: Hr..,tt' You Can be More
Creati,ue by Roger von Oech. This best-selling book has been praised
by business leaders, educators. ar-tlsts. and anyone hoping to unlock
the power of the mind to think creanr e11. It has been translated into
11 languages and used in sernilars alorurd the rvorld.

er You Read

Unders the xt

A, Multiple choice. For each item below, circle the best answer.

| . The main purpose of the reading is to -.

a. explain how the printing press was invented

b. teach readers how to think creatively

c. explain why Haydn wrote the "Farewell Symphony"

d. criticize teachers and educational svstems

13 status quo (from Latin) the way things are

t f
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2. According to the author, people who think creatively do all of the

following, excePt

a. contemplate the bristles on their toothbrushes

b. try to learn everything they can about a wide range of topics

c. Iook at the same thing as everyone else and think something

different

d. use crazyl foolish, and impractical ideas

3. The examples given by the author show the power of the creative

mind to

a. transform one thing into another in an original way

b. give the correct answers to exercises

c. ask their teachers what they are thinking

d. stay on routine thought Paths

4. By giving readers some quick exercises to do, the author gives

them an oPPortunitY to -.

a. Iearn some interesting facts

b. argue with his main Point

c. question the meaning of life

d. think something different

5. The author would probably approve of teachers who -.

a. ask students about their original ideas

b. har-e students guess what they are thinking

c. gi\€ students more knowledge

d. transfer thei-r'onrL attitudes to students

6. The overall tone of the reading is -.

a. serious

b. sad

c. entertaining

d. angry

B, Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the

questions below.

| . The author claims that through creative thinking, "we can make

the ordinary extraordinary and the unusual commonplace." Give

one example from the reading of how an ordinary thing was

made into something extraordinary. Give another example of

how something unusual was made into something commonplace.

8 Chapter 1 . What Is Creati'ue Thinki,ng?
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T?y to think of possible solutions to Exercises I and 2 (lines

68-79). Compare your solutions with the ones at the bottom of
this page. Did these exercises encourage you to think creatively?
Explain how.

The author claims that most people do not think creatively
because they have not learned to do so in school. Do you agree?
In your experience, do teachers ask about their students' original
ideas? Should they?

Reading Sl<i l f

N d e n t i f y i n g  m a i n  i d e a s
In a typical piece of writing, the author expresses two or three
main ideas, or general messages about a topic. These ideas may
be restated several times in order to make sure the reader
understands them clearlv.

Which of the fol lowing statements express the author3 main ideas
about creat ive thinking? Check (ur) them.

4 . _

Carl Ally is an advertising legend who thinks creatively.

Creative thinking requires people to look at things in a
new way.

The real key to being creative lies in u'hat you do with
your lcrowledge.

In short, by adopting a creati\-e outlook you open
yourself up both to new- possibilities and change.

The purpose of the coin punch was to leave an image
on a small area such as a gold coin.

A nanosecond is a billionth of a second.

As each musician finished his part, he blew out his
candle and Ieft the stage.

By changing perspective and playing with our
knowledge, we can make the ordinary extraordinary
and the unusual commonplace.

'aprs rtrJ"a uo Surpuels aldoed o,vi1 aql qll^{-pasolc roop-,{e,tt"roop
e ur radeds,uau aql Fuqlnd it41 '7 ('as"roq s.JaqloJq Jaqto aqt uo Surpu 'aael

a\I u?m o1 d-4 pu. JaqloJq qcea '.{e.,ra. 
1eq1) 

'sas.roq r{J}I^\s :aJB spJo.ta o.44 aqJ 'I

2 .

3 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .
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A. Choose the best interpretation of the figures of speech (in
boldfacef in these sentences from the reading. Use context to
hetp you understand the meaning of the term. Cirle the letter of
your answer.

| . Knowledge is the stufffrom which new ideas are made.

a. the hardware

b. the raw material

c. the creativity

2. You use crazy, foolish, and impractical ideas as stepping stones
to practical new ideas.

a. answers to problems

b. keys to happiness

c. ways to achieve a goal

3. We are creatures of habit when it comes to the business of
Iiving-everything from doing paperwork to tying our shoes to
haggling with telephone solicitors.

a. profession or occupation

b. the process or activity

c. the topic or subject

I O Chapter 1 . Wlutt Is Creatiue Thinking?
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B. Reread the authors story about Franz Joseph Haydns orchestra
(lines 43-52l.Then answer the questions below.

| . The composer decided to "let music do the talking." What did the
orchestra want to say to the Duke?

2. In line 50, each musician's act of blowing out his candle sent a
special message to the Duke. What does the candle stand for?

What did the act of blowing it out communicate to the Duke?

Focus

N o u n  c l a u s e s
A noun clause is part of a sentence that takes the plac6 of a noun.

Like all clauses, a noun clause has its own subject and verb. Noun

clauses usually begin with words that, utha,t, ult'y, whi,ch, or hot-t'.

Writers use noun clauses in complex sentences that combine

information or ideas.

I asked himuhat makes the creatiue person tick.

A. Underl ine the noun clauses in the fol lowing sentences.

| . People didn't think about what they knew in any ne$r \ra1-s'

2. The real key to being creative lies in what you do rn'ith 1-ottt'
knowledge.

3. What Gutenberg did was to combine two prer,-iousl.r= tnconnected

ideas.

4. Another reason we're not more creative is that s-e have not been

taught to be.

.  l l
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B. Use noun clauses of your own to complete these statements about
the reading.

l. The most interesting thing I learned from the reading is that

2. I nnstill not sure about how

3. I would like to ask the author why

Discussion &

The author of A Whack on the Side of the Head is president of a
consulting firm that has conducted creativity seminars for many
international companies. Why do you think they are interested in
his ideas? Do you find his ideas interesting? Why or why not?

In the same book, the author uses the following anecdote (short
story from personal experience) to make a point. Read the story
and write a sentence or two explaining the meaning of it.

A creativity teacher invited one of his students over to his
house for tea. They talked for a bit, and then came time for
tea. The teacher poured some into the student's cup. Even
after the cup was full, he continued to pour. The cup
overflowed and tea spilled out onto the floor.

Finally, the student said: "Master, you must stop pouring;the

tea is overflowing-it's not going into the cup."

The teacher replied, "That's very observant. The same is true
with you. ffyou are to receive any of my teachings, you must
first empty out what you have in your mental cup."

3. Group work. Work with several classmates to think creatively
about one of the tasks below. Come up with a plan or solution on
paper. Present your ideas to the whole class.

a. Design a machine or device that would make your life easier
or more fun (for example, an electric page-turner, a personal

air transporter).

b. Create a piece of art from two pieces of junk, such as part of
an old computer or TV and an automobile tire.

c. Think of an unusual yet effective way to send someone an
important message.

l2 Chapter 1 . What Is Creatiue Thinking?

l .
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across: 2 Famous European artist
3 Important part of a bicycle 5 Carl AIIy was an advertising
4 The - Prize

I Point of view

| 0 To argue

1 | Small hairs on a toothbrush

12 The stuff from which new ideas
are made

14 Commanding officer in the
Naw

15 The - quo

| 6 One cranium, many

Down:

I One billionth of a second

6 A fast, wide road with many
lanes

7 The two words the fool said
were, "switch -."

I Having strange or unusual ideas

| 0 Composer of the "Farewell
Symphony"

13 To change one thing into
another

.  1 3
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Work is good,
proaided you do

notforget to liae.
CO}ITE}iT:
Explanation of an employee's decision
to resign

Distinguishing fact from opinion

Phrasal verbs

-Bantu prouerb

Past conditional sentences

| 4 Chapter 2 . Why I Qui,t the Company
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What are your career goals? How do you expect to achieve them?

Read the title of the article and then take one minute to skim the
text. What do you think the article nill be about? Share your
answers with a partner.

In today's busy world, people seem to har-e less time to spend
with friends and family. What types of problems might this
cause? Do you think it is more important to -live to n-ork" or
"work to live"? Explain why.

WHY I OUIT THE COMPANY

by Tomoyuki lwashita

from The New Internationalist

When I tell people that I quit working for the company after onlS- a
year, most of them think I'm crazy. They can't understand rrh5- I
would want to give up a prestigious and secure job. But I think I'd
have been crazy to stay, and I'll try to explain why.

I started working for the company immediately after graduating
from university. It's a big, well-known trading companl- u-ith about
6,000 employees all over the world. There's a lot of conpetition to
get into this and other similar companies, u-hich promise young
people a wealthy and successful future. I w-as set on course to be a
Japanese "ynppie."

I'd been used to living independently as a student, looking after
myselfl and organizing my own schedule. As soon as I started working
all that changed. I was given a room in the company dormitory which

E E T f i

Passage

10

I looking after myself taking care of myself

.  t 5
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is like a fancy hotel, with a 24-how hot bath service and all meals laid
on.2 Most single company employees live in a dormitory like this, and
many married employees live in company apartments. The dorm
system is actually a great help because Iiving in Tokyo costs more than
young people can afford-but I found it stifling.3

My life rapidly became reduced to a shuttle betweena the dorm and
the office. The working day is officially eight hours, but you can never
Ieave the office on time. I used to work from nine in the morning until
eight or nine at night, and often until midnight. Drinking with
colleagues after work is part of the job; you can't say no. The company
building contained cafeterias, shops, a bank, a post office, a doctor's
office, a barber's... I never needed to leave the building. Working,
drinking, sleeping, and standing on a horribly crowded commuter
train for an hour and a half each way: This was my life. I spent all my
time with the same colleagues; when I wasn't involved in entertaining
clients on the weekend, I was expected to play golf with my
colleagues. I soon lost sight of the world outside the company.

This isolation is part of the brainwashing process.s A personnel

manager said: "We want excellent students who are active, clever,
and tough. Three months is enough to train them to be devoted
businessmen." I would hear my colleagues saying: "I'm not making
any profit for the company, so I'm not contributing." Very few
employees claim all the overtine pay due to them. Keeping an
employee costs the company 50 million yen ($400,000) a year, or so
the company claims. )Iany employees put the company's profits

before their or'rr mental and physical well-being.

Overbiredness and overwork leave you little energy to analyze or
criticize your situation. There are shops full of "health drinks,"
cocktails of caffeine and other drugs, which will keep you going even
when you're exhausted. Karoshi (death from overwork) is
increasingly common and is always being discussed in the
newspapers. I myself collapsed from working too hard. My boss told
me: "You should control your health; it's your own fault if you get

sick." There is no paid sick leave;6 I used up half of my fourbeen days'
annual leave7 because of siclcress.

2 laid on provided without charge; free
3 stifling difficult to live in; oppressive
a shuttle between repeated travel back and forth over the same route
5 brainwashing process program designed to force people to accept

new beliefs; indoctrination
6 sick leave time allowed away from work because of illness
7 annual leave time permitted away from work each year for any reason,

usually vacation

Chapter 2 . I4rh,y I Qui,t the Companyl ( )
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We had a labor union, but it seemed to have an odd relationship

with the management. A couple of times a year I was told to go home

at five o'clock. The union representatives were coming around to

investigate working hours; everyone lcrew in advance. If it was
"discovered" that we were all working overtime in excess of fifty

hours a month our boss might have had some problem being
promoted; and our prospectss would have been affected. So we all
pretended to work normal hours that day.

The company also controls its employees' private lives. Many

company employees under thirty are single. They are expected to

devote all their time to the company and become good rvorkers; they

don't have time to find a girlfriend. The company offers scholarships

to the most promising young employees to enable them to study

abroad for a year or two. But unmarried people who are on these

courses are not allowed to get married until they have completed the

course! Married employees who are sent to train abroad have to leave

their families in Japan for the first year.

In fact, the quality of married life is often determined by the

husband's work. Men who have just gotten married try to go home

early for a while, but soon have to revert to the norm of late-night

work. They have little time to spend with their wives and even on the

weekend are expected to play golf with colleagues. Fathers carmot

find time to communicate with their children and child rearing is

largely left to mothers. Married men posted abroad will often leave

their family behind in Japan; they fear that their children will fall

behind in the fiercely competitivee Japanese education system.

Why do people put up with this? They believe this to be a normal

working life or just cannot see an alternative. Many think that such
personal sacrifices are necessar5r to keep Japan econonrically

successful. Perhaps, saddest of all, Japan's education and

socializationl0 processes do not equip people n-ith the intellectual

and spiritual resources to question and challenge the status quo.rl

They stamp out even the desire for a different kind of life'

However, there are some signs that things are changing. Although

many new employees in my company were quickly brainwashed,

many others, like myself, complained about life in the company and

seriously considered leaving. But most of them were already in

8

I

LO

I I

prospects chances for advancement

fiercely competitive very competitive; involving people trying to be
more successful than others

socialization the process of learning to adapt to the ruIes of a society

challenge the status quo dare to question the way things are

. 1 7
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fetters of debt.l2 Pleased with themselves for getting into the
company and anticipatingls a life of executive luxury, these new
employees throw their money around. Every night they are out
drinking. They buy smart clothes and take a taxi back to the

90 dormitory after the last train has gone. They start borrowing money
from the bank and soon they have a debt growing like a snowball
rolling down a slope.la The banks demand no security for loans; it's
enough to be working for a well-knowrr company. Some borrow as
much as a year's salary in the first few months. They can't leave the

95 company while they have such debts to pay off.

I was one of the few people in my intake of employeesl5 who
didn't get into debt. I left the company dormitory after three months
to share an apartment with a friend. I left the company exactly one
year after I entered it. It took me a while to find a new job, but I'm

100 working as a journalist now. My life is still busy, but it's a lot better
than it was. I'm lucky because nearly all big Japanese companies are
like the one I worked for, and conditions in many small companies
are even worse.

It's not easy to opt out of a lifestyle that is generally considered to
105 be prestigiouslo and desirable, but more and more young people in

Japan are thinking about doing it. You have to give up a lot of
superficially attractivelT material benefits in order to preserve the
quality of your life and your sanity. I don't think I was crazy to leave
the company. I think I would have gone crazy if I'd stayed.

Tomoyuki Iwashita is a freelance writer now living in Paris with his
wife, Michelle.

fetters of debt restraints on one's freedom caused by owing money

anticipating looking forward to

like a snowball rolling down a slope very very quickly

intake of employees group of new workers hired at the same time

prestigious respected or admired because of success or high quality

superficially attractive pleasing, but only on the surface

12
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Understand the xt

A. Events in the story.

| . Order the events. Number the events in "Why I Quit the
Company" from the first (1) to the last (9).

After three months, he left the dormitoryto share an
apartment with a friend.

He graduated from university.

He found a new job as a journalist.

As a student, Tomoyuki Iwashita lived independently.

As soon as he started work, he moved to the company
dormitory and commuted to work.

He has a busy life now, but feels happier.

While he was Iiving in the dorm, he worked very hard
during the week and played golf with colleagues on the
weekends.

He quit the company after one year.

Immediately after that, he started working for a large
trading compzrny.

2. Check (uu ) which of the following were NOT part of Mr. Iwashita's
life as a company man.

commuting for an hour and a half each day

falling into debt

collapsing from working too hard

taking a lot of paid sick leave

playrng golf with clients

B. Consider the issues, Work with a partner to answer the
questions below

| . Do you think the writer is happy he quit the company? Find at
least two lines in the article that support your answer.

2. Would you like to work for the company described in the article?
Explain why or why not.

. 1 9
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Opinion? Read the statements from the article and write
statement of fact or o if it is an opinion.

| . I started working for the compa^ny immediately after
graduating from university.

2. There's a lot of competition to get into this and other
similar companies.

I was set on course to be a Japanese "5ruppie."

The working day is officially eight hours.

Very few employees claim all the overtime pay due to
them.

6. Many company employees under thirty are single.

7. My life is still busy, but it's a lot better than it was.

8. I think I would have gone crazy if I'd stayed.

B. Check (v/l the opinions you think Tomoyuki lwashita would agree
with. Then tell a partner whether you agree or disagree.

| . - Entertaining clients on the weekends is great fun.

2. - Family life in Japan suffers because companies
overwork their employees.

More workers should question the status quo.

A, Fact or
F i f i t i s a

F

3 .

4 .

5 .

3 .

2O Chapter 2 . WhU I Quit the Company
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F h r a s a f  v e r b s
Phrasal verbs have two or three parts: a verb and one or two other
words llke dotan, up, in, out, after, uith, or of. Many phrasal verbs
have a meaning that is different from the verbs by themselves:

Where did youpzr/ the keys?

Why do people pttt up uiththis treatment? (Why do they
tolerate it?)

The best way to understand a phrasal verb is to try and guess its
meaning from the conte$ of the sentence. If you are still not sure,
a good dictionary-lists manl- pluasal verbs and their definitions
along with the n-Lain r-elb.

A .  Under l ine  the  phrasa l  verbs  in  the  senrences  be low.  Then use
contex t  to  guess  the  mean ing  o f  each verb .  Share  your  answers
with a partner.

| . I'd been used to living independently as a stuclerrt. looking after'
myself and organizing my own schedule.

2. There is no paid sick leave; I used up half of my fourteeu clal s'
annual leave because of sickness.

3. Japan's education and socialization processes stamp out er eu the
desire for a different kind of life.

4. They can't leave the company while they have such debts to pay off.

5. It's not easy to opt out of a lifestyle that is generally considered to
be prestigious and desirable, but more and more young people in
Japan are thinking about doing it.

6. You have to give up a lot of superficially attractive material
benefits in order to preserve the quality of your life and your sanity.

B. Use a phrasal verb from the reading to answer each quest ion
below.

l. Why didn't Mr. Iwashita like having everything provided for him
by the company?

2. Why is it difficult for employees who spend too much money to
leave the company?

3. According to Mr. Iwashita, what are a lot of young people in
Japan thinking about doing?

. 2 1
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Focus

A. The following paragraph describes what might have happened if
Mr. lwashita had not quit the company. Fill in the missing words.

If he had not quit the company, he would have (1)

crazy. He would still be working from nine in the morning until eight

or nine at night, and often until midnight. If he had (2)

with the company, he could have (3)

colleagues every weekend. If he (4)

golf with his

been lucky, he

might have received a scholarship to study abroad for a year or two.

If he had been married, he (5)

leave his family in Japan.

have been expected to

B. Think about something significant that happened in your past (for
example, a move to another city or town, a change of schools,
taking or leaving a job|. Write three past conditional sentences
based on this experience. Read your sentences to a partner.

If my family hadn't moved to New York, I wouldn't have met my
best friend.

l .

2 .

3 .

22 Chapter 2 . Why I Quit the Company
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Discussion & itin

| . Group work. Discuss the following questions with a small group
of your classmates. Share your group's responses with the class.

a. What would you have done in Mr. Iwashita's position? Would
you have quit the company, too? Explain why or why not.

b. Imagine you have been offered ajob atalarge, prestigious
company. What questions would you warrt to a.sk your
prospective employer before you acceptthe offer?Addto the
list below.

What are the working hours?

Does the company provide transportation to and from work?

2. What do you think is more important, work or family? Write a
paragraph explaining the reasons for your choice. fite first
sentence should clearly state your opinion, and the remaining
sentences should support your main idea.

. 2 3
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Crossword Puzzfe

4
6

Use words from the reading to

Across:

complete the crossword puzzle.

Down:

I An organization that protects
workers

Out of one's mind

The author chose to - out
of the company lifestyle.

Chances for advancement

Japanese word meaning "death
from overwork"

Very respectable

(chains) of debt

Unit of currency in Japan

Time taken away from work

I Some things are hard to put
- with.

Given free of charge (two words) Z

A building where many people 3
live

Give back the money you owe 5
(two words) I
Co-workers

8

t 0
l l
l 3

l +

Young urban professional

More than the usual number of
hours worked

Like a rolling down a
slope

I

I

l l

l 2
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With his new chest, teenager Sean McCormack can pla5 all LLis
favorite sports e\cept fr,,tL all

You must do the
thing Aou think

uou cdnnot do.

-Eleanor RooseDelt

Humani,tarian a,nd di,plomat

(1884-1962)

c n
Using tissue engineering to repair the
human body

SKILL:
Inferencing

B VOCABULARY:
Using context to guess meaning

LANGUAGE FOCUS:
Modals of possibility

. 2 5
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Read the first paragraph of the article below. What does the
doctor believe he can do? What do you think rest of the article
will be about?

Give one example of how the practice of medicine has changed
in the last 100 years. How do you think it will change 100 years

from now? What do you hope doctors wiII be able to do that they

can't do now?

3. The photo on the right shows a
human ear that has been
created in a medical laboratory.
How could the process of
creating human organs be used
to help people?

THE BODY SHOP

by Charles Hirschberg

fromLiJe magazine

"I believe I can build a human liver," proclaims an exhausted Dr.
Joseph Vacanti, collapsing into his office chair at Children's Hospital
in Boston.

There's something disquieting about hearing a doctor say such a
thing. One can't help thinking of the ghastly monster created by Dr.
Frankenstein, with its translucentl yellow skin, shriveled face and
black misshapen lips.

But Dr. Vacanti is no Dr. Frankenstein. Still in his scrubs, he has
just come from the operating room where he performed lifesaving
surgery on an infant. His body is spent; but his eyes flash with energy
as he talks about his dreams. "It has never seemed like science fiction

10

r translucent partiallytransparent
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to me," says Vacanti, a professor of swgery at Harvard Medical
School and Massachusetts General Hospital. "My professional goal is

to solve the problem of vital organ2 shortage." More than 50,000
Americans are crrrently in need of orgalr transplant, and 4,000 of
them are likely to die before a donoF is located. Vacanti's solution is
simple: Instead of replacing afaltering organ with one harvested from
someone else, why not take a few healthy cells from the sick person

and grow him or her a new one? Such an organ would probably work
better, too, since the body is less likely to reject tissue made of its
own genetic material.

It sounds too good to be true. But it's beginrLing to look like it just

might work. And if it does, tissue regeneration cor-rld revolutionize

the practice of medicine.

othecaries have experimented with tissue replacement for

centuries: As early as the sixth century B.c., Hindu surgeons began
using arm skin to repair mangled noses. It wasn't until the late 1970s
that John Burke of Massachusetts General and Ioannis Yarmas of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology succeeded in grouing skin in a

laboratory. Recently, several brands of artificial skin have been

approved by the Food and Drug Administration for treatment of

ulcers and severe burns.

Still, as an organized field of inquiry with an international
professional society and ajournal to report its progress, the science
of tissue engineering has been around for little more than a decade.
There is quite a difference between growing a relatively simple organ
such as skin and growing a complex one like a liver. For the lir-er is a
congeriesa of many different types of tissues, all of which work

together to accomplish a host of complicated tasks. "When I started

trying to do this," says Vacanti, 49, the son of a Nebraska dental
surgeon, "a lot of people thought I was crazy. Some still think so.-

Not John and Debra McOormack of Norwood, Massachusetts.
Regardless of whether Vacanti succeeds in building a livet he has

already made a tremendous difference in the life of their 17-year-old
son, Sean.

"When Sean was born, I was terrified," Debra recalls. The boy

suffered from a rare condition called Poland's syndrome. A large
portion of his chest wall was either missing or deformed. His heart was

vital organ an organ (such as the heart or liver) which the human
body cannot live without

donor person who agrees to donate their organs to someone
in need

congeries a collection of different things

. 2 7
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healthy enough, but it lay unusually far to the right and was so
completely unprotected by bone or muscle that it could be seen beating
through his skin. Nevertheless, Sean grew to be a tough, resilient kids
and a fine athlete. "My life never revolved around Poland's s5mdrome,"
he says. But he was embarrassed by his sunken chest and refused to

have increasingly serious implications as he grew older. What's more, it
was often a torment to watch Sean play baseball, talented pitcher

though he was. His parents still.wince remembering the day he was hit
by a line d just inches from his exposed heart. Sean shook off the
sting6 and proceeded to win the garne, but by this time both he and his
parents were anxious to see what could be done about his condition.
That's what brought them to Children's Hospital.

Surgeon Dennis Lund first proposed tissue engineering in 1993.
"I'd worked with Dr. Vacanti for years," Lund says, "and I explained to
Sean and his father that we had a brand new technology in the
laboratory. It had never been used in humans before, but I thought it
would be completely safe because we would be using Sean's own
tissue." It took a long time for the McCormacks to fully comprehend
what was being suggested. ("The first thing we did," recalls John
McCormack, "was go to the dictionary and look up the word
protocol"-which turned out to be governmenteseT for erperiment.)
But after much study and many questions, they got the basic idea:
Surgeons would open up Sean's chest and extract a piece of
unneeded cartilages from his malformed sternum.e Next, a disk about
the size of a doorknob made of a specially designed polSrmerlowould
be fashioned to fill the hole in the boy's chest. Then, in Vacanti's
Iaboratory, Sean's carbilage cells would be dropped like seeds onto
the disk and nourished in a kind of soup laced with growth media
(substances that encourage cells to reproduce). When a sufficient
number of cells developed, the disk would be surgically implanted in
Sean's chest. The cells would continue to grow inside his body, and as
they did, the polymer disk would gradually dissolve. After three
months, if everything went right, the disk would be completely gone,
and in its place would be healthy, living cartilage.

5 a tough, resilient kid a young person who is able to recover quickly
from illness or injury

6 shook off the sting ignored the pain
7 governmentese official language that uses complicated terms for

ordinary ones
8 cartilage tough elastic tissue found, for example, in the nose and ear
e sternum breastbone

10 polymer scientilic term for a material with a specific molecular structure

Chapter9 . TheBodyShop28
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Sean was glibll about all of this: "I'm a guinea pig,rz huh?" But
85 when his parents told him the decision was his, he never hesitated.

Four surgeries later, Sean is equally glib about being the first human
in history with a tissue-engineered chest. "Sorta cool,"13 he says,
smiling. But his parents are gleeful. Debra says it makes her
indescribably happy to watch her son saunter around with no shirt on

90 in front of his peers." Sean has given up baseball in favor of BMX
bike racing ("I don't do anythingcrazyj" he claims. though he doesn't
hesitate to fly off ramps at outrageous speeds). In short, says his
sister, Kelly "he's my 17-year-old brother w-ho ddes alound town and
does l7-year-old things." Which is precisely uirat his doctors had

95 hopedto achieve.

Though Sean's doctors preach caution, "We'll \ -ant to continue to
monitor him," says Vacanti, "probably for the rest of his life.- thel- can
scarcely hide their enthusiasm as they dream up other applicadons of
the procedure. "The possibilities are phenomenal," sal-s Dr'. Joseph

100 Upton, who did Seart's reconstructive surgery. "For exantple. I see a lot
of patients who have facial paralysis.la Boy, it sure would be ruce if 'n e
could repair them with muscle from their own tissue. Right nou it's pie

in the sky,15 but believe me, in five or ten years it won't be. And todal I
was working on a kid who was in a motorcycle accident and lost an

105 awful lot of bone. Supposing we could repair that with a kind of
injectable bone, instead of doing the huge amounts of bone grafts:' s e
have to do now? I think we will see such aproduct before too long.-

Li,Je magazine was started by the American publisher Henry Luce ur
1936 as a weekly magazine that reported national and interrLatronal
events through the eyes of outstanding photographers and reponers.
Today, the magazine is published only as special editions that focus on
a specific topic. "The Body Shop" is from a special issue published il
1998 about medical breakthroughs for the new millennirul.

11 glib casual and lighthearted
12 guinea pig small animal often used for experinentation
13 sorta (sort of) cool informal speech meaning really good
ra facial paralysis inability to mor-e par-ts of their faces
tu pie in the sky something we can only dream about; not possible

now
16 bone graft repair that takes bone from one parl ofthe body and

moves it to the damaged part

. 2 9
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Understandi the xt

A. Tfue, Fafse, or lmpossible to f(now? Read the statements
below and write T (True). F (False), or I (lmpossible to Know).

| . Dr. Vacanti believes that he can build a human liver
because it is a relatively simple organ.

Of the 50,000 Americans who currently need new
organs, approximately half wiII probably die before
donors can be found.

In Dr. Vacanti's opinion, using cells from the patient's
body to grow new organs is better than transplanting
organs from a donor.

Hindu surgeons experimented with tissue replacement
as early as the sixth century B.c.

Most children born with Poland's syndrome die before
they reach adulthood.

Sean McCormack is the first human being in history
with a tissue-engineered cl+est.

Reconstructive surgery has allowed Sean to live a more
or less normal life.

8. Sean will never have problems with his chest again.

B, Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the
questions befow.

| . Read the second paragraph again. Why do you think the author
mentions the monster created by Dr. FYankenstein (lines 4-T)?
How is this related to Dr. Vacanti's opening statement?

2. Dr. Vacanti states that his professional goal is "to solve the
problem of vital organ shortage" (line 14). Explain what he
means by this. What has he done to work toward this goal?

3. In line 4I,Dr. Vacanti comments that some people still think he is
crazy. Why do they think so? Do you agree or disagree?

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .
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What can you infer about the people mentioned in the article? Read
the evidence below then circle the best answer.

| . Dr. Vacanti's eyes flash with energy as he talks about his dreams.

a. he gets angry easily

b. he is tirec

c. he is very enthusiastic

2. "My life never revolved around Poland's s5rndrome," Sean said.

a. he mostly does whatever he wants to

b. he has always beenvery careful

c. he is upset about having the disease

3. It was often a torment for Sean's parents to watch him play
baseball.

a. They did not allow him to play because of his condition.

b. They wanted him to live a more or less normal life.

c. They hated baseball.

4. "Sorta cool," Sean says, smiling.

a. He is pleased.

b. He doesn't care.

c. He is tired of it aII.

5. In short, says his sister, KeIIy "he's my l7-year-old brother who
rides around town and does l7-year-old things."

a. She is jealous of the attention her brother is getting.

b. She is worried he will have an accident.

c. She is very happy for her brother.

.  3 l
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Bui ld ing cabula

U s i n g  e o n t e x t  t o  g u e s s  m e a n i n g
When you don't know the meaning of a word, look at the words
around it to help you. You may be able to guess the meaning of the
word from the surrounding context.

Complete the chart with information about the boldfaced words from
the reading. First guess the meaning, then give a reason foryour guess

Example: ...the ghastly monster created by Dr. Frankenstein, with its
translucent yel low skin, shr iveled face, and black misshapen
l ips .  ( l ines  5-7)

Meaning: a monster is an ugly, frightening creature

Reason: The words that follow describe such a creature.

l .  St i l l  in his scrubs, he has just come from the operat ing room...
( l ines 8-9)

Meaning:

Reason:

2. Instead of rep
someone etse

lacing a faltering organ with one harvested from
. . .  I l i n e s  l 7 - l B )

Meaning:

Reason:

3. . . .Hindu surgeons began using arm skin to repair  mangled noses.
(lines 26-27 )

Meaning:

Reason:

4. There is quite a difference between growing a relatively simple organ such
as skin and growing a compfex one like a liver. (lines 36-37)

Meaning:

Reason:

5. The cells would continue to grow inside his body. and as they did, the
polymer disk would gradually dissolve. After three months. if everything
went r ight.  the disk would be completely gone.. .  ( l ines 80-82)

Meaning:

Reason:
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Focus

r y4Y  > l

A, Underline the verb phrases that express possibility in the sentences
below. lf the verb phrase is in the passive form, write a P at the end
of the sentences.

| . Tissue regeneration could revolutionize the practice
of medicine.

His parents worried that the baseball might kill him.

In the near future, injectable tissue may be used to
repair damaged bones.

B. Rewrite the sentences in A above. lf the main verb phrase is active,
make it passive. lf it is already passive, make it active. Make any
other necessary changes.

|  -  The oracNice of  medic ine could.  .  ,- - -

2 .

3 .

2 .

3 .

. 3 3
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Discussion &

| . Imagine a future situation in which you or someone you know
might benefit from Dr. Vacanti's research in tissue engineering.
Explain what you think could happen.

2. Group work. What types of medical research are most
important? Rank the following types of medical research in terms
of their current impor[ance (1 = the most important; 2;3; etc.).
Present your list to the class.

discovering a cure forAIDS

tissue engineering

prevention of heart disease

vital organ transplant

discovering'a cure for cancer

rliscovering a cure for cholera

(other)

3. Choose one of the medical research areas fuom2 above. Write a
paragraph explaining (a) why this research is more important
than all of the others and (b) what the results of the research
could be in the next ten vears.

34 Chapter 3 . The Body Shop
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the

Across:
3 Badly damaged
5 Fix
6 A popular American sport

| 0 Fictional doctor who created a
monster

| 3 Bone in the center of the chest

| 4 Special clothes worn in the
operating room

l7 Pharmacist or chemist

reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Down:
I Move a living thing to a ne\v

place

The heart is one of these
(2 words)

The batter hit a - drir-e.

A very important orgarl

Home of Hindu slu'geons

Not accept

Sean u-as bom n ith Poland's

2

4
7
8
I

l l

| 2 Casual and ligl-ithearted

| 4 Pie in tlie -

I 5 Slang for "really good"

| 6 A place for scientific research

. 3 5
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I'm aerg, aerg happg,

f'm aerg satisfied-

the dream is going on.

-Guus Hiddink

Soccer coach

(1e46- )

COI{TENT:
Impact of World Cup soccer on players,
fans, and host countries

Supporting main ideas

Using prefixes to determine meaning

Direct quotations
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Look quickly over the newspaper ar[icle on pages 3740 and read

the title. What is "our game"? Why do you think it is the most

popular game in the world?

The first paragraph of the reading mentions the "costs and the

gains of World Cup 2002." What are some of the costs of hosting a

major international event like the World Cup tournament? What

are some of the gains?

3. This picture shows the Brazilian
star Ronaldo just after his team
scored a goal in the final match
of World Ctrp 2002.In Brazil, the
whole country began a week-long
celebration. Why do athletes like
Ronaldo get so much attention?
WrL'o are the most celebrated
athletes in your country? How
much do they get paid?

AND THE BIG WINNERS WERE:  RONALDO,

SOUTH KOREA. AND "OUR GAME"

by Rob Hughes

from The International Herald T?ibune

For the fi,rst time in world, cup historg, the tournament was co-hosted by

ttno Asi,an countries, Japan and, South Korea. T'h'e South Korean teanl's

thri,tting win oaer spai,n i,n ouertime also marked thefi,rst time an Asi,an

team had adaanced to the semifi'nal round of the tournanxent.

Once the ball has stopped rolling, and the Brazilians stop parbying,

we can begin to count the costs and the gains of rld Cup 2002.

It has been a tournament of many faces. Asia, first of all, was

unbroken ground,l a triumph of organization and security, and a

lesson to the world in cMlitY.2

1 unbroken ground a place where something has never been done before

2 civility courteous behavior; politeness

Passage

. 3 7
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Brazil's team was bound for home, where the Penca-the historic
fifth homecoming of the World Cup-will reignite3 a population of 170
million whose problems with their beleaguered currency, the real,
will be set aside while the return of Ronaldo prolongs the carni .4

He not only scores the goals, he finds the simple sentence that sums
up a nation: "It's a fantastic feeling to be a Brazllian tonight," he said in
Yokohama, Japan, as Sunday night turned into Monday morning.

Looking at him, Oliver Kahn, the beaten German goalkeeper and
captain, could only say: "This is not about your club, it's about the
entire nation. When you look at the expectations and the enthusiasm
of millions back home, you realize what's at stake."5

Maybe too much. Maybe soccer is exceeding its purpose in life and
at this World Cup we have seen the best of it, and potentially the worst.

The skills of Brazll transcended everything,6 and masked a littleT
that this was a tournament of tired athletes (that's what they say,
anyway, from France to Argentina, from England to Italy), and of
uninspired, unpolished techniques.

But if Brazll was, without room for question, the champion, the
Republic of Korea was a remarkable victor also. Its streets became
vast seas of red, impenetrables lines of supporters like poppies in an
overgrown field.

The celebrations that lasted from the first to the last ball that South
Korea's sons chased were extraordinary. They were laced with fever,e
and with the joyousness that Latin American countries paradel0when
they win. There was something so proud, so deep, and so
overwhelmingll throughout South Korean society that with 5 million
people in the town squares it still felt perfectly safe.

"We discovered unity in our people," said Chung Mong Joon, the
man whose tigerishl2 fight within FI (F6d6ration Internationale de
Football Association), the governing body of world soccer, brought at
least half aWorld Cup to his country.

r reignite here, cause people to become happy again
a prolongs the carnival makes the celebration last longer
5 whatts at stake what can be won or lost
6 transcended everything were more important than all the problems
7 masked a littte covered up somewhat
8 impenetrable tightly packed
e laced with fever filled with excitement

10 parade show in a way that gets a lot of attention
1l overwhelming tremendous; overpowering
12 tigerish energetic; aggressive (like a tiger)

Chapter 4 . And the Big Winners Were...3 8
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Speaking one morning at brealdast in Tokyo, Chung added: "They

demonstrated they are free, they are mature, they are global citizens."

And, he added, "nobody lost control." So, above all, the memory of

this World Cup is the people of South Korea. They have, as Chung

says, discovered unity.

"The World Cup has been a lifetime exlrerience," he said, "and even

if in the end we were disappointed to lose the semifinal, I can say that

I worked in FIFA for ten years without understanding the fuIl impact

of the World Cup."

He lcrows it now. It was mounted at huge cost.r3 and in South

Korea and Japan the infrastructurera will now hare to be paid for.

South Korea paid more than $2 billion to erect 10 new stadiums,

while Japan's cost was close to twice as much.

We visitors-those not let down by the ticketing nes.s created by

FIFAs appointed agency-were the beneficiaries.l; There is no

continent better served by state-of-the-art16 stadiums than Asia norn--

How they will be used in the future (bearing in mind that a $660

million stadium costs at Ieast $6 million ayeat in maintenance) is part

of the headache, the cost Asian taxpayers will bear.

There are, of course, some who are counting their profits, some

bemoaninglT losses from an event that claims to have been viewed b-v*

a cumulative audience of 42 billion over its 64 matches.

FIFA hopes that its television and marketing return nears $1
billion, and thus wipes out the bad bloodr8 caused by its debts after

one of its marketing companies collapsedte last year and its television
group ran into financial problems this year.

But if soccer is inseparable from politics and commerce, the two

sporting images that surpass all others are the awakening of South

Korea, and the heart-warming resurrection of Ronaldo.

It was as If 2002 was predestined2O to be his tournament. He came

back to rediscover himself, to conquer fear and long, long injuries,

and inevitably, to score the two goals that defeated Germany in

Yokohama on Sunday.

13

l4

15

16

77

18

19

20

mounted at huge cost veryexpensivetoproduce

infrastructure buildings, roads, etc.

beneficiaries people who receive the benefits

state-of-the-art most modern; using the latest technology

bemoaning regretting; feeling sorry about

bad blood negative feelings; anger

collapsed failed; went out of business

predestined fated; decided in advance
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Magnificent. Ronaldo is a young man, still only 25, who has so
much wealth that he did not need to push his body through pain. He
could have retired on his fame. But in his soul is to be a footballer,
and every Brazilian aspires to winning the World Cup.

Long may he thrill us.

South Korea and Japan did not manage to smooth over21 their
separate customs (either at the airports or at the heart of a joint

tournament). They remain suspicious and often incompatible
neighbors. But both saw in the flesh22 Lhe greatest teams and the
greatest player of this World Cup.

Yet football crossed the boundaries. North Koreans peeped2s at the
games, which is an improvement on 1988, when Pyongyang remained
a closed and shuttered window, ignoring the world at play.

The hope is that, long after the stadiums are closed, some of them
becoming relicsza even in their imaginative structural design, the
human sharing of this event wiII remain with those who hosted it.

A boundary has been crossed, and FIFA now talks, optimistically,
of Africa in 2010 (after Germany in 2006).

If one person found the joy in this now gargantuan25 business
enterprise, then soccer, the garne, is still a remarkable tife force.26
And I know of one. Po Soon Bun is 68, and a grandmother.

"I did not watch football, even on television, before this World
Cup," she said. "I could not understand those boys running after the
ball. But now, I read every World Cup article in the newspapers. It's
amazing what football can do to you." Welcome to our game,

Madame. You are never too young or too old to catch the fever.27

TIte Intentati,onal Herald T|^ibune is a daily EnglishJanguage newspaper
with aworldwide circulation. With head editorial offices in France, the
Ifl?publishes international political, business, and sports news.

21 smooth over make more similar or compatible
22 in the flesh in person
23 peeped took a look
2a relics things that remain after a long time has passed
25 gargantuan huge
26 life force motivation to live happily; source of joy
27 catch the fever get excited about something (along with a lot of other

people)
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Under the Text

A. Muftiple choice. For each item below circle the best answer.

l. This article was written -.

a. just before the final match betrnreen Brazil and Germany

b. a year after the teams had returned home

c. shortly afber the tournament was over

d. after all the debts for hosting the tournament had been paid

2. The author makes all of the following points except

a. Ronaldo is a great player, both physically and mentall5T

b. the German fans were remarkably civil

c. the whole world was impressed by the South Korean fans

d. soccer has the power to bring joy to the lives of ordinar5r
people

3. Ronaldo's success was especially hear[warming because

a. he is Brazlliarr

b. it made him richer

c. he had recovered from serious injuries

d. he will retire soon

Which of the following does the author give as an example of a
"boundar5/" being crossed?

a. Korea and Japan became friendlier toward each otlter-

b. North Korea did not ignore the games.

c. The Korean coach was from Europe.

d. The South Korean team made it tojhe semifinals-

The new stadiums built for the event are examples of the
a country must have to put on a big international sporting event.

a. full impact

b. communications

c. beneficiaries

d. infrastructure

, 4 1
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6. Which of these statements do you think the author would agree
with most?

a. World Cup 2002 was expensive but well worth it.

b. People around the world pay too much attention to football.

c. Professional soccer players make more money than they
should.

d. The only winners at World Cup 2002 were the Brazilians.

B. Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the
questions below.

l. Find the quotations below in the text. For each quotation, fill in
the speaker's name and explain briefly who the person is.

Ronaldo Drazil ian eoccer ef,ar

Why do you think the author included these quotations in the
arbicle?

2. In lines 4-4l,the author praises Asia for giving the world "a
lesson in civility." Explain in your own words what this means
and give at least one example.

a. "lts a fantastic feeling to be
a Brazilian tonight. "

b. "This is not about your club,
its about the entire nation."

c. "The World Cup has been a
lifetime experience."

d. "l could not understand
those boys running after
the bal l ."
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S u p p o r t i n g  m a i n  i d e a s
Writers usually focus on a few main ideas in a piece of writing. They

use related ideas as well as interesting details and examples to

support these main points. Supporting ideas, details, and

examples help the reader to understand and appreciate the writer's

main ideas.

Examples:
South Korea and Japan were extremely successfnl as host nations

for World Cup 2002. (main idea)

The tournament was well organized. (related idea)

Both countries built state-of-the-art stadiums. ( supporting detail)

Even with 5 million people in the town squares it still felt perfectll

safe. (supporting example)

A, Look back at the reading and find at least three related ideas,
detai ls, or examples that support each of the main ideas below.

The skills of the Braztlian team transcended everything.

1 .

2 .

3 .

Football is a remarkable life force.

1
t ,

2 .

3 .

B. ldentify at least one more of the writers
ideas, details, and/or examples does he

main ideas. What related
use to support it?

1 .

2 .

. 4 3
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Buifdi CA

Using  pre f ixes  to  de termine mean ing
Prefixes Ilke re-, un-, alrd inter- can be combined with some
words to change their meaning.

re + discover = rediscover (discover again)

inter + national = international (between or among nations)

Prefixes are always attached to the beginning of words.
Understanding common prefixes can help you figure out the
meanings of unknown u ords.

A. Look back at the reading and f ind examples of words that begin
with the foi lowing pref ixes. Explain the meaning of each example.

reiqnibe

B. Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

precaution unbeaten

, police inspected the bags of

immature reconsider overtime

| . As an extra security
all ticket holders at the gates.

The German team was until the final match.

South Korea won its match against Spain in

The behavior of the Asian fans was considered remarkably civil
because in other parbs of the world, the behavior of soccer fans
is often

l .  re- (again)

2. un- lnotl
3.  im- (not)

4. over- (more than usual)

5. extra- {beyond)
6. semi- (half or one of two)

7. in- {not)
8. pre- (before|

5. Both the
world to

2 .

3 .

4 .

1988 Olympics and World Cnp 2002 have caused the
its perception of Asia.
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Language Focus

Direc t  quota t ions
A direct quotation reports something that someone said.

Quotation marks " " indicate that the words inside are exactly as

they were spoken. The speaker may be identified at the beginning'

in the middle, or at the end of the quotation.

Examples:
Oliver Kahn, the beaten German goalkeeper and captain, could

only say: "This is not about your club, it's about the entire nation."

"We discovered unity in ourpeople," said Chung MongJoon.

The World Cup has been a lifetime experience," he said, 'and

even if in the end $/e were disappointed to lose the semifinal. I

can say that I worked in FIFA for ten years without understanding

the fult impact of the World CuP.'

When reporters interview people, they ask direct questions and

write down the exact words people say. They use these direct

quotations to support their main ideas and to make their arricles

more lively and convincing.

Read the last two paragraphs of the art icle again (page 40). Then.

without looking back, put quotation marks around the sentences
that were spoken directly by Po Soon Bun.

Po Soon Bun is 68, and a grandmother.

I could not understand those boys running after the ball.

Welcome to our game, Madame.

But now, I read every World Cup article in the newspapers.

Look back at the direct quotation from Ronaldo (l ine l1l and

answer the fol lowing questions.

| . What were Ronaldo's exact words?

2. What question do you think he was answering?

3. Why do you think the reporter (Rob Hughes) decided to include

this quotation in the article?

A.

B.
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Discussion & i

Although the costs are great and there are a lot of problems to
solve, many countries compete fiercely for the opportunity to
host a major international sporting event, such as the World Cup
or the Ol pics. Why do you think this is so?

Group work. Imagine that your group has been appointed to
decide whether or not the next World Cup (or other big sporting
event) should be held in your hometown or city. Give the event
a name and a year. Then make two lists, (1) the potential
benefits the event could bring and (2) the potential problems it
could cause.

w at chinq qreaf,  at  hl  etee

3. As a group, discuss both the benefits and the problems. Decide
whether you are FOR or AGAINST hosting the event. Based on
your decision, write a proposal in favor of or opposed to the
whole idea.

a. Make a general statement explaining your group's decision.

b. Use ideas, details, and./or examples from your discussion to
support your main point.

c. Appoint a spokesperson from your group to read your
proposal to the class and answer questions.

2 .
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the reading

Across:
I Asian fans taught the world a

lesson in -.

4 Very negative feelings (two

words)

6 One of the host countries in 2002

7 Capital of North Korea

| | First name of the German
goalkeeper

| 3 One of the most famous

sporting events in the world
(two words)

| 5 Brazllian suPerstar

l7 Like a t iger

I I Decided in advance

to complete the crossword Puzzle.

Down:

I Nobody lost -.

2 A huge celebration

3 A - has been crossed.

4 People who receive the benefits

5 Governing bodY of world

soccer (acronym)

I Host country for World CuP 2006

I Bright red flowers

| 0 Unit of currency in Brazil

l2 Large Japanese citY

| 4 A very, very old thing

| 6 It's never to late to catch the
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We haae two ears and

one mouth so that we

can listen twice as

much as u)e speak.

-Epictetus

Phi,Lo sopher and teacher

(e.n. 55-138)

C T :
Becoming an effective listener

Recognizing sentence transitions

B RY:
Using adverbs and intensifiers

Using punctuation: dashes, colons, and
semicolons

48 Chapter 5 . Listen Up
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t . What are the qualities of a good listener? Brainstorm with your

class. Make a list of as many descriptive words and phrases as
you can.

In the introduction to the reading (pages 49-50), the author
presents a short workplace conversation betw-een a superwisor
(Dave) and an employee (Bill). Take a quick look at the

conversation. Is there anything that surprises you? What do you

think it is an example of?

3. What do you
think is going on
in this cartoon?
What do you
think may have
led to this
situation?

"Remember vhen I said I was going to be honest
vith tou, Jeff? That was a big, fat lie

TISTEN UP

by Madelyn Burley-Al len

from Human Resout'ce )Iagazirie

Imagine the following supervisor-emploS-ee erchange at your

wor$Iace:

Bill (employee): Dave, I'm really discoulaged about the way

things have been goingt on the job. It just never
goes the way I expect it to. And. it seems like
you're never aroundl anlmrore.

Dave (supervisor): Sounds as though you'\'e been doing quite a bit

of thinking about this. Go ahead.

the way things have been going recent events

youtre never around you are not here

2 .

Passage

1

2

I
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Bill: Well, we are a week behind in production, and our supplies
are not coming in on time. I feel swamped3 and unable to
catch up. And, when I have tried to find you lately to see
about getting some extra help down there, you are not
available.

Dave: Seems that you feel cut off from any support from me.

You have just read an example of good listening. Listening is
probably the most essential component of being a successful
supervisor. The one attribute most often stated about a well-liked boss
is, "he or she really listens to me." As Dave illustrated in the above
brief scenario, he was on his way to clearing up a misunderstanding,
building rapport,a developing respect and establishing a feeling of
cooperation.

Dave was establishing a caring and understanding environment
with BiIl. He did this by having the attitude about people that included
the following values:

o "I'm responsible for my actions, feelings and behavior."

o "I don't have the power to change others, only myself."

. "Refraining from judging others will assist me in listening to
them effectively."

o "I allow others to be on an equal level with myself."

These values influence Dave to listen empathetically,s
communicate openly, describe behavior nonjudgmentally,G and
assume responsibility for his feelings and behavior, and, in turn, this
enhances the self-esteem of people around him.

Listening Is a Skill
Effective listening is a learned skill; it doesn't happen automatically
for most people. In addition, there are few rewards for listening, but
there are punishments for not listening. How do you feel when
listeners are not paying attention to you by looking at their watches,
doing some activity or not acknowledging what you've said? You
probably felt put downT or, even worse, you felt like you were talking
to a wall. Listeners have a lot more power and impact on the talker
than most people realize.

r I feel swamped I have too much work; I am overwhelmed
a building rapport establishing a good working relationship
5 listen empathetically listen in a way that shows understanding of a

person's situation and feelings
6 no4iudgmentally openly; without having an opinion beforehand
7 put down insulted
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In addition, many people tend to assumed listening is basically the
sarne as hearing-a dangerous misconception that leads to believing
that effective listening is instinctive. As a result, supervisors make
little effort to develop listening skills and unlcrowingly neglect a vital
communication function. Research shows that the average person on
the job spends 40 percent of his time listening, 35 percent talking, 16
percent reading, and 9 percent writing.

On average, people only are about 35 percent efficient as listeners.
This lack of effective listening often results in missed opportunities
to avoid misunderstandings, conflict, poor decision-making or a
crisis because a problem wasn't identified in time.

Three Levels of Listening
Awareness of your listening behavior will go a long wa1- in helping
you become an effective listener. Listening can be dirided into three
levels, which are chatacterized by certain behaviors that affect
listening efficiency.

Most often, people have difficulty listening effectively when in a
conflict situation, when dealing with emotional people, when haring
criticism directed at them, when being disciplined or when feeling
anxious, fearful or angry.

The following descriptions of the three levels will help 1-ou
understand the distinction between how each level is expressed:

Level 1. A person at Level 1 demonstrates the characteristics of a
good listener. These listeners look for an area of interest in the
talker's message; they view it as an opportunity to gather nerl and
useful information. Effective listeners are aware of their personal

biases,e are better able to avoid making automatic judgments about
the talker and to avoid being influenced by emotionally charged
words.lO Good listeners suspend judgment and are empathetic to the
other person's feelings. They can see things from the other person's
point of view and inquire about rather than advocate a position.

Level 1 listeners use extra thought time to anticipate the talker's
next statement, to mentally summarize the stated message. eraluate
what was said, and to consciously notice nonr.erbal cues.rr Their
overall focus is to listen with understanding and respect. In the
example at the beginning of this article, Dar,-e did an excellent job

responding to BiII at Level 1. Read the brief scenario again with the

tend to assume are inclined to think that

personal biases their own views and opinions

emotionally charged words words that make people feel upset

nonverbal cues ways people communicate in addition to words, for
example, eye movement, gestures, tone of voice, etc.

8

I

10

1 1
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description of Level 1 in mind and you will see how Dave illustrates

these characteristics.

Level 2. At this level, a person is mainly listening to words and the

content of what is being said, but does not fully understand what the

words mean. This results in the semantic barrierl2-the meaning of

words. There are thousands of words in the English vocabulary. The

average adult in the United States uses 500 of these words most

often. However, each one of these words has between 20 and 25

meanings. This means that we are using 500 words with the
possibility of 12,500 different meanings. Adding to the confusion is

the variety of slangl3 Americans use, double meanings of many

words, and on and on.

The important factor in all of this is that words don't communicate.
It's the meaning and the understanding of words that make

communication work. For instance, Level 2 listeners are zeroing in

onla words, but many times, they miss the intent, such as what is being

expressed nonverbally through tone ofvoice, body posture, etc.

As a result, Level2 listeners hear what the speaker says but make

little effort to understand the speaker's intent. Needless to say, this

can lead to misunderstanding, and a variety of negative feelings. In

addition, since the listener appears to be Iistening by nodding his

head in agreement and not asking clarifying questions,l5 the talker

may be lulled into a false sense of being understood.

Level 3. At this level, people are tuning out the speaker,

daydreaming, or faking attentionl6 while thinking about unrelated

matters. This causes relationship breakdowns, conflicts and poor

decision making because the person is busy finding fault, responding
defensively, or becoming or.erly emotional. All of this influences
either the talker or the listener to mo\-e into the flight-or-fight mode.17

As you examine these three ler-els. you can imagine how different
110 groups and individuals would work together based on which level

they are activating.

semantic barrier breakdown in communication based on the meaning
of words

slang very casual language used by aparticular group, often containing
many newly invented terms

zeroing in on foeusing on

clarifying questions questions that help the listener understand what
the speaker is saying

16 faking attention pretending to listen
17 flight-or-fight mode responding by walking away angrily or arguing
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Benefits of Level I Listening

There are many benefits for supervisors who listen effectively at Level

1. When employees know they are talking to a listener instead of a

115 supervisor who sits in judgment, they openly suggest ideas and share

feelings. when this happens the two of them can work as a team

creatively solving the problem instead of placing blame on each other'

As an effective listener, you set in motion a positive, mutually

rewarding process by demonstrating interest in the employee and

120 what he or she is saying. This empathetic listening encourages

honesty, mutual respect, understanding, and a feeling of security in

the employee.

Listening also encolrages employees to feel self-confident' This in

turn can build their self-esteem and a feeling of being empowered.

125 Guidelines for Empathetic Listening
o Be attentive. You will create a positive atmosphere through your

nonverbal beh or, for instance, eye contact, an open relaxed

posture, a friendly facial expression and a pleasant tone ofvoice.

when you are alert, attentive and relaxed, the other person feels

130 important and more secure.

o Be interested in the speaker's needs. Remember listening at

Level 1 means you Iisten with understanding and mutual respect.

. Listen from a caring attitude. Be a sounding board by allowing

the speaker to bounce ideas and feelings off of you.18 Don't ask a

135 lot of questions right away. Questions can often come across as

if the person is being "grilled."le

o Act like a mirror. Reflect back what you think the other person is

feeling. summarize what the person said to make sure you

understand what he's saYing.

140 . Don't let the other person "hook you." This can happen when

you get personally involved. Getting personally involved in a

problem usually results in anger and hurb feelings or motivates

you to jump to conclusions and be judgmental'

o Use verbal cues. Acknowledge the person's statement using brief

I45 expreSSiOnS SuCh &S, "Uh-huh," "I See," Or "intereSting."

Encourage the speaker to reveal more by saying "tell me about

it," "let's discuss it," or "I'd be interested in what you have to say."

bounce ideas off of you make suggestions freely and receive helpful

feedback

grilled (slang) made to feel uncomfortable by being asked a series of

tough questions

. 5 3
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Following these guidelines will help you be a successful listener.
It's critical to create the habit of being a Level I listener by applying

150 these guidelines on a daily basis so that they are internalized as part
of your listening behavior. You can do this by taking time each day to
carry out these skills successfully in a specific situation. You will be
surprised at the results.

Madelyn Burley-Allen founded Dlramics of Human Behavior in
1972. She has given more than 2.000 seminars in the United States,
China, India, Russia. Singapore. Indonesia, and Malaysia. She has
published several books. including Listening: The Forgotten Ski,Ll.

2 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

er You Read

Understandi the xt

A. True or False? Read the statements below and write T {True) or
F (False) .

l . The author's purpose is to help people become better
listeners.

According to the author, listening is one of the most
important skills a person needs to be a good
supervrsor.

3. The opening conversation between Bill and Dave is
intended to give readers an example of poor
communication on the job.

The article states that good listening skills come
naturally to most people.

In the author's breakdown of listening efficiency, Level
1 is the most effective and Level3 is the least effective.

The author has observed that most people do not listen
to everyone at the same level of efficiency.

The fact that most English words have many meanings
supports the idea that people do not communicate with
words alone.

54 Chapter 5 . Listen Up
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B. Label descriptive features. Read each statement and identify it
as a descript ion of a Level l ,  Level 2, or Level3l istener.

1 | . Looks for an area of interest in the talker's message.

2. Pretends to listen but is really thinking about
something else.

Listens mainly to s-ords but does not really try to
understand u'hat the speaker ls getring at.

Responds defensir-el5- or becomes or-erly emotional.

5. Listens xith both understanding and respect.

c.  consider the issues. work with a partner to answer the
quest ions below

| . Read the conversation on pages 49-50 aloud with your partner.
What level of listening does this exchange illustrate? Erplain hon..

2. Check (uu) if you agree or disagree with each of the r.alues stated
in the chart below. Then explain why.

! Agree WhyT

n Disagree

b. I don't have

fl Aoree

n Disaoree

the power to change others, only myself.

why?

c. Refraining from judging others will assist me in listening to them
effectively.

fl Aoree

fl Disaoree

why?

d. I allow others to be on an equal level with myself.

! Agree Why?

n Disagree

3. Based on the article, would you consider yourself mainly a Level
1.2. or 3 listener? Whv?

3 .

4 .

a. I am responsible for my own actions, feelings, and behaviors.

. 5 5
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Recogn iz ing  sentence t rans i t ions
Sentence transitions are words and phrases that build bridges
between sentences so that readers can stay on track. One way of
making a sentence transition is to repeat the same word (or a word
with almost the same meaning) as in the previous sentence.

You have just read an example of good listeni,ng. Li,stening is
probably the most essential component of being a successful
supervisor.

Another way is to use a pronoun to refer to a word or phrase in the
previous sentence:

Good listeners suspend judgment and are empathetic to the
other person's feelings. They can see things from the other
person's point of view.

A third way is to use a connecting word or phrase, such as
houeuer, on the oth,er hand, for eramTtle, as a result, needless
to say, i.n addition, or therefore.

Effective listening is a Iearned skill; it doesn't happen
automatically for most people. In addi,tion, there are few
rewards for listening, but there are punishments for not listening.

A. Read each pair  of  sentences from the reading and underl ine the
words or phrases that connect them. There may be more than
one pair  of  connect ing words or phrases in each set.

l. Dave was establishing a caring and understanding environment
with Bill. He did this by having the attitude about people that
included the following values.

2. On average, people only are about 35 percent efficient as
listeners. This lack of effective listening often results in
missed opportunities.

3. Don't let the other person "hook you." This can happen when
you get personally involved.

56 Chapter 5 . Li,sten Up
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4. There are thousands of words in the English vocabulary. The
average adult in the United States uses 500 of these words
most often.

5. Take a moment to think back to your e4leriences when
working with different individuals and group6. What made
the experience positive?

B. Read the follqwing pairs of sentences from tfrc artide- Complete
the sentences using connecting words or phrases fiom the box
(you will only need three).

| . Listeners have a lot more power and impact on the tdlrcrfltan

most people realize. , manypeopleterdto
assume listening is basically the same as hearing-a dangerous
misconception that Ieads to believing that effective tisteningis
instinctive.

2. The average adult in the United States uses 500 of these words
most often . , each one of these words has
between 20 and 25 meanings.

3. It's the meaning and the understanding of words that make
communication work. , Level 2 listeners are
zeroing in on words, but many times, they miss the intent such as
what is being expressed nonverbally through tone of voicg body
posture, etc.

. 5 7
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Bui fd i cabulary

Using  adverbs  and in tens i f ie rs
Adverbs of manner usually follow a verb. These words usually

end in -Iy andtell how or in what way something is done, happens,

or is true.

These values influence Dave to listen empatheti'cally,

communic ate o p enly, and describ e b ehavior no nj udg mentally.

An intensifier signals to what degree something is true.
Intensifiers can modify adjectives or adverbs.

l'm really discouraged. (How discouraged are you?)

He was speaking too fast for me to understand. (How fast... ?)

Other words used as intensifiers include uery, quite, totally,

s eri,ously, ab s olutelg, p artly, somewhat, mo derately, ertremelg.

A. Complete the following statements using as many adverbs as you
can think of. Refer back to the art icle i f  you need inspiration.

1. Agoodsupervisor
listens

2. Aneffective
communicator
speaks

B. Read the conversation below and underline the intensifiers.

Joe (employee): Jane, I'm totally discouraged about the way
things have been going on the job. It never
goes the way I expect it to. And, it seems like
you're almost never around anymore.

Jane (supervisor): That's completely ridiculous! You're imagining
things. I'm the very first to get here in the
morning and the very last to leave at night.
Who told you that you have the right to
criticize the boss? If you're not extremely
careful, you could get fired.
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Language Focus

Using  punc tua t ion :  dashes ,  co lons ,  and semico lons
Writers use dashes (-) to separate parts of sentences that add
extra information or say the same thing in another way. In spoken
language, a pause has the same function as a dash.

This results in the semantic barrier-the meaning of words.

A colon (:) is used to call attention to the words that follow it. For
example, a colon often introduces a list of similar items.

Good speakers make use of several modes of nonverbal
communication: tone of voice, body posture, gestures, facial
expression, and eye movement.

A semicolon (;) connects two closely related parts of a sentence.
Each part must have its own subject and verb.

Effective listening is a learned skill; it doesn't happen
automaticallSr for most people.

When used in this way, the semicolon replaces a connecting word

such as and,, but, or, "for, so, yet.

In each of the fol lowing sentences, add the missing punctuat ion
(dash,  co lon ,  semico lon) .

| . Many people tend to assume listening is basically the same as
hearing-a dangerous misconception that leads to believing
that effective listening is instinctive.

2. These levels are not sharply distinct but rather general

categories into which people fall they may overlap or
interchange, depending on what is happening.

3. As a person moves from Level 3 the least effective to Level I

the most effective the potential for understanding and
retention of what is said and for effective communication
increases.

4. This depends on several things the circumstances, their

attitudes about the other person, and past experience.

. 5 9
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Discussion & it in

| . After reading the article, do you think you wiII change the way

you listen to people? In what ways? Would you recommend the

article to anyone else you know? Why or why not?

2. Work with a partner. Imagine that you are both participating in a

seminar to help employees and supervisors improve their

Iistening skills.

a. Decide who will be the supervisor and who will be the

employee. Read the conversation on pages 49-50 aloud. Then

switch roles and read it again. Discuss how you felt playing

each role.

b. Write a scene of your own that illustrates Level 2 or Level 3

Iistening. Practice reading your dialogue aloud, including

appropriate nonverbal cues like facial expressions and

gestures. Then act out your scene for the class.

3. Have you ever had a problem communicating? Think of a time

when you had a problem artd you tried unsuccessfully to explain

it to someone. You felt like you were talking to a wall. Write a

Ietter to a friend, explaining what happened and how you felt'

6O Chapter 5 t Listen Up
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Crosswotd Puzzle

Use words from the

Across:

I
l 1

t 3
r 5

l 7

r 8

I To speak out in support of

2 The way you hold your body

4 can be helpful if it offers
thoughtful ideas for
improvement.

A strong personal opinion

A natural guess about
something

To be mistaken

Tty not to - when
someone is talking to you.

To give someone a feeling of
confidence

Show or act out

reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Down:

I To think ahead

3 Thesubstanceofa
communication

5

6

7

9

t o
t z

l 4

A good listener can have a
strong on the speaker.

To make something better

of voice

To ask a question

One small part of a drama

To feel what another person

feels is to have

Mutual respect is important to
good - in the workplace.

| 6 To express your inner thoughts
and feelings

. 6 1
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A person is a person

because he recognizes

others as persons.
C T :
Harmful effects of stereotyping

-Archbishop Desmond, lkt tu

Religious lead,er

(1e31- )

Using verbs as adjectives

Using relative clauses withlruho, rphi,ch,
or that

62 Chapter 6 . Don't Let Stereotypes Watp Your Jud,gment
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t .

2 .

Describe the person in the photograph on page 62. Where do you

think she lives? What does she do for a living? What do you think

of her appearzilIce? Give reasons for your answers.

A stereotype is a very simple, standard generalization held by one
group ofpeople about another group. Stereotypes are often

based on gender, age, nationality, race, or profession. In the chart

below, Iist some adjectives that come to mind u-hen you think

about each group.

French men

Chinese doctors

American teenagers

Elderly professors

Can you think of some ways in which stereotyping these groups

of people could be harmful?

3. Read the first two paragraphs of the article. Why do you think the

author asks these questions? What is he trying to get the reader

to think about?

DON'T tET STEREOTYPES WARPI YOUR JUDGMENT

by Robert  Hei lbroner

fromThink Magazine

Is a girl called Gloria apt to be better looking than one called

Bertha? Are criminals more likely to be dark than blond? Can you tell

a good deal about someone's personality from hearing his voice

briefly over the phone? Can a person's nationality be pretty

accurately guessed from his photograph? Does the fact that someone

wears glasses imply that he is intelligent?

The answer to all these questions is obviously, "No."

t warp bend or twist; influence in a negative way
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Yet, from all the evidence at hand, most of us believe these
things. Ask any college boy if he'd rather take his chances with a
Gloria or a Bertha, or ask a college girl if she'd rather blind-datez a
Richard or a Cuthbert. In fact, you don't have to ask: college students
in questionnaires have revealed that names conjure up the same
images in their minds as they do in yours-and for as little reason.

Look into the favorite suspects of persons who report "suspicious
characters" and you will find a large percentage of them to be
"swarthy": or "dark and foreign-looking"-despite the testimonya of
criminologists that criminals do not tend to be dark, foreign, or "wild-
eyed." Delve into the main assets of a telephone stock swindler6 and
you will find it to be a marvelously confidence-inspiring telephone
"personality." And whereas we all think we know what an Italian or a
Swede looks like, it is the sad fact that when a group of Nebraska
students sought to match faces and nationalities of 15 European
countries, they were scored wrong in 93 percent of their
identifications. Finally, for all the fact that7 horn-rimmed glassess
have now become the standard television sign of an "intellectual,"
optometrists know that the main thing that distinguishes people with
glasses is just bad eyes.

Stereotypes are a kind of gossip about the world, a gossip that
makes us pre-judge people before we ever lay eyes on them. Hence it
is not surprising that stereotypes have something to do with the dark
world of prejudice. Explore most prejudices (note that the word
means prejudgment) and you will find a cruel stereotype at the core
of each one.

Why is it that rve stereotlpe the rvorld in such irrational and
harmful fashion? In palt. rr e begin to tlpecast people in our
childhood years. Early in life. as e\€ry parent whose child has
watched a TV Western knolr-s. rve learn to spot the Good Guys from
the Bad Guys. Some yearc ago. a social psychologist showed very
clearly how powerful these stereorypes of childhood vision are. He
secretly asked the most popular youngsters in an elementary school
to make errors in their morning grm exercises. Afterward, he asked

2 blind-date go out on a date with someone you haven't met before
3 swarthy having dark skin and hair
a testimony statements that support a claim
5 delve into the main asset find out the most useful skill
6 telephone stock swindler criminal who sells fake stocks over the

telephone
7 for all the fact that eventhough
8 horn-rimmed glasses glasses with frames made of thick, dark-colored

plastic
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the class if anyone had noticed any mistakes during gym period. Oh,
yes, said the children. But it was the unpoTtular members of the
class-the "bad guys"-they remembered as being out of step.

We not only grow up with standardized pictures forming inside of
us, but as grown-ups we are constantly having them thrust upon us.
Some of them, like the half-joking, half-serious stereotypes of
mothers-in-law, or country yokels,e or psychiatrists, are dinned into
us10 by the stock jokes we hear and repeat. ln fact, without such
stereotypes, there would be a lot fewer jokes. Still other stereotypes
are perpetuated by the advertisements we read, the mories we see,
the books we read.

And finally, we tend to stereotype because it helps us make sense
out of a highly confusing world, a world which lliam James once
described as "one great, blooming, buzzing confusion." It is a curious
fact that if we don't knotn what we're looking at, we are often quite
Iiterallyll unable to see what we're looking at. People who recor-er
their sight after a lifetime of blindness actually cannot at first tell a
triangle from a square. A visitor to a factory sees only noisy chaos
where the superintendent sees a perfectly synchronizedl2 flou of
work. As lter Lippmann has said, "For the most part we do not
first see, and then define; we define first, and then we see."

Stereotypes are one way in which we "define" the world in order to
see it. They classify the infinite variety of human beings into a
convenient handful of "t5rpes" toward whom we learn to act in
stereotyped fashion. Life would be a wearing process if we had to start
from scratchl3 with each and every human contact. Stereotypes
economize on our mental effort by covering up the blooming, btzzing
confusion with big recognizable cut-outs.1a They save us the "trouble"
of finding out what the world is like-they give it its accustomed look.

Thus the trouble is that stereotypes make us mentally lazy-. As S.I.
Hayakawa, the authority on semantics, has written: "the danger of
stereotypes lies not in their existence, but in the fact that they
become for all people some of the time, and for some people all of the
time. szbsl i,tutes for ob s eru ati,on. "

country yokels people who live in rural areas, especially those
without sophisticated manners

dinned into us fixed in our minds

quite literally in fact; actually

perfectly s;.nchronized smoothly coordinated

start from scratch begin all over again

big, recognizable cut-outs large paper shapes of people made of stiff
paper or cardboard

10

1 1

12

13

T4
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Hence, quite aside from the injustice which stereotypes do to

others, they impoverish ourselves. A person who lumps the world

into simple categories, who type-casts all labor leaders as
"racketeers,"15 all businessmen as "reactionaries,"l6 all Harvard men

80 as "snobs," and all Frenchmen as "sexy," is in danger of becoming a

stereotype himself. He loses his capacity to be himself-which is to

say, to see the world in his own absolutely unique, inimitable,lT and

independent fashion.

Impoverishing as they are, stereotypes are not easy to get rid of.

85 The world we type-cast may be no better than a Grade B movie,l8 but

at least we know what to expect of our stock characters. When we let

them act for themselves in the strangely unpredictable way that
people do act, who knows but that many of our fondest convictions
will be proved wrong?

90 Nor do we suddenly drop our standardized pictures for a blinding

vision of the Ttuth. Sharp swings of ideas about people often just

substitute one stereotype for another. The true process ofchange is a

slow one that adds bits and pieces of reality to the pictures in our
heads, until gradually they take on some of the blurriness of life itself.

95 Can we speed the process along? Of course we can.

First, we can become alDare of the standardized pictures in our
heads, in other peoples' heads, in the world around us.

Second, we can become suspicious of all judgments that we allow

exceptions to "prove." There is no more chastening thoughtle than
100 that in the vast intellectual adventure of science, it takes but one tiny

exception to topple a whole edifice of ideas.20

Third, we can learn to be wary of generalizations about people. As

E Scott Fitzgerald once wrote: "Begin with an individual, and before
you know it you have created a type; begin with a type, and you find

105 you have created nothing."

Most of the time, when we type-cast the world, we are not in fact
generalizing about people at all. We are only revealing the

embarrassing facts about the pictures that hang in the gallery of

stereotypes in our own heads.

15 racketeer person who makes money illegally; a type of criminal
16 reaetionaries people who oppose change; extremely conservative

people
17 inimitable impossible to imitate; one of a kind
18 grade B movie a second-rate film
le chastening thought arealizationthat makes one more humble or

restrained
20 topple a whole edifice of ideas disprove an entire system of thought
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Robert Heilbroner (L929- ) received his Ph.D. from Harvard
University and is professor emeritus of economics at New School
University in New York City. His many books and articles include
philosophical reflections on human behavior as well as popular
explanations of economic theory for the general public.

Understa the xt

A, Multipfe choice, For each item below, circle the best answer.

| . The purpose of the questions in the first paragraph is to -.

a. analyze some common stereotypes

b. cause readers to think about some common stereofypes

c. get information from readers about their stereotypes

d. make readers Iaugh at themselves

2. According to the author, the names "Bertha" and "Cuthberl- ale

a. less appealing than names like Gloria and Richard

b. more appealing than names like Gloria and Richard

c. very popular among college students

d. not an important factor in determining a person's image

From the testimony of criminologists, we can conclude that -.

a. most suspicious characters have dark complexions

b. telephone swindlers have attractive personalities

c. there is no connection between criminal actiritl- and skin color

d. criminals look very different from ordinar-r- people

According to the author, many people believe that rvearing glasses
is a sign of -.

a. a person's nationality

b. the dark world of prejudice

c. watching too much television

d. intellectual abilitv

3 .

4 .
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5. Stereotypes are at the core of all of the following except

a. the way we tend to prejudge people

b. the way we think about ourselves

c. our efforts to make sense of the world

d. the ability to see ourselves as unique

6. In general, media such as movies, television shows, and

advertisements have the effect of -.

a. getting rid of stereotYPes

b. forming and strengthening stereotypes

c. helping youngsters distinguish between good and bad

d. helping youngsters recognize their mistakes

7. From S.I. Hayakawa's statement about stereotypes (lines 72-75),

he would probablY agree that -.

a. stereotypes are more harmful than they are helpful

b. there is no harm in jokes based on stereotypes

c. most intellectuals wear horn-rimmed glasses

d. stereotypes are more helpful than they are harmful

B. Consider the issues' Work with a partner to answer the

questions below.

| . The author of this article describes several stereotylres held by

many Americans. List three additional examples in the chart

below. On the right side of the chart, describe a stereotype held

by people in your country about the same group.

criminals owarf,hv

Choose one exarnple of a stereotype held by many people in your

country. How do you think this stereotype was formed? Can you

think of any exceptions?

Do you agree with the author that stereotypes can be harmful? Why
or why not? Give at least one example to support your opinion'

2 .

3 .
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R e c o g n i z i n g  s o u r c e s
Writers often refer to other sources of information on a subject in

order to support their main points. These sources may include

other writers, research reports, or surveys.

When a group of Nebraska students sought to match faces and

nationalities of 15 European countries, they rn'ere scored urong in

93 percent of their identifications. (reference to a resealch report)

A. Complete the chart below with information from the art icle.

failure of students in Nebraska
(U.S.A.) to ident i fy nat ional i t ies
from photographs

stereotypes of childhood
visions are very powerful

re7earcn  re?or t  no t  q . '3 '

not grven

wri ter  and phi losopher Wi l l iam James

S. l .  Hayakawa

B. Ask a partner the fol lowing quest ions. lmagine that your partner is

an important professor, writer, or researcher. Take notes on his/her

answers. Then wri te a sentence explaining your partners BEST

answer.

Example

A: Do you think that television is harmful to young ci-rilclren? \\]1y

or why not?

B: Yes, absolutely. Television keeps young childlen from leaming

to observe the world on their own.

According to (partner's name), a psychologist at (.name of your

school or university), television is definitell hamrfi-rl to

children because it keeps them from leamrng to observe the

world on their own.

| . what is the most popular telerision sho$ for children in your

country?

. 6 9
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2 .

3 .

Does the program stereotype one or more groups of people? How?

How can children and young people get rid of these stereotypes?

A - - a - ) , i a a  + a
I  \ U U U t  U t t  t U  V U

A, Choose a word from the box to complete each sentence. Change
the word into an adjective ending in l1g or -ed and write it in
the sentence.

Stereotypes help give the world its accueT'omed look.

It is not that stereotypes have something to do

with prejudice.

3. Stereotypes are not only harmful but also

people who believe them.

4. It is not easy or quick for people to drop the

pictures in their minds.

5. The pictures we keep in our minds sometimes reveal some

facts.

6. William James said that the world is full of blooming,

confusion.

l .

2 .

to the
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B. Give examples of each of the fol lowing.

l. something you find confusing:

2. something you are surprised about:

3. something you think is fascinating:

4. someone you are bored bY:

sports you consider exciting:5. two

and

Focus

Relative clauses beginning wrthwho, uhich, ot that give more

information about the nouns they follow. A relative clause must

have its own subject and verb.

relative clause

The main thrng that distinguishes people tai'th glasses is just

bad eyes.

Note: Not all clauses beginning with that are relative clauses.

Noun clauses beginning wlth that are also used as sentence

complements, for examPle:

noun clause

College students have revealed that nanLes conjure up the

sarne images i,n their mi'nds as they do in yours'

A. Draw brackets IJ around the relat ive clauses in the fol lowing

sentences, Underl ine the noun that each relat ive clause describes

| . The main thing [that distinguishes people with glasses, is jttst

bad eyes.

2. Stereotypes are a kind of gossip about the world that makes us

prejudge people before we see them.

3. The true process of change is a slow one s-hich adds bits and

pieces of reality to the pictures in our heads.

4. We are revealing the embarrassing facts \r'hich hang in the gallery

of stereot5,pes in our heads.
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Complete the relative clauses in these sentences with your own ideas.

|. Psychiatrists are doctors who -

2. A stereotype is a generalization which

3. I dislike movies that

4. We should not trust judgments which

5. I admire people who

Discussion & it ing

| . Follow the process suggested by the author for getting rid of
stereotypes.

a. Think of a stereotype that many people in your culture believe.
Explain how they grew up to believe this stereotype.

b. Think of at least one exception to this stereotype.

c. Explain hou- this stereotype might be harmful.

2. \\'ith a parlner, conduct a survey of at least ten people you know.
The object of the survey is to find out if the respondents can
identify nationalities from pictures. Follow these steps:

a. Cut out five photographs of people (not famous people) from
an international magazine or newspaper. Be sure you know
the nationality of the person in each photo.

b. Ask each person to identify the nationality of the people in
the pictures.

c. Record the resoonses in the chart below.

Wrong:

d. Write a brief summary of the results of your survey. What
pictures did you choose? What percentage of the people you
asked identified the photos correctly? What did you learn? Did
anything surprise you?

B.
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from

Across:
I Having knowledge of
4 Person who feels superior to

others
6 A kind of date
7 Prejudgment
I Stereotype of Flench men

| 3 Informal talk about othe]
people and their private lives

| 5 A kind of criminal
l7 Light hair color
I I One who commits crimes
l9 A lot: a good -

the reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Down:
2 Relative pronoun forpeople
3 Horn-rimmed -
4 Having dark skin andhair
5 Relative pronoun for tldngs
6 "The world is ablooming,

confusion"
To give meaning
Tlrpe of television show
Change in anegative way;
distort

| 2 Uneducated countryperson
l4 Startfrom
16 Place where we all live

I
t o
l l
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Yelena I{hronina

How d,o I looe thee?

Let me count the ways.

I loae thee to the

depth and breadth

and height

My soul can reach,

Whenfeeling out

of sight.

-Eli z ab eth B atrett Browning

Poet

(1806-1861)

C T :
Finding a husband or wife via the
Internet

L:
Recognizing diverse points of view

B RY:
Using modifiers

FOC
It's (not) + verb + -i,ng

7 4 Chapter 7 . East Meets West on Loue's Riskg Cyberhi,ghway
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l .

2 .

The phrase "East Meets \\rest" in the title of the arbicle below
refers to a famous line written by the English poet Rudyard
Kipling (1865-1936):

"Oh, East is East, and West ls llzst. artcl rtet'er the tuai'n
shall meet."

What do you think Kipling meant? Do you agree or disagree?

The "cyberhighway" in the title is the worldn-ide path'ir a1- of
instant communication made possible by the Internet. Hon could

such a highway have risks? What kind of risks do 1-ou think xill

be discussed in the arbicle?

3. Some of the people described in the
article say they are too busy for a
social life because they work so many
hours. Do you feel that you have
enough time in your life for friendship
and romantic relationships? Do most
people in your country work too hard,
too little, or just enough?

EAST MEETS WEST ON
LOVE'S RISKY CYBERHIGHWAY

by Fred Weir

from The Christi,an Sci,ence Monitor

Aler,tina Ivanova and other Russian bachelorettesr like her are

tooking for a few good me abroad. "Unfortunatell. in our

collapsed economy, very few men are able to support a family
properly," she says. "Russian men lack confidence. thel- become

fatalistic,2 they drink, they die young. It's not su-rprising that Russian

women pin their hopes elsewhere."

1 bachelorette old-fashioned terrn for a yotulg. unmarried woman
2 fatalistic accepting of the idea that er-erlthing is determined in

advance; that individuals have no control ot-er v'hat happens in
their lives

Passage
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Ms. Ivanova, a veteran of half-a-dozen serious cyber-
relationships with European and American men, is among
thousands of Russian women turning to the Internet to meet
Westerners. The potential suitors3 are equally frustrated with the
dating prospects in their home countries.

"American women are too independent, too demanding, too
critical," says Chris, a middle-aged US businessman visiting Moscow
to meet "several very nice ladies" he contacted over the b. The
visitor, who asked that his Iast name not be used, cites a joke often
repeated here: "A Russian wife wants to keep house for you. An
American wife wants to get rid of you, and keep the house."

Dozens of Web-based agencies are busy playing match-maker, for
fees paid by both the women, who send in their pictures and biosa for
posting on international Websites, and the men, who can obtain
contact information for the women who pique their interest.s

Though there are no firm statistics, it is estimated that between
4,000 and 6,000 women from the former USSR many US citizens
each year. One agency currently lists 25,000 women from Russia and
other former Soviet republics seeking Western mates; there are
dozens more agencies, each offering thousands of would-be brides.6
Some agencies have branched into travel, translation and other
services to profit from what they say is an exploding traffic.

While some describe these international e-introductions as
offering matches made in heaven,T others see nightmares in
cyberspace. "People bring their illusions as well as their dreams to
this market,"8 says Tatiana Gurko, head of the independent Center for
Gender Studies in Moscow. "Like any physical place, the Internet has
predatorse lurking about, and sometimes they may be hard to spot."

Western men increasingly report being ripped off10 by wily Russian
women, who write sweet e-mails, send sexy digital photos, hit them
up for cash,lr and then disappear.

r potential suitors men they may possibly meet who would like to form
romantic relationships

a bio short form of biography, a summary of one's life
5 pique their interest attract them
6 would-be brides women who would like to get married
7 matches made in heaven ideal, perfect relationships
8 this market this place for them to contact each other
e predators here, people who hurt others

10 ripped off cheated; swindled
11 hit (someone) up for cash ask someone for money
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On the other side, tales filtering back to Russia of Internet
marriages gone sourl2-including the murder of a Russian e-mail-
order bride in the US-have put women on their guard.

But Ivanova, who now works as an adviser to DiOritz, a large
Moscow matchmaking agency, says that, although none of her cyber-
relationships have led to marriage, she has had no regrettable
experiences.

"You can find out everything you need to know about a man in five
e-mails," she says breezily. "Men are fairly obvious, you just need to
question them properly." To heq the requirements on both sides are
clear: "A woman need only be attractive and educated, but a man
must have properby, means, and a good job."

Yelena Khronina, who plans to soon wed "a wonderful Norwegian
man" she met via the Internet, says her dream has come true. "It's so
hard to be a woman in Russia," Ms. Khronina sighs. "But then you
visit this beautiful, orderly, prosperous country, and spend time with
a man who treats you with kindness and respect. Why would anyone
say no to that?"

The potential dangers of dabbling in cyberromancel3 are dramatized
in a recent film, Bitthdag GirI, in which Nicole Kidman plays a mail-
order bride from Moscow who brings a gang of Russian mafia thugsra
crashing into the Iife of her English bank-clerk beau. In real life, the
sting is usually more mundane:l5 An unsuspecting Western man falls in
Iove after a few gushinglo e-mail exchanges with a false identityli
posted on a Website-sometimes the photos are actually of a Russian
actress or fashion model-and is persuaded to wire cash for aticket to
visit him, or to meet some personal emergency.

"A woman can string a man along,l8 playing on his emotions and
sympathy and, in doing so, trick him into gMng her money or
expensive items," says Paul O'Brien, a US Web designer who has
temporarily given up his search for a Russian wife after being
burnedle by two women who just wanted money from him.

t2

L3

t4

l 5

L6

t7

18

19

gone sour ruined; ended in separation or divorce

dabbling in cyberromance experimenting with romance online;
trying it out

thugs violentcriminals

mundane ordinary

gushing overly sweet and wordy

false identity fake person, someone who does not exist

string a man along fool him into believing she loves him

burned disappointed in love; heartbroken
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70 Mr. O'Brien says he resorted to the Internet because of America's
fast-paced, impersonal and workaholic2o culture. "A lot of guys I
know work many, many hours and do not have time for a social life,"
he says. "So it seems particularly appealing to them when these
agencies offer to help them make contact with beautiful and single

75 women," he says, but warns: "Prospective suitors need to be very
wary of the women out there who have no intention of developing a
relationship with them."

Russian women insist it is they who face the greatest hazards.
Many have heard about Anastasia Solor,Xrova, a Russian from the

80 former Soviet republic of Kyrgyztan, who was murdered by her
American husband two years ago. She had been his second mail-
order bride. Experts say there are many more tales of miserable, and
sometimes tragic, mismatches.

"You come to a strange country to meet a man you've only
85 corresponded with by e-mail," says Ivanova. "There are issues of

language, culture, and personal morality. It takes a lot of trust, and
for some women it goes badly wrong."

The terrorist attacks of September 11, which brought the Russian
and US governments closer together may, paradoxically,2l have put at

90 least a temporary damper on the love fest.22

Tamara Babkina, deputy director of Wedding Palace No. 4, which
is the only office in Moscow where foreigners can legally marry, says
that until last year, Americans were the largest group marrying
Russian women. "We had 175 US-Russian weddings in 2001, but since

95 September 11 there has not been a single one," Ms. Babkina says.

While no one wants to go on the recordz3 criticizing love, some
experts axgue that the Westward outflow of Russian women must be
viewed as a baneful social indicator.2a

"Russia has become the world's leading exporter of wives, and this
100 is a tremendously profitable business," says Ms. Gurko.

workaholic addicted to work

paradoxically contrary to what you expect

put a damper on the love fest make the atmosphere (here, dating)
less cheerful or pleasant

go on the record saypublicly

baneful social indicator troubling sign that something is wrong in a
society

20

2 l

22

24
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" I t m a y b e a r e a l s i t u a t i o n , " s h e s a y s , " b u t
let's try to remembs of terrific women is made

up of individuals whose hopes have been crushed in Russia.

"It's so sad that, in order to seek a better life, a Russian woman has

t05 to leave."

The Cfuri,stian Sci,ence Monitor is an international daily newspaper

published Monday through Friday in Boston, Massachusetts.

Founded in 1908, the c,s Moni,tor features international nern's

stories, but also contains u.s. news and human interest stories.

l .

2 .

Understandi the xt

A, Main idea. Read the three paragraphs below, then choose the

one which best summarizes the main ideas of the art icle. Circle the

number next to Your choice'

With the help of Web-based agencies, thousands of Russian

women are seeking husbands abroad, primarily in the United

states and western Europe. While many of the relationships are

reported to have happy endings, there are also risks involved on

both sides. The fact that so many Russian wonen w-ant to leave

their country to get marriecl is one indicator of the countty's

serious economic and social problems.

Alevtina Ivanova is a young Russian woman who has tried

unsuccessfully to find a European or American husband with

property, means, and a good job. She doesn't want to marry a

Russian man, so she expects to keep looking until she finds the

ideal husband. Ivanova is aware of the dangers, but feels that the

rewards far outweigh the risks.

3. The dangers of trying to find a romantic partner via the Internet are

great for both Russian women and American men. There are many

issues that can go badly wrong. The case of the Russian woman

who was murdered by her American husband is well lmown, and

there are many more cyber-relationships that end in divorce. It is

also common for Russian women to rip off American men'
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B. Supporting ideas. Put a check (uz) next to the supporting ideas,
detai ls,  and examples included in the art ic le.

| . / It is estimated that between 4.000 and 6.000 women
from the former U.S.S.R. marry U.S. citizens each year.

2. - American women are increasingly fed up with
American men and are looking for husbands in Western
Europe.

3. - Internet dating services are very popular in Asia.

4. - Some Western men have been cheated out of money by
Russian women who post beautiful photographs but
have false identities.

5. - In 2001, Norwegians were the second largest group
marrying Russian women.

6. - One Russian e-mail-order bride was murdered bv her
American husband.

7. - Some of the matchmaking agencies now operating in
Russia are not licensed by the government and cannot
be trusted.

8. - Russia has become the world's leading exporter of
wives.

C. Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the
questions below.

| . Alertina Ivanova is critical of Russian men's ability to support a
family. Specifically, what does she NOT like about them? Tell
your partner.

2. Based on your answer to question 1, what can you infer that
Alevtina likes about Westerners? Do you agree that these are
important qualities for a prospective husband? Discuss them
with your partner.

3. What about men in your country? Do you think Ale"tina would
approve of them as potential husbands? Why or why not?

8O Chapter 7 . East Meets West on Loue's Risky Cyberhighutay
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Reading Skil f

R e c o g n i z i n g  d i v e r s e  p o i n t s  o f  v i e w
The author of a piece of writing alrral-s has a point of vieq a
position from which he or she sees u hat is going on in the story. In
newspaper and magazine articles, the author's point of ries- is
usually neutral. That is, the writer does not openly e$ress an
opinion on the issues or events described in the article. but ries to
summarize the points of view of other people. In this war-. readers
will be able to see what is going on from several an$es ar-r,ctr then
draw their own conclusions.

A. Look bacl< at the reading and ident i !  the person express,-g e?c'r  : '
the fol lowing points of v iew. Where possible, add a phrase :na;
gives more information about the person.

|. People who use dating serwices sometimes fool themseh-es ltit,,
thinking that their dreams will come true.

Tat iana Gurko ,  head o f  Lhe independent  Cen ler  fo r  Gena: '

SLud ieo

2. My dream has come true. I am very happy to be leaving Russia to
marry a Norwegian man.

3. I give up. I've tried to develop a relationship with a beautiful single
woman over the Internet but have been burned twice.

4. American women are not my type. I'd prefer a Russian wife-

5. Although I have not met the husband of ml- dreans" J have no
regrets.
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Bui ld ing

&Js ing  nrod i f ie rs
Modifiers are descriptive words (adjectives) that often come
before nouns. Modifiers answer questions like, How manE...?,
Horc large...?, l\rlzat ki,nd...?, Wherefrow...?, and Hout good...?

Western men increasingly report being ripped off by uily
Russi,an women, who write suteet e-mails, send sery digi,tal
photos, hit them up for cash, and then disappear.

Modifiers may also come after the nouns they describe. Verbs such
as be, seenx, Wpear, become, or JeeL (linking verbs) are used to
link modifiers to the nouns they describe.

A woman need only be attractiae and educated...

Other modffiers are made from verbs (erploding traffic, collapsed
economy) or from combinations of words connected by a hyphen
(mail-order bride, Moscous-ba.sed agency).

A, ln the following sentences, underline the words that modiff
nouns .

l. American women are too independent, too demanding, too
critical.

2. The potential suitors are equally frustrated with the dating
prospects in their home countries.

3. A woman need only be attractive and educated, but a man must
have property, means, and a good job.

4. But then you visit this beautiful, orderly, prosperous country, and
spend time with a man who treats you with kindness and respect.

5. In real life, the sting is usually more mundane.

6. Let's try to remember that this vast supply of terrific women is
made up of individuals whose hopes have been crushed in
Russia.
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A. Complete the following sentences with opinions of your own.

| . It's interesting that

lt's disgusting that

lt's amazing that

4. It must be upsetting to be

B. Use verb + -ing to express your opinion about the following facls.

| . It's not that some Russian women do

not like American men.

The fact that people are so busy that they don't have time for

dating is

The idea of finding a husband or wife via the Internet is

2 .

3 .

2 .

3 .
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Discussion &

| . Reread the last three paragraphs of the article (pages 78-79). Do
you think a business that exports wives from a country should be

allowed by international law? Why or why not?

2. In the reading, Aler,tina Ivanova says you can find out everything
you need to lmow about a man in five e-mails (lines 45-46).In

order for her plan to work, the purpose of each e-mail to a
prospective suitor must be crystal clear to the writer. For example:

E 'ma i l  number
1 .
2.
o
D .

P u r p o s e
find out if he has a good job

find out if he owns a house
find out if he is good-Iooking

Work with a partner. What things do you think it is important to
know about a potential husband or wife? Decide on the five most
important requirements. Write them in the chart below.

3. Imagine that you are xriting a letter or e-mail to a prospective

mate in another country. Choose one of the requirements in your

chart above and, keeping your prupose in mind, try to find out if

the person has what you are looking for. (Hint: keep in mind the

cultural differences that might apply. For example, it is impolite
in some cultures to ask direct questions about salary and
property.)
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across:

3 Someone seeking a romantic
relationship

4 Actress Nicole

5 Capital of Russia

8 Very, very sad

I Boyfriend, sweetheart

10 Opposite of sweet

LZ Criminal organization

13 Supply and -

L4 "An American wife wants to get

ofyou and keep the house."

15 To send outside of a country

17 The World Wide -

18 Personfrom another country

Down:

1 Otd-fashioned tenn for a
young, r-mmarried woman

2 A person u ho is addicted to
work

6 \\-ealth"v- and successful

7 Ordinary, everydaythings

11 Some customers are worried
about getting ripped

12 --order bride

16 Never the - shall meet

" 8 5
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Chapter Students Won't
Give Up Their
French Fries

He who distinguishes
the true saaor of

hisfood can neaer

be a glutton;

he who does not
cannot be otherwise.

-Henry Dauid ITroreau

Plt i I o s opher and natura\ist

(1817-1862)

Scanning for specific information

Idiomatic expressions

Reported speech
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2 .

| . Do you have a healthy diet? Why or why not?

Read the title of the article
and then take one minute to
skim the text. What do you

think the article will be
about? Share your ideas
with a partner.

Where do most students in
your college or university
eat? What does a typical
meal consist of? What do
students eat between
meals? Are they generally

concerned about health and
nutrition while they are in
college? Why or why not?

STUDENTS WON'T GIVE UP

rHETR FRENCH FRIES

by El izabeth E Farrel l

from The Chroni,cle of Hi'ghm Education

On a recent summer night at the local Da Queen in Moorhead,

Minnesota, Debra Lee-Cadwell, the director of dining services at

Cone ia College, felt a tap on her shoulder. She turned around to

find a young man she didn't recognize holding up an ice-cream cone.

"He asked me if it was a red, yellow, or green"' says - Lee'

C ll, who realized the young man was a student at Concordia,

where she has added color-coded labels to all dining-hall foods to

inform students of fat content. Yellow means low fat (Iess than 5

grams), green indicates medium fat content (5 to 13 grams), and red

is for high-fat foods (more than 13 grams).

"I told him it was a red, but that was OK, as long as it was in

3 .

Passage

l0
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Perhaps it is an attempt to avoid gaining the dreaded "freshman

15,"1 but students around the country are demanding more
information about the foods they're served in dining halls, and they're
asking for a greater variety of healthy fare, according to college
officials. Over the past few years, colleges have responded by hiring
more dietitians and nutritionists and going to greater lengths2 to
provide students with information about the caloric and fat content
ofthe food they eat.

But despite the wealth of information, students don't appear to be
eating any healthier than their predecessors.3

"They may be more health conscious, but that doesn't necessarily
mean that they're eating healthy," says Robin L. Porter, the president

of H. David Porter Associates Inc., an independent food consulting
business based in Crofton, Maryland, that works with 70 colleges.
"They talk the talk, but don't really walk the walll-french fries
outsell apples by thousands and thousands of pounds."

Some even worry that the feast of information can be harmful, by
feeding some students'obsession5 with food.

Information and Options
Several colleges have recently purchased software called
NetNutrition, from the Ithaca-based company CBord, which allows
students to click through the dining-hall menus on their college's Web
site and learn the preparation method, ingredients, nutrients, and
health information for every dish served.

For example, a student at the University of Southern California
using the Web site one day this month could have chosen among Thai
beef salad (L44 calories,G 4.2 grams of fat), vegetarian sloppy joesT
(362 calories, 5.1 grams of fat), and Japanese spinach (at 47 calories,
1.9 grams of fat), or opted for classic American favorites like
cheeseburgers (436 calories, 35.8 grams of fat) and pepperoni pizza
(241 caloies, 18 grams of fat), to name a few dishes. USC has even

I the dreaded freshman 15 15 pounds (6.8 kilograms) that American
students fear they will gain during their first year at college or university

2 going to greater lengths tryrng much harder
3 predecessors those who were students before them
a they talk the talk, but don't really walk the walk (slang) they don't

do what they say they are going to do
5 obsession something they cannot stop thinking about
6 calories units for measuring the energy that a certain amount of food

will provide
7 sloppy joes sandwich made of ground beef mixed with tomato sauce;

vegetarian style is made with soy
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55

set up kioskss in one of its dining halls to allow students to check the

45 Web site with their dinner trays in hand, and other colleges are

installing similar kiosks'

Even at USC, however, pizza is still the most popular item, says

Michael P. Gratz, the director of hospitality services. He says burgers

and fries are being consumed as much as ever'

50 More VarietY
It's not that students lack food options. The university's 29 dining

halls boast condimente bars with kimchi and four different types of

mayonnarse.

"Ethniclo foods and ingredients are also increasingly populaI," says

Haddon Reines, vice president of health care and education for u.s'

Foodservice Inc., a food distributor based in columbia, Maryland.
,,stud.ents have grown up eating a wider array of foods, and it's no

longer uncommon for sushi to be in dining halls'"

Fries and a Coke
still, the three items that top u.S. Foodservice's list of most

frequently ordered foods are chicken tenders,ll french fries, and

carbonated beverages. 12

,,some days I feel like I'm banging my head against a wall,"l3 says Ms.

Lee-Cadweli of Concordia, which is also setting up electronic kiosks'

"The students talk out of both sides of their mouths. They say they

want nutrition and variety, but then they gravitate to their familiar

favorites-th e pizza, the burgers, and the fried chicken strips."

Or they take an opposite approach, nutrition experts say, and

become so preoccupied with food that they barely eat anything.

,,There definitely seems to be two extremes," says stephanie

people who grasp onto what they think is healthy artd don't eat

balanced meals."

60

OD

70

8 kiosk a small counter or booth with computers where students can get

information
e condiment an extra substance like sauce or seasoning added to food

to improve its flavor
10 ethnic of aparticular racialor cultural group

11 chicken tenders breaded and fried strips of chicken meat

12 carbonated beverages flavored drinks with chemically produced

bubbles (such as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, etc.)

13 banging my head against a wall trylng without success
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75 Ms. Horvath recalls that her two roommates freshman yeax would
brag about how "good" they had been on a given day because they ate
nothing but a piece of bread. Another friend ate only salads, and
"couldn't figure out why she always had stomach aches and digestive
problems," says Ms. Horvath.

80 What Ms. Horvath and many college dietitians and nutritionists
observe is part of a national trend. Although it is difficult to say what
percentage of college students have eating disordersra or struggle
with obesity,ls many college nutritionists say they notice a growing

number of students splitting into two camps of unhealthy eaters:
85 overweight fast-food junkies, or obsessive dieters, who either binge

and purgel6 or nearly starve themselves.

"It's sort of like everything else in our country" says Christine D.
Economos, an assistant professor of nutrition at fts University
who specializes in the study of college students' eating habits.

90 "There's a public health crisis with obesity, and there's also more
eating disorders, and in both cases the underlying cause is the same
in that it's emotional and started before they set foot on campus."

Striving for Moderation
The problems of compulsive overeating and undereatinglT have the

95 same underlying cause, health officials say: They both show an
inability to eat in moderation. Consequently, experts like Ronda
Bokram, the staff nutritionist at the student health center at
Michigan State University, s&y the availability of nutritional
information does little or nothing to influence students' eating habits.

100 The students who should be paying attention to nutritional
information are ignoring it, Ms. Bokram says, while the ones that pay

attention care too much.

"I would do anything to get rid of things like kiosks," says Ms.
Bokram. "I have students say they won't eat foods that have a certain

105 amount of fat grarns in them, and that's just unhealthy. I think giving

students that information sends the wrong message. ... It's important
to teach people to eat without labels."

Students tend to disagree. Lindsey McAdams, a senior at Meredith
College, in Raleigh, N.C., says that she wishes the dining halls at her

110 college provided such information. If it had been available, she adds, it

la eating disorders serious medical conditions related to food and body
rmage

15 obesity condition of being overweight
16 binge and purge overeat and then make themselves vomit
17 compulsive overeating and undereating unable to resist eating too

much or eating too little all the time
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might have helped her make more informed eating decisions her

freshman year, when she gained more than 30 pounds.

And Ms. Horvath, at Chapel HiII, points out that such information is

no different from labels on foods in the supermarket.

115 "If they're going to make it mandatoryls for you to be on meal plan,

they have an obligation to tell you what's in the food they're serving,"

she says.

Meanwhile, college nutritionists and dietitians wiII continue to

emphasize moderation as a key to healthy eating, both at college and

120 beyond.

in Wayne, N.J., puts it: "It's easy to give the students nutritional

information, but it's hard to impart to them the understanding that

food is the one thing they have to make peace with in their lives. ...

125 Unlike other things they may develop addictions to, food is the one

thing they can't give up for the rest of their lives."

The Clwonicle oJ Hi'gher Education is a weekly newspaper that
features news about American colleges and universities. With a
circulation of approximately 450,000, The Chronicle also reporbs on
the latest developments in research, information technology, and on
government policies that affect colleges and their students.

Understandi the xt

A. Multiple choice. For each item below, circle the two best answers.

| . American students are demanding more information about the

food they eat at college because

a. they are concerned about nutrition

they want to eat more international foods

they don't want to gain weight

their parents want to PaY less

b.

c.

d .

18 mandatory required
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2. Colleges have responded to students' concerns by -.

a. providing students with more information about caloric and
fat content of foods

b. making more burgers and fries available after hours

c. providing diet and exercise programs to help students lose
weight

d. hiring more dietitians and nutritionists

3. The fact that french fries outsell apples by thousands of pounds
implies that despite students' apparent interest in eating healthy
foods,

a. they are eating more fruits and vegetables

b. they are beginning to enjoy more ethnic foods

c. they are not eating more healthy foods

d. they are not cutting down on fatty foods

4. The ways colleges and universities provide nutrition information
to students include

a. adding color-coded labels to dining-hall foods

b. setting computer kiosks where students can check nutrition
Websites

c. adding a wide variety of international and ethnic foods

d. playing videos in the dining halls that promote healthy living

5. Recent studies of eating habits of American college students
indicate that many young people have problems with

a. their roommates

b. obesity

c. eating disorders

d. money

6. Public health experts agree that eating disorders

a. are caused by poor nutrition

b. are caused by emotional problems

c. are a major issue on American campuses

d. begin when students arrive on campus
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B. Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the
quest ions below.

l. According to the article, some experts are worried that making
too much information about nutrition available to students can
actually be harmful. Do you agree or disagree? Why?

2. considering the wide variety of food options available at colleges
and universities in the United States (Iines 37-b8), do you think
students there have the opportunity to eat well? Why or why not?

3. In lines 94-96, the author states that the problems related to
overeating and undereating are both caused by the inability to eat
in moderation. \\rtry do you think that so many American students
have this problen-r?

Scann ing  fo r  spec i f i c  i n fo r rna t i on
When you need to find specific information in a text, you should
scan it, or move your eyes very quickly across the text without
reading every word, stopping only to "pick up" the information you
are looking for.

A. Scan the text on pages B7-91 to find the specific information below
Remember to look quicldy over the text without reading every word.

| . Who is the director of dining services at Concordia College?

2. How many grams of fat are in a high-fat food?

3. What is the name of the software that allows students to click
through dining-hall menus on their college's Website?

4. How many calories are in a serving of Thai beef salad?

5. What is the most popular food item at USC (University of
Southern California-) ?

. 9 3
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B. The Web page below is maintained by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), an agency of the U.S. government
that seeks to improve public health. Scan it to find these things:

| . What two types of foods does the CDC hope that more people will

consume more of? and

2. How many servings per day of these foods does the CDC

recommend?

3. By what year does the prograrn expect to achieve its goal?

4. Which organizations have sponsored research related to the

program? and

I$ & * a y
. Overview
o What is 5

. Backqround

. Surveil lance
r Research
. Campaiqns
r Partnership

Plan
. Fruit of the

Month
a

of the Month
. Resources

Asked
Questions

Whot is 5 A

5 A Day for Better Health is a comprehensive, coordinated,
national nutrition program to increase the consumption of fruits
and vegetables to five or more servings each day by the year
2010. During the past 10 years, the National 5 A Day Program
has been jointly sponsored by the National Cancer Institute (NCl)
and the Produce for Better Health Foundation. CDC's role during
the early years was in providing the funding mechanism for
states to apply for the NCI 5 A Day Evaluation Grants. NCI was
responsible for technical support and synthesis of the results.

These one-year projects evaluated 5 A Day interventions in
community settings such as schools, worksites, the media,
and in retail business.
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Building cabularY

l d iomat ic  exPress ions
Newspaper and magazine articles often include idiomatic

e4rressions that people use in ordinary conversation' Many of

these are direct quotations from people the author has interviewed.

When you see a new expression, pay careful attention to the

sentence you find it in. You may also find clues to the meaning of

the expression in the sentences that come before or after it. Paying

close attention to the context that surrounds a new expresslon can

help you figure out its meaning and remember it.

The sentences below contain idiomatic expressions { in boldface

type).  Read the whole sentence and choose the best meaning for the

expression. Circle the let ter for your answer'

| . ,,The students talk out of both sides of their mouths. They

say they want nutrition and variety, but then they grar,itate to

their familiar favorites."

a. talk while theY are eating

b. supporb each other

c. say onethingbut do another

2. "Alot of people eat the burgers and fries ... and then there are

people who grasp onto what they think is healthy and don't eat

balanced meals."

a. give uP

b. strongly believe in

c. don't care

3. ,'There's a public-health crisis with obesity, and there's also more

eating disorders, and in both cases the underlying cause is the

same in that it's emotional and started before they set foot on

campus."

a. apply to a universitY or college

b. arrive at universitY or college

c. join an exercise program atthe college
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Focus

beginning vlith.uhnt, uhere, tnhen, if, or whether.

, "What do you eat for brealdast?" she asked.

A. Underline the reported speech cfauses in the following sentences.

1. He asked me if it was red, yellow, or green.

2. The director of hospitality services says that pizza is still the
most popular item.

3. At one university, students complained that only unhealthy
options were available.

4. ln a survey of students' food habits, nutritionists asked students
whether they ate fast foods or healthy foods more frequently.

5. A senior at the University of North Carolina reported that on
some days many of her friends ate only bread.
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B. Ask a partner three questions about his or her eating habits. Use
present tense verbs to ask the questions. Record both the questions
you asked and your partner3 answers in the chart below.

Direct: "What do you eat for
breakfast?"

Direct: She said, "l usually eat a bowl
of cereal. "

Reported: I asked her what she eats Reported: She said that she usually
for breakfast. eats a bowl of cereal.

Discussion & it i

| . Based on what you have read in the article, would you want to lir-e

at a college or university in the United States? Why or u h1- not?

2. Group work. Work with a small group of your classmates to do

one of the following:

a. Compare the nutritional information on the two labels belorv.

Report your findings to the class.

b. Look through a popular magazine for teenagel's or J*oung
adults. What types of food are adr-erTised? Cl-roose one ad and

describe it to the class.

3. Imagine that you have a friend u ho is about to leave to study at

one of the colleges or universities rnentioned in the article. Write a

letter to your friend explaining rvhat you learned about the eating

habits of American students and offering some friendly advice.

Waniifa fce #re,arm
Nutrit ion Facts
Serving Size 4 oz. (450 g)

Amount Per Serving

Calories 100

Cholesterol 35 mg
Sodium 10 mg
Carbohydrate 16 g

Protein

3 g

2 g

iH*rF-$€s*i
Nutri t ion Facts
Serving Size 6 pieces (100 g)

Amount Per Serving

Galories

Cholesterol 20 mg

Sodium 72 mg

Garbohydrate 12 g

Protein

97
Q nv Y

6 g
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Crossword Puzzfe

Use words from

Aeross:
I Chutney and ketchup, for

example

4 Something to drink

6 Between two -

7 Don't bang your against
awal l

| 0 Popular junk food on U.S.
campuses

| | A unit of energy

| 3 VerypopularJapanese dish

| 4 A place to get information

| 6 Eat more than is good for you

the reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Down:

2 The way something looks

3 Student in the first vear of
college

5 Belonging to a particular
cultural group

I Students living in the same
room

I Pickled Korean cabbage

l2 Something you can't stop
thinking about

| 5 Foods like ice cream and
french fries are high in this
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Chapter

Getting
lnto the
Game

You can be in
my world if I can

be in Aours.

-Bob Dglan

Songwriter and p erfonner

(1e42_ )

C T :
Appreciating the social and educational
value of electronic games

G SKILL:
Following a story line

Compound words

Gerunds as complements
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| . Read the description of English author Lewis Carroll's stories
about a little girl named Alice. Discuss the questions below.

Lewis Carroll first thought of the character known around the
world as Alice in Wonderland to amuse a little girl. The two books
that grew out of his original stories, Alice's Aduentures in
Wonderlond and its continuation, Through the Looking Glass,
have also given immense pleasure to adults and have been
translated into more than 30languages. In Carroll's fantasy, Alice
follows a rabbit (the White Rabbit) down a hole and finds herself
in a make-believe world filled with strange characters, including
the Cheshire Cat, the Mad Hatter, the Duchess, and the Queen of
Hearts. The language of the stories often seems like nonsense,
containing many figures of speech and furmy plays on words.
Some of these are so well lanoul that people use them in
everyday conversation. Today, the story of Alice remains one of
the most popular in English literature.

Have you heard of the character, Alice in Wonderland? How
much of the story do you remember? Which characters were
your favorites?

Scan through the article on pages 101-105 for quotations from
Lewis Carroll's stories. Why do you think the author chose to
include these quotations in her article?

Do you enjoy playing electronic games? Which ones? What do
you like or dislike about electronic games in general?

2 .

3 .
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Passage
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GETTING INTO THE GAME

by Glor ia Goodale

from The Christian Science Monitor

Alice was so astoni,shed tltat she couldn't speak

for a minute: i,t quite seemed to take her breath auaA.
-Through the Looking Glass by Lewis Carroll

This story is for every adult who's never had reason to play video
games and thinks that's all they are-just games. You need to come
with me, as Alice did with the White Rabbit, into a world you've never
imagined. Since diving into the rabbit hole of gamingr a few yeaxs
ago, I've come to believe this is not just some trivial, peripheral
world. It's the world that is coming, a world that is taking over the
one in which you and I grew up. And a wonderland it is, plus some.

I began writing about video games sort of the way Alice stumbled
upon Carroll's rabbit hole. I was simply following the inescapable,
supremely compelling "white rabbits" in my life, namely my kids. I
wanted to know why these two would disappear to stare at these
games for as long as I'd allow.

Ever since I started fumbling with joysticks and game controllers, I
feel I've been falling slow-motion into a place I didn't really
understand or appreciate. Like some kind of late-bloomer,2 I've also
been having a slow-motion "Aha!"3

This, I'm discovering, is a world in which choice is the mle,
boundaries shift at will, and experimentation is the norm. It is a world
in which the player defines the "story," not an omnipotent author.l And
it's changing the way our children are growing up, the way they see
themselves, and, ultimately, after years of interactive entertainment,
the way they think and the society they're going to create.

If these seem like big thoughts for a gaming industry that
the mainstream presss largely dismisses as harmful, violent,

diving into the rabbit hole of gaming entering the imaginary world
of playingvideo games

late-bloomer a person who discovers or does interesting things late in
Iife

Aha! an exclamation meaning, "Oh, now I understandl"

an omnipotent author an author who has complete control of the story

the mainstream press newspapers, magazines, and television news
channels that represent the dominant trend in trends and opinion

3

4

5
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testosterone-Ioaded6 escapism, consider this. Video games are

expected to be a $31 billion industry by the end of this year, several

times as big as the world's film industry. And violent games make up

Iess than 10 percent of all those played.

But I digress.T What I really want is to get you to float with me

awhile past these new cultural signposts8 to see if you come to the

sarne conclusions.

Since talking creatures are very much a part of that world, I thought

we'd use some of Carroll's characters as guides along the way.

"TeIl me whi,ch way I ought to walk front' h'ere?" asked Ali'ce.

"That," the Cheshire Cat replied, "depends a good d'eal on uthere
you want to get to."

The first stop is "Seaman," by Sega. This console game uses voice-

recognition technology to enable a cyber-creature to "hear" and

respond to the players. The goal is to create and raise a creature that

is half man, half fish. My (nearly) teenage son and I take on the

challenge together.

We hatch a pea-sized egg that we have to lay in a watery womb

with a delicate enough touch to allow it to stick to the sides and begin
growing. A thermometer and light meter beep at us hourly when the

zygotes has gotten too cold or has too much light. Even so, we kill at

least a dozen before we finally manage to get the darn thing to adhere

and begin growing.

But given the fact that my son and I have other things to do in a

day, like school and work, we flop numerous times during this stage,

as well. By the time we produce a surly, adult cyber-pet, we feel as if

we have created a new life, written a new story in which we are

characters.

We try to encourage our cyber-pet to think about poetry or what he

wants to do when he, it, grows up. It proves to be as strong-willed and

demanding as any flesh-and-blood charge I've ever cared for. And it
yells at us in English, not woofs and meows.lO

"Feed me!" "I'm REALLY COLD!!!!"

6 testosterone-loaded filled with elements that have special appeal to
boys and men

7 But I digress. But I am getting off the main subject.
8 these new cultural signposts these new indications that society may

be changing
e zygote a fertilized, growing egg

10 woofs and meows the sounds made by real dogs and cats
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After several days of anguish,tt *e decide to let it die. Homework

lies unfinished. We mlst move on. We are relieved but guilt-ridden.

My son shakes his head and says, "I never realized a pet required so

much attention."

I have just achieved the golden ring of parenting.lz My offspring

has learned to care for someone other thal himself, and I have not

had to flush a single, real goldfish down the toilet in the service of

that lesson.

"Get to gour places!" shouted, the Quesn i'n a aoi'ce of thunder, and

people began tanning about in all di'rectiott's-

Next stop is " e Sims," dubbed a "God-game' because

participants, playing on their computers, can create and control the

cyber-universes of small towns, discotheques, birthday parties, or

whatever else appeals to them. I watch and learn as my teenage

daughter creates an e that argues all the time ("You

need a haircut!" "I nee 
'You don't love me anymore!")'

She makes them have children, burn down their house, go banlcupt,r3

kill a person, go to jail, and come back to life. She soon learns that

even cyber-life isn't as easy to control as she'd like, however'

so she starbs the process over, hoping to direct her family into new;

more productive channels. "I had no idea how hard it was to be a

grown-up," she says to me.

This is a game in which the player has to make lots of decisions,

each taking the story in a new direction. In that sense' it's also a game

that departs from the linear concept of storytellingra in place for

several thousand years of Western literature' By writing her own

story the player becomes author. It's a far cry from the world of

childhood tales with the same ending (and moral lesson) each time.

Think about the implications of that for a while'

"Be tnhat you tttould' seern to be," says th,e Duch'ess'

The online world i:s our last stop. I decide to brave the recently

launched game, "Maggic: Ttre Gathering online," by myself, although

90 my son joins me shortlY.

In ,,Magic," players are mythical frgures or avatarsl5 who battle to

the death with enchanted creatures and other magical folks, using

I I

L2

T4

15

anguish great mental suffering; distress

the golden ring ofparenting the highest goal aparent can achieve

go bankrupt become unable to pay one's debts

linear eoncept of storytelling way of telling stories in which events

happen in order, as if arranged in a line

mythical figures or avatars characters with special, superhumart
powers
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q)eils16 and unpredictable powers. My avatar appears at a wooden

table onscreen and waits.

95 This is the cyber-equivalent of standing in your front yard and yelling

into your neighborhood, "Does anybody want to play with me?"

Miraculously, someone does, despite the fact that I don't have a

nalne like "screamin' Wolf' or "Panther." I have not mastered the

spells, I don't lcrow how to block the plagues and ogreslT he throws

100 at me, and I die fast. I quickly get a new narne, "Alice," and whip up18

a new avatar, a sort of startled-looking Amelia Earhart figure. That's

an improvement, I think.

It is only when my son joins the garne that I begin to fully

appreciate yet another dimension of the online, interactive bonding.

105 First, he has to overcome the "handicap"le of playing under his

mother's online "face." Your cyber-identity is very important, I

understand, but since I wiII not pay for two online accounts, he has to

learn a tad2o of humilitY.

Alice, he is. But the first thing he does is send an onscreen instant

110 message, part of the game, to teII his new cyberspace opponent,

ViperBat, that he is playing under his mother's name. They proceed to

throw spells and wild creatures at each other, each strategizing, each

winning and losing at equal rates'

In between hexes,2l a conversation begins to flow between my son

115 and what turns out to be a 16-year-old boy in ohio. They trade game

tips and console each other over how badly each plays. once the

game ends, they can locate each other and play again anytime'

Herein lies another "Aha!" moment for me.

Multiply such friendships by the current 20-million online players

120 worldwide, says futurist Don Tapscott, and you have the seed of a

new kind of communitY.

And it all starts betqreen one person here and one anywhere. says

Jenkins, "I have students who play witl. Koreans hourly, not daily.

The potential to transform international relationships can be very

125 significant because games can be done visually, not necessarily in

Ianguage.

16 spells words with magical powers

17 block the plagues and ogres defend myself from illnesses and evil

monsters
18 whip up quicklY create
le "handicap" what he thinks of as a disadvantage

20 atad alittle
2l hexes curses; evil sPells

lO4 Chapter9 ' Getting Into the Game
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He invokes the early 2oth-century dream of a universal language:

"Games are the new EsPeranto'"

"That's uery cutious," Alice thottght- "But euerythi'ng's curious

130 today. I think I may as zoell go irt ctt once."

Now that you've glimpsed what I've glimpsed, what do you think?

Is it possible that the comments of gaming's most passionate

proponents are more than mere hyperbolezr after all? Take the words

of Jean-Francois Williams, author of Willian'ts AlrttctrtcLc: Euerything

135 You Eaer Wanted to Know AboutVideo Games'

He says, "We're at the beginning of a new alt fottn'" He calls

interactive entertainment "a grand experiment," one bringing new

storytelling elements to the culture. "We've been involr-ed in passive

entertainment forever," he adds. "Now, interactivity u-ill be h1ge. Our

140 palette will be much broader,2s and people will be able to be somebody

[in the cyberworld] they could only dream of being otherwise"'

It is still early in this revolution, too early perhaps to deternine

how the expansive opportunities in the cyberworld will carry- into the

real world. For all the experimentation and interactiritl- the

I45 technology enables, for instance, it may also create expectatlons

difficult to fulfill.

One teacher I know says she's seen children get frustrated quickly

when faced with obstacles in the learning process that don't br-r-rsh

aside as quickly as they do in games. But, she adds, it's far too early to

150 add up all the pluses and minuses of interactive entertainment.

In more personal terms, it's still your choice whether to jump into

this new world, approach cautiously, or, if it's not for you. sta-r'' in

front ofthe TV or behind the cover of a good book'

But I think Alice had one point we can agree on. This rvonderland

155 is only getting "curiouser and curiouserl"

Author

Gloria Goodale is arbs and culture con'espondent for the Christian

Science Moni,tor.

22 more than mere hyperbole more than just deliberate exaggeration

23 our palette will be much broader the range of tools we will have to use

will be wider
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the xt

A. Multiple choice. For each item below circle the two best
answers.

| . The purpose of the article is to -.

a. analyze the story Through the Looki,ng Glass by Lewis CarroII

b. persuade readers that electronic games can have positive
value

c. convince parents to share the gaming experience with their
kids

d. warn parents of the harmful effects of video games

From the first two paragraphs (page 101), we can infer that the
author

a. is very enthusiastic about video games

b. has been a fan of video games for a long time

c. has a computer in her home

d. does not lcrowmuch about Lewis Carroll's books

The author believes tlnt interactive video ganes have the power
to change the way

a. children see themselves

b. children think

c. teachers teach

d. animals behave

TWo examples given by the author of how garnes can provide
important lessons for life are -.

a. battling with enchanted creatures in "Magic"

b. getting frustrated with obstacles in the learning process

c. learning to care for pets

d. Iearning how hard it is to be an adult

3 .

106 Chnptsr 9 . Getting Into the Game
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5. "Games are the new Esperanto" means that

a.gamesareno\^-rrr i t teninanervlanguagecal ledEsperanto

b. games use \\.ays of corlmunicating that can be understood by

everyone

c. people in all parls of the rn-orld enjol- rideo games

d. the language of video games is unir-ersal

B' Gonsider the issues. Work with a partner to ans\'",/er the

quest ions below

| . Find these benefits of video gaming given in the artlcle. \\-t1te

the games that provide these benefits undel Example ir-i the

chart below.

Learning to care for other creatures

Learning how hard i t  is to be an adult

Learning to ParticiPate in a
storytelli ng exPerience

Learning to communicate with
people in other Parts of the world

2. Choose one of the benefits in the chart. Do you agree or ctlsagr"ee

that video games really provide this benefit? Explain yotu

position to Your Partner.

Readi Sl( i l l

F o l l o w i n g  a  s t o r y  l i n e

In a narrative, the writer tells a story from his or her orrn

experience. Where there is a major shift in time or focus- the nriter

often provides clear signals to help readers follort the sto4.

For example, in "Getting Into the Game," the author innoduces

characters from Lewis carroll's stories as an amusing n-a1- to

introduce new sections of the story.

,,TeLL me uhich way I ougttt to zcalk frorn het'e?'' asked Alice.

"That," the Cheshire Cat repli'ed", "clepencls a good de(rl on ushere

you want to get to."

"eeaman" by 7eqa
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On the story map below draw arrows that show the direction of the
events in the story. On the line between each section, write the first
few words of the quotation used by the author to signal the shift.

Buifdin Vocabula

Compound words

Compound words are created by combining two shorter words.
Some of these words have hyphens that connect their component
parts. You can usually figure out the meaning of a compound word
by breaking it down into its simpler parts.

uonderland-aplace fiIled with wonder; a fantasy land

The component parts of many compound words are separated by
a hyphen:

late-bloomer-someone who excels at something late in life

cEber-pet-a pet that only exists in the world of computers and
information systems

A, Underline the compound words in the following sentences. Then
explain what each one means or provide a synonym. (Note: some
sentences have more than one compound word.)

l. Ever since I started fumbling with joysticks and game controllers,
I feel I've been falling slow-motion into a place I didn't really
understand or appreciate.

I  O 8  t  ; , ' r l rt t Getti rtg lrtto the Game
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2. This console game uses voice-recognition technology.

3. We hatch a pea-sized egg that we have to lay in a watery tomb'

4. It proves to be as strong-willed and demanding as any flesh-and-

blood charge I've ever cared for.

5. In that sense, it's also a game that departs from the linear

concept of storytelling in place for several thousands of years

of Western literature.

6. she soon learns that even cyber-Iife isn't as easy to control as

she'd like.

B. The chart below has several examples of compound word groups.

Try adding an example of your own to each group' Then give a

sample phrase with your word on the right side of the chart '

low-risk

medium-risk

h i a h - r i s k

startled-looking

strange-looking

worldwide

storewide

| 6-year-old

1-week-old
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e Focus

Gerunds as  compfements
Gerunds are words that come from verbs but act like nouns. A
gerund stands for the act of doing something. Gerund complements
follow some verbs directly:

I enjoy playi,ng video games.

Verbs that can be followed directly by gerunds include appreciate,
begin, continue, enjoy, finish, forget, hate, hear, Li,ke, loae, prefef

and, regret.

Phrases with prepositions llkeJor, of, to, andfrom often include
a gerund.

We look forward to seeing you again soon.

I have just achieved the golden ring of parenting.

Some of the sentences below contain prepositional phrases with
gerunds. I f  a sentence contains a preposit ional phrase + gerund,
draw brackets IJ around the whole phrase. Note that not al l  words
ending in lng are gerunds (they may be continuous forms of verbs
or modif iersl .

| . It's the world that is coming, a world that is taking over the one in
which you and I  grew up. (no qerund)

2. This is a game in which the player has to make lots of decisions,
each taking the story in a new direction.

3. By writing her own story, the player becomes author.

4. But the first thing he does is send an onscreen instant message,
part of the game, to tell his neu- cy-berspace opponent, ViperBat,
that he is playing under his mother's narne.

5. Williams says, "We're at the begiruLing of a new art form."

Answer the fol lowing quest ions using gerund complements.

| . What do you enjoy playrng in your free time?

2. Who do you like seeing when you get home?

3. What would you like to finish doing as soon as you get the chance?

A.

B .

| | O Chapter 9 . Getti,ng Into the Game
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Discussion &

| . Do you think that children should be encouraged to play video

games. If yes, what kinds? If not, why not?

2. Group work. With a small group' imagine that you are entering a

game world filled with fantastic creat'ures'

a. each group member invent his or her avatar and give it a name

b.describethecharactersyouravatatwi]lmeetinthegame
world

c. describe at least one problem you will encounter and explain

how you will overcome it.

3. Reread the author's final advice to her readers:

Inmorepersonalterms,it'sstil lyourchoicewhethertojump
intothisnewworld,approachcautiously,or,ifit 'snotforyou'
stay in front of the TV or behind the cover of a good book'

which choice do you think you wiII make? write at least one

paragraph explaining your choice.

.  l l l
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the reading to

Aeross:
2 A fertilized, growing egg
5 An evil spell
6 Expression meaning "Now I

understand!"

Device used to control
movement on a screen
English author Lewis
Great mental suffering
Opposite of "fast"
Prefix meaning "between"

Company that created

compfete the crossword puzzle.

Down:
I The golden of parenting

3 A universal langage
4 Character with superhuman

power

6 First name of a famous pilot

8 "Curiouser and -"
I A disadvantage in a game or

contest
11 Sound made by cats
13 The -, a popular

electronic garne

15 Dogs, cats, and fish for
example

7

10
L2
13
t4
16

"Seamant'

L7 Ali.ce in -

I l2 Chapter 9 . Getti,ng Into the Game
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Chapter Call of
Riled

the

The act of using

technology to extend'

the human aoice

prod,uces a Particular

result ... eaerAone

becomes inaolaed in

what was meant to

be a priaate

conaersation.

-Marshall McLuhan

ProJessor and wrtter

(le 1 1-1980)

C T :
Cell phone etiquette

Recognizing paragraph transitions

B ULARY:
Synonyms and antonyms; using suffixes
-ful and -Less

FOCUS:
Reduced relative clauses
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l .

2 .

Before You ead
Are cell phones common
where you live? What do
people use them for? Do
you own a cell phone or
other handheld
communication device?
How often do you use it?

Have you ever been in an
embarrassing situation
because of a cell phone?
Describe what happened
and explain why it was
embarrassing.

3. Read the title of the article and then take one minute to skim the
text. What do you think the article will be about? Share your
ideas with a partner.

CAt t  OF THE RILEDI

by Kenneth Terrel l  and Sara Hammel

from U.S. News and World, Report

During a performance last March of the Broadway play The Li,on
in Winter, an audience member's cell phone rang. After putting up
with the annoyance for 20 seconds, actor Laurence Fishburne
stopped the scene and boomed: "Will you turn off that phone,
please?" He got a rousing ovation.z

It has not yet risen to an organized cons er movement, but
there are unmistakable signs of a backlash3 against the 75 million
handheld communications devices now on the American scene. More
affordable and easier to use than ever, cell phones keep users in

Passa e

r riled very irritated; upset
2 rousing ovation prolonged, enthusiastic applause
3 backlash angryreaction

| | 4 Chapter 10 . CaLL of the Riled,
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10 touch whether they are on the road, at the grocery store, or in the

middle of a national Park.

And therein lies the problem. For every businessman grateful for

being able to close a deal in Los Angeles while lunching at arestaurant

in New York, there is another patron who wishes he would shut up.

And for every commuter efficiently chatting with the home office

while rolling down the interstate,a there is another motorist wishing

he had one of those bumper stickers that says "Hang up and drive."

Driving danger. A cell phone conversation is not the same as a

face-to-face one: It's often louder, for one thing, because people

mistakenly think they have to shout to be heard on the other end, and

it's annoying for eavesdroppersi because it goes only one way' On the

road, a ceII phone conversation is downright6 dangerous. According

to a university of Toronto study, car phone users are four times as

Iikely as other drivers to have an accident. "Cell phones have merged

everything into one all-purp space," says Paul Levinson, a

communications professor at dham university and author of

behavior, both on and off the road.

Examples of boorish7 cell phone conduct abound. At the Pillar

House restaurant in Newton FaIIs, Massachusetts, in April, a cell

phone owner wanted to avoid annoying the people at his own table,

so he turned to diners at an adjoining table and conversed loudly

toward them. In a class for MBAs students in Milwaukee last month, a

professor talked on his cell phone through much of a student

presentation that counted for 20 percent ofthe student's grade.

cell phone users seem to have no cluee how rude or careless they

can be. In a new survey by sBC Communications (whose brands

include cellular one and Pacific BeIl), 53 percent of respondents

gave other wireless phone users a C, a D, or an F for maJrners'

Encouragingly, most found it inappropriate to use a wireless phone at

a funeral (98 percent), a restaurant (86 percent), or a movie theater

interstate large, usually four-Iane highway that crosses state lines

eavesdroppers people who listen to the private conversations of

others

downright absolutelY

boorish rude and insensitive

MBA Master of Business Administration degree

have no clue not understand; have no idea
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(96 percent). Oddly, however, 83 percent of the respondents gave
themselves an A or a B for cell phone manners.

Many cell phone users are unapologetic about their habits. Kathy
Posner, a public relations executive and self-described loud talker
from Chicago, keeps one phone in her purse, another in her briefcase,
and two in her car. She sees nothing wrong with talking in a
restaurant or on the train. Soon, however, she and her cell-phone-
Ioving cohortslO may find themselves without a choice.

Shushlll The Hampton Jitney, a bus that shuttles thousands of
power brokers and beautiful people from Manhattan to Long
Island's poshl2 eastern end, limits cell phone calls to three minutes
each and allows them only when absolutely necessary. Offenders will
be gently reminded. Tom Neely, vice president of marketing for the
service, says the policy was instituted two years ago after customers
said they didn't want to listen to other people's business or personal

60 affairs. "CeIl phone users don't know how loud they are talking,"
Neely says.

Loud talkers are an irritant to the restaurant industry as well, and
many of the betber restaurants are doing something about them. After
numerous requests at the Pillar House, phones were banned from its
dining room. The St. Louis CIub in Missouri allows cell phones only in
its lobby; New York's OId Town Bar displays a picture of a cell phone
with a red line through it; and several other upscalel3 Manhattan
eateries, including trendy Union Square Cafe, prohibit phones in their
dining rooms.

SBC Communications recently launched a campaignra to make
proper cell phone etiquette as common as the phones themselves. In
its April survey of wireless phone users, the company enlisted Peggy
Post, great-granddaughter-in-law of manners mavenl5 Emily Post, to
interpret the results and offer solutions. Her simple guidelines: Don't
talk during lectures, concerts, plays, and movies; use a vibrating
phone instead of a ringer; and keep your conversations very shorb.

The penalty for cell phone use while driving can be bodily injury
not just missing a few minutes of a movie. "Everyone thinks they can
handle talking on the cell phone, eating snacks, changing radio
stations, and driving a stick shift without having an accident," says

r0 cohorts friends who share the same opinions and lifestyle
1r Shush! Be quiet!
rl posh smart; fashionable
-' upscale high class, expensive; intended for wealthy customers
r! launch a campaign start promoting an idea, new product, etc.
-: menners maven expert on the subject of proper social behavior

t l6 Ciur,r,te r' 1[) , Cull qf the Ri,led
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Julie Rochman of the Insurance lnstitute for Highway Safety' But, she

says, 
(There's no doubt about it: It's going to increase your risk."

As a result, more connunities are considering laws to limit the use

of wireless phones behind the rvheel. In ]Iarch. a few weeks after a

85 phone-using driver crashed in front of the Brookl5n. Ohio, City Hall,16

the Cleveland suburb passed a larv rnaking it illegal to use a cell

phone while driving unless both hands are on the s heel'

Thirteen states are considering billsi; that lestricl the use of

phones while driving. But only three-Califor-nia. Florida. and

90 Massachusetbs-have passed any laws, and none of rhose Ls outright

prohibitive,ls focusing on keeping one hand on the rvheel and one ear

free for traffic noises. The argument against stich larvs. sa5s \Iatt

Sundeen, a policy specialist at the National Cor-Lferelce of State

Legislatures, is that "cell phones are part of peopie's lir-es non-. and

95 that's too difficult to take away." Even those rvho allFrro\-e of

restrictions admit they are diffrcult to enforce: Hou do the cops pro\-e

you were using your cell phone when you caused that l[t-ca] Fi]eup.'

Critics of restrictions also point to the positive safetl- fearru es of cell

phones: Thousands of people each day use wireless phones to r-elron

100 accidents and other incidents they witness from the road.

Trying to fend off legislation,le the wireless industry has moturteci a

driving-safety-awareness campaign. The National High$ a1- Traffic

s ty Administration, along with InsWeb.com (an tnstuance-

information Web site), also offers road-related advice:

105 Keep your phone in easy reach so you can grab it r,r.ithout ta}vr1g

your eyes off the road.

Memorize the keypad and functions to make dialing easier.

Hang up in hear,y traffic and in hazardous driving conditions.

And, when in doubt, remember the immortal $ ords of l-aulence

110 Fishburne.

u.s. News and, world, Report is a weekly news magazine that co\€rs

national and international events. The magazine also features articles

related to business, industry, science, religion, and cultural trends.

16 city Hall building where go\-emnent offices fot'tire ciry are located

bil ls proposed laus

outright prohibitive prer-endng people fronl using something at all

fend off legislation stop 01' delal-the passing of laws

l 7

18

19
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Understandi the xt

A. Tfue, Fafse, or lmpossible to l(now? Read the statements
below and write T (True). F (False). or |  ( lmpossible to Know).

At the performance described in the first paragraph,
the audience reacted angrily to Laurence Fishburne's
interruption of the play.

In many countries around the world, it is considered
extremely impolite to use a cell phone in a restaurant.

Most people speak more loudly into cell phones than
they do in ordinary face-to-face conversation.

Drivers using cell phones axe more likely to have
accidents than other drivers.

The professor who talked on his wireless phone while
a student was giving a presentation is an example of
extremely rude cell phone conduct.

In a survey by SBC Communications, 98 percent of the
respondents felt it was OK to use a ceII phone at a
funeral.

7. New York City has established a law banning ceII
phones from all trains and other public transportation
systems.

B. Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the
questions below.

| . Why do you think the audience gave Laurence Fishburne a
standing ovation? Would you have joined in if you had been
there?

2. What a"re some of the advantages of handheld communication
devices mentioned in the article? What are some disadvantages?

3. What type of legislation (line 101) do you think the wireless
industry is trying to prevent? Why are they opposed to such laws?
What are they doing instead?

l .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

| | 8 Chapter 10 . Call of the Riled
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R e c o g n i z i n g  p a r a g r a p h  t r a n s i t i o n s
In a piece of writing made up of several paragraphs, writers use

transitions to connect the paragraphs. -{ trarLsition usually links

the first sentence of a new paragraph u-ith an idea or piece of

information in the previous paragraph. Transitions betn-een

paragraphs may be in the form of a word or a phrase:

As a result, more communities are considerilg laws to linrit the

use of wireless phones behind the wheel. (lines E3-SJ'I

As a result is a transitional phrase that connects the mail point of

the previous paragraph (cell phones increase the risk of

accidents) to the information given in the next (communiries are

considering laws).

T?ansitions may also be made by repeating or referring to a1 idea

from the previous paragraPh:

And for every commuter efficiently chatting with the home

office while rolling down the interstate, there is another

motorist wishing he had one of those bumper stickers that sal-s

"Hang up and drive." (lines 15-17)

Dri,uing danger. A cell phone conversation is not the same as a

face-to-face one...

(The first word in the paragraph, d'riuing, refers back to the last

word in the previous sentence by repeating the verb. Note'

however, that in many cases the author may use a word with the

sarne or similar meaning instead of repeating the exact word.)

Find each pair  of  phrases in the art ic le and reread the two paragraphs

they are from. Write the word or words the author uses to maKe a

transit ion between the two paragraphs.

| . More affordable and easier to use...

And therein lies.., (Iines 8-12)

2. Now however, as the liabilities of cell phone use.. '

Examples of boorish... (lines 29-32)

3. "CeII phone users don't know..."

Loud talkers are an irritant... (Iines 60-63)

.  l l 9
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A. Number the paragraphs in the article from I to 15. Then find the
words below.

| . In paragraph 1, find a synonyrn for d,rama.

2. lnparagraph 1, find an antonSrm for whispered.

3. In paragraph2, which word means certain?

4. In paragraph 3, find an antonym for thankless.

5. In paragraph 3, find a phrasal verb (two words) that means
dri,uing.

6. In paragraph 4, find a word that means the opposite of corcectly.

7. In paragraph 5, find an anton5rm for Tnlite.

8. In paragraph 8, find asynonym for restrict.

9. In paragraph 10, find a synonym for erpert.

I O. In paragraph 15, find a word that means lasting Joreaer.

l2O Chnpter 10 . CalL of the Riled
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Acarefuldriver keeps both hands on the wheel'

C ar eles s, drivers can causel serious accidents'

B. Read the summary below. Underl ine al l  of  the adject ives ending in

-less or -ful. work with a partner to find a definition or synonym for

each of the underl ined words.

There have been many signs in recent years that Anrericans

are becoming increasingly upset with the unrestricted use of

cell phones, especially in public places' Although handheld

communicationdevicescanbewonderfulinemergency

situations, it is the thoughtless way many people use them that

is causing the uproar. For example, some cell phone lovers

don'tthinktwiceaboutcarryingonloudconversationson

busesandtrains,regardlessofwhattheirfellowpassengers

think. On the road, drivers who use cell phones are not as

watchfulasmotor istswhokeeptheirhandsonthewheel. In

some states, laws are being proposed that restrict the use of

cellphonesontheroad.Someprivateestablishmentsare

asking customers to be more respectful of others by turning

theircellphonesoff.Whilesomecustomersmayreactangrils

to this new rule, others are Sure to be thankful that the1. won.t

have to eavesdrop on their neighbors' conversations'

.  l 2 l
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Language Focus

Reduced re fa t i ve  c lauses
A relative clause tells more about the noun it follows. A relative
clause is introduced with u:ho, that, u,thich, or u.those.

For every businessman with a cell phone, there is another
patron utho u:i,shes he uould shut upt.

A professor talked on his cell phone through much of a student
presentationthat countedfor 20 percent of the student's grad,e.

To make writing more efficient, we can reduce some relative
clauses by omitting the introductory word and adding -ing tothe
verb.

The town passed alaw which made it illegal to use a cell phone
while driving.

The town passed alaw making ltllIegal to use a cell phone
while driving.

A. Find the relat ive clause in each of the fol lowing sentences. Reduce
the clause by crossing out any words you can delete and making
any other changes as necessary.

l. For.every driver with a cell phone, there is another motorist
w g n t n q

who wishes all handheld communication devices were illegal.

2. Loud cell phone conr-ersations are especially annoying for tired

commuters who just hope to have a quiet ride home.

3. Thirteen states are considering bills that restrict the use of

phones while driving.

B. Complete these sentences with reduced relative clauses of your
own.

| . I'm tired of people (talk)

2. There should be a law (prohibit)

3. The authors give several examples of rude wireless behavior,

(include)

122 Chanter 10 . Callof theRiled,
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Discussion & it ing

| . where do you think the use of cell phones and other handheld

communication devices shouldbe allowed? where do you think

they should be restricted? WhY?

2. The chart below Iists several places where people might be

disturbed by the use of cell phones- with apartrter, decide on one

reason why ceII phone use might annoy otlrerpeople in these

Iocations. In the column on the right, give at least one suggestion

for a rule cell phone users should follow in eachplace'

Restaurant

Classroom

Train or bus

Library

Department store

Church or temPle

3. With your par[ner, imagine that you are in charge of one of the

establishments listed above. How would you informpeople of

your decision to prohibit or limit the use of cell phones? chome

one of the following and write it on another piece of paper'

a. write a letter to the regular patrons or customers explaining

the new rule.

b. Design an announcement or sign to remind people of what

they can and cannot do.

.  123
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across:

2 Angry reaction

5 Residential area near a city

7 Verydangerous

I Message to cell phone users in
cars: "Hang up and -."

I Proposed laws

| 0 Part of a play

| | And - lies the problem.

14 Without wires

| 5 Words with opposite meanings

16 To c lose  a  -

l7 Be quiet!

124 Chapter 10 . Cctll o.f tlze Ri,Ied.

Down:

I People who buy things and use
them

Launch a -

Aclor Laurenee -

Rude and insensitive

Words with the same or similar
meanings

A s  a  - ,  . . .

Very fashionable, upscale

3

4

6

t o

l 2
t 3
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chapt The Art of
Reading

There is nofrigate'

like a book

To take us lands

awda

Nor any courserszlike

a pdge

Of prancing poetry.

-Emily Dickenson

Poet

(1830-1886)

I

2

C T :
Suggestions for becoming a skillful
reader

READING SKILL:
Recognizing analogies

Word forms

Expressing similarity and difference

fr igate akindofship

coursers an oldwordforhorses

.  125
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re You Read
When did you learn to
read? How did you
learn? When did you
begin to enjoy it? What
is your favorite place
and time for reading?
Who are your favorite
authors?

Scan the first paragraph
of the article (pages
126-127) and circle the
names of the people
mentioned. Who are
they? What do they
have in common?

3. Who do you look to for advice on living? What books do you
think are important for everyone to read in order to become an
educated person in today's world?

rHE ART OF READING

by Lin Yu T'ang

from The Importance of Und,erstanding

Reading or the enjoyment of books has always been regarded
among the charms of a cultured life and is respected and envied by
those who rarely give themselves that privilege. This is easy to
understand when we compaxe the difference between the life of a
m o does no reading and that of a man who does. The man who
has not3 the habit of reading is imprisoned in his immediate world, in
respect to time and space. His life falls into a set routine; he is limited
to contact and conversation with afew friends and acquaintances, and
he sees only what happens in his immediate neighborhood. From this

10 prison there is no escape. But the moment he takes up a book, he

3 the man who has not the person who does not have

| 26 Chaptet" 11 . The Art oJ Read,i.ng
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immediately enters a different world, and if it is a good book, he is

immediately put in touch with one of the best talkers of the world.

This talker Ieads him on and carries him into a different country or a

different age, or unburdens to him some of his personal regrets, or

discusses with him some special Iine or aspect of life that the reader

knows nothing about. An ancient authorputs him in communion with

a dead spirit of long ago, and as he reads along, he begins to imagine

what that ancient author looked like and what type of person he was.

Both Mencius and ssuma ch'ien, china's greatest historian, have

expressed the same idea. Now to be able to live two hours out of

trvelve in a different world and take one's thoughts off the claims of

the immediate present is, of course, a privilege to be envied by people

shut up in their bodily prison. such a change of environment is really

similar to travel in its psychological effect.

But there is more to it than this. The reader is always carried away

into a world of thought and reflection. Even if it is a book about

physical events, there is a difference between seeing such events in

p"r"on or Iiving through them, and reading about them in books, for

then the events always assume the quality of the spectaclea and the

reader becomes a detached spectator. The best reading is therefore

that which leads us into this contemplative mood,5 and not that

which is merely occupied with the report of events. The tremendous

amount of time spent on newspapers I regard as not reading at all, for

the average readers of papers are mainly concerned with getting

reports about events and happenings without contemplative value'

The best formula for the object of reading, in my opinion' was

stated by Huang Shanku, a Sung poet and friend of Su ngp'o' He

Said, "A scholar who hasn't read any[hing for three days feels that his

talk has no flavor (becomes insipid6), and his own face becomes

hateful to look at (in the mirror)." what he means, of course, is that

reading gives a man a certain charm and flavor, which is the entire

object of reading, and only reading with this object can be called an

art. One doesn't read to "improve one's mind," because when one

begins to think of improving his mind, all the pleasure of reading is

gone. He is the type of person who says to himself. "I must read

shuk"rp"*e, and I must read sophocles, and I must read the entire

Five-foot shelf of Dr. Eliot, so I can become an educated man." I'm

sure that man will never become educated' He will force himself one

evening to read Shakespeare's Hamlet and come away, as if from a

bad dream, with no greater benefit than that he is able to say that he

a spectacle an imPressive disPIaY

5 contemplative mood calm and thoughtful state of mind

6 insipid dull; not interesting

50
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had "read" Hamlet. Anyone who reads a book with a sense of
obligation does not understand the art of reading. This type of
reading with a business purpose is in no way different from a
senator's reading up on files and reports before he makes a speech. It
is asking for business advice and information, and not reading at all.

Reading for the cultivation of personal charm of appearance and
flavor in a speech is then, according to Huang, the only admissible
kind of reading. This charm of appearance must evidently be
interpreted as something other than physical beauty. What Huang
means by "hateful to look at" is not physical ugliness. There are ugly
faces that have a fascinating charm and beautiful faces that are
insipid to look at. I have among my Chinese friends one whose head
is shaped like a bomb and yet who is nevertheless always a pleasure
to see. The most beautiful face among Western authors, so far as I
have seen them in pictures, was that of G.K. Chesterton. There was
such a diabolical conglomerationT of mustache, glasses, fairly bushy
eyebrows and knitted lines where the eyebrows met. One felt there
were a vast number of ideas playing about inside that forehead, ready
aI any time to burst out from those quizzically penetrating eyes. That
is what Huang would call a beautiful face, a face not made up by
powder and rouge, but by the sheer force of thinking. As for flavor of
speech, it all depends on one's way of reading. Whether one has
"flavor" or not in his talk, depends on his method of reading. If a
reader gets the flavor of books, he will show that flavor in his
conversations, and if he has flavor in his conversations, he cannot
help also having a flavor in his writing.

Hence I consider flavor or taste as the key to all reading. It
necessarily follows that taste is selective and individual, like the taste
for food. The most hygienic8 way of eating is, after all, eating what
one likes, for then one is sure of his digestion. In reading as in eating,
what is one man's meat may be another's poison.e A teacher cannot
force his pupils to like what he likes in reading, and a parent cannot
expect his children to have the same tastes as himself.

There can be, therefore, no books that one absolutely must read.
For our intellectual interests grow like a tree or flow like a river. So
Iong as there is proper szp,10 the tree will grow anyhow, and so long
as there is fresh current from the spring, the water will flow. When

7 diabolical conglomeration devilish, ugly, or evil-looking combination
8 hygienic clean; free from disease

" what is one man's meat may be another man's poison what is good
for one person may be bad for another

- sap a liquid inside a plant that carries nutrients to its parts

128 C.ii,.t l ,, i t, '  l  l  , TJr.e -\ft o.f Reacling
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water strikes a granite cliff, it just goes around it; when it finds itself

in a pleasant low valley, it stops and meanders there a while; when it

90 finds itself in a deep mountain pond, it ls content to stay there; when

it finds itself traveling over rapids, it hgrries forward. Thus, without

any effor[ or determined aim, it is sure of reaching the sea some day'

I regard the discovery of one's favorite autltor as the most critical

eventll in one's intellectual development. There is such a thing as the

95 affinityl2 of spirits, and among the authors of ancient and modern

times, one must try to find an author whose spirit is akin with his

own. only in this way can one get any real good out of reading. one

has to be independent and search out his masters. who is one's

favorite author, no one can tell, probably not even the man himself. It

100 is like love at first sight. The reader cannot be told to love this one or

that one, but when he has found the author he loves, he lcrows it

himself by a kind of instinct. we have such famous cases of

discoveries of authors. Scholars seem to have lived in different ages,

separated by centuries, and yet their modes of thinking and feeling

105 were so akin that their coming together across the pages of a book

was like a person finding his own image. George Eliot described her

first reading of Rousseau as an electric shock. Nietzsche felt the

same thing about Schopenh er, but Schopenhauer was apeevlshl3

master and Nietzsche was a violent-tempered pupil, and it was

110 natural that the pupil later rebelled against the teacher.

It is only this kind of reading, this discovery of one's favorite

author, that will do one any good at all. Like a man falling in love with

his sweetheart at first sight, everything is right. She is of the right

height, has the right face, the right color of hair, the right qualiw of

115 voice and the right way of speaking and smiling' This author is not

something that a young man needs to be told about by his teacher'

The author is just right for him; his style, his taste, his point of vieq

his mode of thinking, are all right. And then the reader proceeds to

devourla every word and every line that the author writes, and

I20 because there is a spiritual affinity he absorbs and readily digests

everybhing. The author has cast a spellls over him, and he is glad to be

under the spell, and in time his own voice and marmer and way of

smiling and way of talking become like the auttlor's own. Thus he

truly steeps himself in his literary lover and derives from these books

critical event most important thing that can happen; a tuming point

affinity natural liking or attraction

peevish bad-temPered; irritable

devour read eagerlY

cast a spell used magic to influence him

11

t2

13

t4

15
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sustenancel6 for his soul. After a few years, the spell is over and he
grows a little tired of this lover and seeks for new literary lovers, and
after he has had three or four lovers and completely eaten them up,
he emerges as an author himself. There are many readers who never
fall in love, like many young men and women who flirb around and are
incapable of forming a deep attachment to a particular person. They
can read any and all authors, and they never amount to anything.

Such a conception of the art of reading completely precludeslT the
idea of reading as a duty or as an obligation. In China, one often
encourages students to "study bitterly." There was a famous scholar
who studied bitterly and who stuck an awl18 in his calf when he feII
asleep while studying at night. There was another scholar who had a
maid stand by his side as he was studying at night, to wake him up
every time he fell asleep. This was nonsensical. If one has a book
lying before him and falls asleep while some wise ancient author is
talking to hin-r. he should just go to bed. No amount of sticking an awl
in his calf or of shaking him up by a maid wiII do him any good. Such
a man has lost all sense of pleasure of reading. Scholars who are
worth anything at all never know what is called "a hard grind" or
what "bitter study" means. They merely love books and read on
because they cannot help themselves.

What, then, is the true art of reading? The simple answer is to just

take up a book and read when the mood comes. To be thoroughly
enjoyed, reading must be entirely spontaneous.

Lin Yu-T'ang (1895-1976) was born in China but received much of
his education in the West-at Harvard University and at the
University of Leipzig. He was a respected professor at Peking
National University for many years, and later was the chancellor of
Nanyang University in Singapore. A writer of novels as well as
nonfiction, he is lcrown for pieces which explain modern China to
readers from other cultures.

I45
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sustenance something, especially food, that supports life

precludes prevents something from happening

arvl rool u-ith a sharp point for punching holes in leather
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the t

ldentify the authors advice. which of the following advice

does the author give about reading? check (/) your answers.

| . Ttavel to different countries andlearn new languages'

2. Read mainly to improve yourmind-

3. Read mainly for the pleasure of reading;'

4. Cultivate friendships with literary lovers'

5. Begin with great books like the Bible andthe Book oJ

Changes.

6. Search for your own favorite authors'

Study hard every night.

Punish yourself if you fatl asleep while reading'

Take up a book and read when you axe in the mood'

Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the

questions below.

| . In the author's view, a person who is not in the habit of reading is

Iike a person in prison (lines 5-7). What kind of prison does he

mean? Do you agree or disagree?

2. Reread the second paragraph (lines 25-35). Why does the author

prefer books to newspapers? Why does he regard reading

newspapers as awaste of time?

3. In lines 93-110, the author advises readers to "fall in love'with

an author and gives several examples. What does he mean by

this? Do you think you will take his advice?

7 .

8 .

9 .

.  l 3 l
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Readi skit l

R e c o g n i z i n g  a n a f o g i e s
An analogy is a comparison between two things that are similar in
some respects but different in others. Writers ofben use analogies
to help explain something in an interesting or entertaining way.

Example:
Our intellectual interests grow like a tree or flow like a river. So
long as there is proper sap, the tree will grow anyhow, and so
long as there is fresh current from the spring, the water will flow.

(The way intellectual interests grow is compared to the way
trees grow and the way rivers flow.)

By making this analogy, the author suggests that ihtellectual growth
is a natural occrrrence rather than something forced or mechanical.

The analogies below are from the reading. Below each select ion,
ident i fy what two things or act iv i t ies are being compared and explain
how they are similar.

| . Now to be able to live two hours out of twelve in a different
world and take one's thoughts off the claims of the immediate
present is, of course, a privilege to be envied by people shut up in
their bodily prison. Such a change of environment is really
similar to travel in its psychological effect.

reading: Lravel because Lhey bothLake ue away

f rom f ,he  p lace  and l ime we are  in  now

2. It necessarily follows that taste is selective and individual, like
the taste for food. The most hygienic way of eating is, after all,
eating what one likes, for then one is sure of his digestion.

taste for reading: because

3. It is only this kind of reading, this discovery of one's favorite
author, that will do one any good at all. Like a man falling in love
with his sweetheart at first sight, everything is right.

finding one's favorite author:

| 32 Chupter 11 , The Art oJ Readi,ng
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Buildi cabufary

Word forms
When you learn a new word, it's useful to learn other forms of the
same word. You can find these forms in a dictionaryi

A. Complete the chart below by adding the missing word forms. In
some cases, there are two noun forms. Then check your ideas by
lookino in a dict ionarv.

I . history, historian

en!y enviab\r

3. immediacy

5. spectacle

psychological

spectacular

2 .

4 .

6 .

7 .

R

inform

cultivate

qurz

informatively

X

quizzical

B. Choose words from the chart above to complete these sentences.
More than one answer may be possible.

l. The author admired G.K. Chesterson's

2. When a person falls in love, he or she knon-s it

3. The of good reading habits can take a lifetime.

4. Reading for , in the author's riew, is not as

eyes.

worbhwhile as reading for pleasure.

.  133
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What can some people or ideas be compared to? How are some things
different? Complete the following sentences with ideas of your own.

| . The difference between a person who reads and one who doesn't

is that

Authors of great books are like

Newspapers are different from books in that

4. When reading a history book, the reader sees events in the past as

5. Reading for self-improvement is different from the art of reading

in that

2 .

3 .

. Tlte Art of Read,i,ng
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Discussion & iti

According to the author, the object of reading is to give a person
"a certain charm and flavor." To achieve this goal, the author
believes that it is more important to read for plezisure than it is to
study hard. Do you agree or disagree? Discuss your ideas with a
partner or a small group of your classmates.

Identify one of your own favorite authors. Find the following
information about your choice and share it witlt a group of your
classmates. If possible, bring a piece of the writer's work to show
the group.

l .

2 .

Dates of birth and death

Country of origin

Major works

One other interesting fact

3. Use the information in the charl to write a paxagraph about your
favorite author. Tfy to convince the reader that he or she really
should get to know your "literary lover."

.  1 3 5
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Crossword Puzzle

Use words from the

Across:
I Natural liking or attraction

3 Someone who studies hard and is
eager to learn

4 One who watches or observes

7 Place to find reports of daily events

8 To prevent something from
happening

I O A writer of poems

I I One man's meat, another man's

| 3 Grow like a tree, flow like a -

| 4 To lead eagerly with great
enthusiasm

| 36 Chaptei' I I , Tlte Art of Reading

reading to complete the crossword puzzle.

| 5 Adjective form of enuy

Down:

2 The key to all reading: flavor
o r -

4 Author of Hamlet

5 Fast-moving water

6 Dull or uninteresting

9  T o c a s t a -

| | The most important reason
for reading something

l2 Western author with a
beautiful face: G.K.

www.ztcprep.com



Chapter When E.T.
Caf fs

Arecibo Radio TelescoPe Pr-tel: ir

The most beautiful

thing we can

experience is the

mgsterious. It is the

source of all true art

and science.

-Albert Einstei,n

Physicist

(1879-1955)

C T :
Exploring the possibilitY of
extraterrestrial life

Recognizing scenarios

B G VOCABL-L4,RT':
Nouns derived frorn adjectir-es

I,{GUAGE FOCL'S:
Future perfect
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Before You Read
Do you believe that intelligent
life exists on other planets? If
"yes," do you think trying to
communicate with the
extraterrestrials (E.T.) is
worthwhile? Why or why not?

Read the title of the article
and then take one minute to
skim the text. What do you
think the article will be
about? Share your ideas with
a parbner.

If intelligent beings exist on
other planets, what do you
think they might look like?
How would they
communicate with us?

WHEN CALTS

by Seth Shostak

from Sharing the Uni,uerse

If it happens, it will begin slowly and without warning in a radio
telescope's cramped, cluttered control room. Here, under a hundred
tons of steel faced off against the pinpoint gleams of the night sky, a
back-burner experimentl could change the world.

We can imagine this future drama. The protagonistz is a lone
astronomer, one of the two dozen or so who have gambled their
careers on SETI. For weeks, she has been spending long nights
seated in front of a bank of computer displays, nursing a cup of

1 back-burner experiment an experiment that is not considered very
unportant

I protagonist the central character

138 Cl inpte i '12 ,  I lJ ten E.T.  CaI Is
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coffee3 and intermittent$ scribbling routine entries into a logbook.

On the screens, blocks of slowly changing text monitor the

electronics that are sifting through the thick cosmic statics collected

by the telescope. She sips at her drink and scans the displays'

laconico reports. There is no theatrical music, no high-tech sound

effects; only the constant drone of fans in the electronics racks and

the faint, distant grind of the telescope's tracking motor. This is not

SETI as depicted by Hollywood. No control room loudspeaker will

suddenly break into a squeal or a rhythmic boom. There was a time,

many years earlier, when listening for audible signals was practical.

But modern SETI experiments monitor tens of millions of channels

simultaneously. Computers do the listening.

With only a soft beep as herald, the computers have found that one

channel in this multitude bears the hallmarks of exfraterrestrial

origin.T

On the screen, a single line of text tells the tale, a string of numbers
giving the signal strength and exact frequency, terminated by the

cryptic words, "conflrmed by FUDD." The FUDD, or Follorn- Lp

Detection Device, is a specialized piece of electronics that orchestrates

a two-telescope procedure to confirm that a signal is coming from deep

space. The astronomer, while taking note, is not excited. After all, the

system finds such candidate signals five or six times a week' So far. all

have been traced to some sort of satellite interference or other man-

made source. None has been extraterrestrial.

Without prompting, the observing software swings the telescope

two degrees away from the targeted star system. Ten minutes go by

while the receivers accumulate more data. The FUDD then reports

that the signal has disappeared, as would be expected if it canle from

the star itself. The astronomer pays close attention, but her blood

pressure doesn't change. It's probably another satellite, briefly

mimicking E.T. as it parades across the sky.

The telescope slews backS on target. Another ten minutes drag by,

and the FUDD reports that the signal has returned. The astronomer
puts her coffee down. Her eyes fix upon the display screen. The

telescope begins its cycle of on-off observations ane\ -, and the

3

4

5

6

7

nursing a cup of coffee sipping at a cup of coffee r-ery slowly

intermittently from time to time

thick cosmic static electronic noise from space

laconic verybrief

bears the hallmarks of extraterrestrial origin shows signs of
coming from another planet

slews back turns sharply
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e\idence that this signal is extraterrestrial persists. She is now the
fust rn-itness to a staggeringe sequence of events, a sequence that has
ne\-er before occurred. Within hours, she will call another radio
observatory to enlist its help. A detection at a distant telescope, by
other people and other equipment, wiII rule out fiendish
interference,to a bug in the system, or an ingenious college prank.
Within a few days, the signal will have been confirmed beyond
reasonable doubt. The drama begun by a computer's soft beep will
have grown to a worldwide din. We wiII finally have observational
proof that other thinking beings populate the Galaxy.rl

Society's Reaction
If SETI scientists find a signal, some people wiII challenge the
detection, claiming that it's a hoax. After aII, there are several million
people who still doubt astronauts ever walked on the moon. But the
reality of the result will be firmly based. Unlike the incessant claims
that UFOs are alien spacecraft, belief in a SETI success won't depend
on anecdotal evidencel2 or shaky, amateur videos. Anyone with
access to a suitable radio antenna would be able to confirm the signal
for himself, with his own equipment. There would be no doubt of its
legitimacy, and a SETI discovery would immediately precipitate
intense scientific inquiry. Every major telescope would be cranked in
the direction of E.T.'s signal, in the hope of learning more. But would
the discovery also provoke a dramatic response from society at
Iarge? Would there be panic? Disbelief? A sudden eruption of
brotherly love and international goodwill?

Panic in the streets is unlikely. To be sure, Orson lles' 1938

alarm. But it's far less threatening to read of a signal from a distant
star system than to hear that aliens are afoot here on Earth.

A better example of the immediate reaction to the news that aliens
exist is the public's response to the August 1996 announcement by
NASA scientists that fossilized Martian microbes had been chipped
out of a meteorite. This was, after all, "life in space," even if it was
very small and long dead. It was later acclaimed as the biggest
science news story of the year, and yet it hardly, affected anyone's
daily routine. The announcement generated one week of headlines,
after which the discovery dropped off the public's radar screen.

'' staggering amazing; awesome
::' fiendish interference obstruction with the intention to do harm
'' populate the Galaxy live on planets in the Milky Way Galaxy
-- anecdotal evidence proof based on individual reports and stories
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No matter how anemicr3 the short-term reaction, most punditsla

assumethatthelong-termconsequencesoffindingextraterrestrials
will be Profound.

Alien Message
Ssoutoftheinevitablechaosfol lowingaSETIdiscovery,thefactsof

the detection would soon emerge-at least for those who are

interested in facts. In view of the lanown technological timitations of

SETI experiments, one can dare to predict what we would learn in

those first, exciting daYS'

g0Tobeginwi th,where is thes ignalcomingfrom?Thismightsound
as if the answer should be obvious, but it won't be. For SEII searches

that scan the heavens, the astronomers who first tune in E.T will only

know that the signal originates from a particular patch of sky' Many

star system" 
"oirta 

be camped out in such a patch. Fort*nately,

gb uncertainty about the source of the signal could be quickly dispelled'

observations with a massively large instrument, such as the 1,00G

footecibodish,couldsubstantial lynarrowthepieceofskyfrom
w h i c h t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n o r i g i n a t e s . A l a r g e c o n s t e l l a t i o n o f

100 Ellie Arroway first heard the aliens in the movie contact), could

zoom in more precisely on the spot where E'T' is broadcasting'

Sowi th inweeksof thediscovery,wewould l ike ly lanowafew
astronomical factsaboutE'T. 'shometur f .Butsuchinformat ion
wouldbe,atleastinthepublic'smind,secondary.Firstarrdforemost,

105 the world will hanker to know what the aliens have to say' After all,

the phone has rung, so what's the message?

Decipher ingamessagecouldtakealongt ime. Indeed, i tcould
take forev"r. A, we've mentioned before, any signal we're likely to

de tec tw i l l comef romac iv i l i za t i on tha t i seno rmous lymore
l l 0advanced thanwe .Thea l i ens 'messagemigh tbe imposs ib le to

unravel . Imagineis tot le 'spuzz lement i fhewerefacedwi ththe
task of decoiing a modern color-television signal. And Aristotfe was

no dummY.

Inth iscase 'or in thecasethat thes ignal turnsout tobemerely
l lSintercepteda]ienradardevoidofanymessage,westi l lwon'tbeleft

empty-handed.Wewillhaveproof,a.fterall,ofcelestialcompany;l5
wewillknowthatintelligentbeingsexist.Wejustwon'tlcrowmuch
about their Particulars'

13 anemic weak; feeble

1a pundits experts in the fleld

lsproofofcelestialcompalryevidencethatotherintell igentbeings

exist in the universe
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A more interesting scenario is that they might try to help us. A
1lr-r deiiberate transmission might be designed for infant technologies

such as our own. In that case the alien senders might take pity on our
crlptographerslG by sending simple directions for deciphering their
broadcast, a kind of interspecies primer.17 Elementary mathematics
is frequently suggested as a good first lesson. Indeed, the initial

125 messages received in the movie Contact amounted to a bit of boring
algebra. On the other hand, E.T. may figure that anyone able to
eavesdrop on his signals wiII probably have already taken algebra,
and send us pictures instead.

Given enough time and patience on the part of our extraterrestrial
130 tutors, there's no certain limit to what they could teach us.

Consequently, if we can crack the code of an alien signal, with or
without E.T.'s help, the impact on earthly society could be profound.
We would be in touch with an ancient and sophisticated culture. We
might skip eons of historyrs and leap into what otherwise would be a

135 far distant future.

Some consequences of this sort of contact are obvious. We could
bone up onle physics, chemistry, and astronomy. The aliens might fill
us in on how to get along. Perhaps they would even be considerate
enough to divulge the cure for death (a good thing to know from the

140 individual's point of view, although a real challenge for society).
There would be cause for optimism on Earbh, for if E.T.'s society
could endure for countless centuries without self-destructing, then
presumably ours can as well.

Author

Seth Shostak is a scientist, teacher, and film producer. He has
degrees from Princeton University and the California Institute of
Technology. For much of his career, he conducted radio astronomy
research on galaxies, and has published approximately 50 papers in
professional journals. He has also produced many popular science
films. His book, Sharing the Uniuerse, was published in 1998.

16 cr;ptographer a person who figures out what codes mean
1i interspecies primer an introductory set of instructions on how to

communicate with another species
ii eons of history periods of time too long to measure
r'' bone up on study again after a long period of time; review
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Understa the xt

A, Tiue or
F (False) .

F

False? Read the statements below and write T (True) or

Correct the false statements 
notr

| . The author predicts that the first alien contact will^be

very dramatic.

2. Computers now monitor signals from space because

the telescopes receive too many charurels for humans

to be able to hear.

3. In the author's view, it is possible that civilizations on

other planets are trying to make contact with people on

Earth.

4. So far, none of the signals received from space has

been positively identified as an authentic
communication from another planet'

5. If a signal is "confirmed by FUDD," it is definitely
recognized by scientists as a communication from

outer space.

6. There is hard scientific evidence that UFOs are aLien

spacecraft.

7. The discovery of fossilized Martian microbes proves

that intelligent Iife exists on other planets.

8. Once a signal from outer space is detected, it will
probably be easy for scientists to figure out where it is

coming from and what it means.

9. lngeneral, Dr. Shostak thinks that making contact with

intelligent life on other planets would have positive

effects on human civilizations.

I O. From the tone of the writing, it is reasonable to assume

that the author intended this book mainly for the
general public.
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B. Consider the issues. Work with a partner to answer the
questions below.

l. Of the following statements, which is the most important
argument for trying to detect signals from outer space? Discuss
your choice with a partner.

a. The discovery would interest more young people in
mathematics and science.

b. Beings from an advanced civilization could teach us how to
get along.

c. The aliens might teach us a cure for death.

2. Think of a good reason why scientists should NOT search for
signals from outer space. What do you think Dr. Shostak's reply
to this argument would be?

A. Reread the scenario ( l ines 5-53) in the reading. Complete the
following information.

Time: the pregent

Place:

Main character:

Main events: l.

2 .

3 .

a com?uf,er detectrs a oiqnal

4 .

5 .
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B. lmagine your own scenario describing the first meeting between

a human and a visitor from outer space. Describe your scenario to

a partner.

Time:

Place:

Main character:

Main events: l.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 _

A. ldentify the bofdfaced words in the following sentences as

adjectives or nouns.

| . on the screens, blocks of slowly changing text monitor the
noun

eteititirics that are sifting through the thick cosmic static

collected bY the telescoPe.

2. There is no theatrical music, 1e hi€F-tech sound effects; only

the constant drone of fans in the electronics racks and the faint,

distant grind of the telescope's tracking monitor'
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3. If extraterrestrials exist, they are almost cerbainly not human

beings.

4. Thousands of people claim to have seen alien spacecraft and

some even say they have spoken with aliens face-to-face.

5. After all, the system finds such candidate signals five or six

times a week.

6. We just won't know much about their particulars.

B. Many of the nouns that refer to the place of origin or nationality of
people are derived from adjectives. Review the information below.
Then complete the passage with the correct form of a word from
the box.

singular or pfural forms coflective (the + plural form only)

Asian(s) the Chinese

European(s) the Japanese

African(s) the English

American(s) the Sudanese

Austral ian(s) the l r ish

lraqi(sJ the French

Korean{s) the Dutch

Note: Nouns that name languages (French, Engl ish, Japanese) are
often the same as the collective nouns for nationalities, but do not
take the article "tne," for example: I don't speak French.

If a team of technologically advanced extraterrestrial scientists

visited our world today, they would probably find things very

confusing. For example, they would be surprised to see so many

different peoples from different nations speaking different

languages. On their world, there is only one civilization and

e\-erTone speaks the same language.
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We might try to explain to them that (1) Lhe French live in

France and speak (2) , and that (3)

in China and speak (4)

can we explain that (5)

live

. That would be OK. But how

lir-e in the Netherlands, which

is also called HoIIand, and speak Dutch? Or that (6)

live in America and speak (7) ? \\-e could point out

that both Iraqis and (8) speak Arabic. but b1'that time

our advanced extraterrestrials might decide to gi\€ up and go home-

Focus

Future perfect
Form:

active: uiII haue + past participle

passive: u:iLL haae been + past participle

Meaning: The future perfect form of averb shows the

relationship of a future event to a later time or event.
The drama begun by a computer's soft beep uill haue gnvtnt to

aworldwide din.

Within a few days, the signal utill haue been confi'rm'ed beyond

a reasonable doubt.

A, Complete the paragraph below with the future perfect form of
each verb in parentheses.

By the time we are able to decode the first confirmed alien message.

it's possible that we (receise) nran]- more

signals from intelligent beings elsewhere in the unir-erse. It also

reasonable to assume that we (adr-ance)

technologically ourselves. Whether we

(endure) without destroying each other is another question.
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B. lmagineyourself ten years from now. What do you think will have
happened? Compare your answers with a partner3.

l. What important things will you have accomplished?

2. How many new places will you have traveled to?

3. What new experiences will you have had?

4. What else do you think wiII have happened?

l .

2 .

3 .

Discussion & itin

Imagine that SETI astronomers have received signals from outer
space. The signals have been confirmed, and the evidence is
beyond doubt. The communication is from atechnologically
advanced and peaceful civilization that has evolved on a planet in
the Milky Way Galaxy. How might this event change things on
Earth? Discuss the possibilities with a partner or small group of
your classmates.

Group work. Work with a small group of your classmates.
Follow the steps below to discuss both sides of an issue.

a. Identify a current world issue or problem you would like to
discuss.

b. Write a Yes/I.{o question that suggests an action to be taken on
this issue. For example, "Should scientists try to stop global
warming?"

c. Half of the group thinks of reasons to support a "yes" answer
to your question. Half of the group thinks of reasons to
support a "no" answer.

d. After discussing the issue, reach a conclusion as a group and
report it to the class.

Write your own persuasive essay on one of the issues discussed
in class. Write at least three paragraphs, including as many details
and examples as you can. Tly to convince your readers to agree
withyourpoint of view.
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Crosswo Puzzle

Use words from the reading to complete the crossword puzle-

Across:
2 War of the -

4 Prank
I Weak;feeble
I Visitors from outer space

| 0 Central character in a drama
| | Scientist who studies the stars

| 4 You can do it with a cup
of coffee

16 Describes a sequence
of events

l7 Not professional

Down:
I AncientGreekphilmqlher
3 Very smalllifeforms
5 Unidentifiedfrying -

6 One who obsenres something

7 Hatlrnarks
I Tfile of evidencebased on

personal$ories

I O Exfrtsinthe freld
l2 Atype of telescope
l3 Avery long period of time

t 5 FUDD: followup detection -
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Chapter

Carl Ally A well-known figure in the field of advertising, Carl Ally
(1924-1999) started as a cop)rwriter in New York, where he met art
director Amil Gargano. The two parbners started their own
advertising agency in 1962, which quickly became wildly successful
because of Ally's brash and innovative style. Ally also inspired many
others to think of doing old things in new and original ways.

Johann Gutenberg The inventor of the printing press was born in the
Iast part of the fourteenth century in Mainz, Germany. Having
developed his skill as a metalworker, Gutenberg spent most of his life
in Germany and Strasbourg, France, as a craftsman and inventor.
After inventing the printing press, he spent many years trying to
perfect his creation and fell into debt as a result. Eventually, he lost
his invention to his creditors and ended up living most of his life
operating a small printing shop. He was largely unable to take credit
for the famous works produced on the new printing machine, and
therefore it is difficult for historians to point to who is responsible for
some famous copies of the Bible. Gutenberg died on February 3,1468.

movable t e This was an essential part of Gutenberg's invention. To
make movable type, he created a metal mold of each letter of the
alphabet in capital and lower case form. Then he collected the letters
that he needed into a frame. By doing this, he was able to press out
copies at an unprecedented rate. Before Gutenberg's invention,
books were copied by hand or printed using carved wood blocks.
These methods were extremely slow compared to Gutenberg's new
invention that could press out approximately 300 copies each day.

Grace Hopper A pioneer in the field of computer science, Grace
Murray Hopper (1906-1992), was also an officer in the United States
Nar,y and a research mathematician. Her most famous invention was
the compiler, a program that translates instructions from English into
computer language. This and many other contributions paved the
way for later developments that make today's high-speed digital
computing possible.

Franz Joseph Haydn Born near Vienna, Austria, in I732,Franz
Joseph Haydn became one of the most important and influential
composers of his time. He wrote over 80 string quartets, at least 104
symphonies, and a number of cantatas and oratorios. Among his
most famous works are the "Surprise" and "London" symphonies.
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duke A powerful local leader in European history usually a member
of the ruling family, and second in power to a prince. The title still
exists in England for several members of the royal family. The wife of
a duke is called a d,uchess, and their children are addressedas lords
andlad,ies.

Pablo Picasso Regarded by many as the most important European
artist of the twentieth century Picasso is lcrown around tlte world
for his imaginative paintings, drawings, and sculptures. Picasso was
born in Spain in 1881 and moved to Paris in 1900, where he began
experimenting with different styles of painting. His flrst original style
has been called the BIue Period, after which he developed many
other original ways of depicting life through arb. He lived in Ftance
and continued producing masterpieces until his death in 1973.

Nobel Prtze This is a prestigious award that is presented each year to
individuals to honor their groundbreaking work and innovation in the
fields of literature, medicine, physics, chemistry economics, and
international peace. The tradition of the Nobel Pnze that began in
1901 was created in the will of the Swedish inventor Albert Nobel
who wanted his assets and estate to be used to finance these prizes.
Various committees in Norway and Sweden choose the arurual
winners and award them the Nobel Prize for their work that helps the
"good of humanity" (Alfred Nobel).

Albert Szent-Gyiir Born in Budapest, Hungary in 1893, Dr. Szent-
Gyiirgyi is best known for the discovery of actin, a muscle protein
His research also explained the role of vitamins in metabolisrn and
the structure of muscle tissue. He received the Nobel Prize for
medicine in 1937.

co fool In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the court fool
was a person appointed by a ruler to entertain members of the royal
families and their guests. A court fool, also Icrown as ajester, often
dressed in a coat of many colors and wore long, pointed shoes. Court
fools specializedin telling jokes and riddles to keep their audiences
amused.
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yuppie This stands for Zoung UrbanProfessional. The term, which
was first used in the 1980s, refers to a successful young professional
person who lives in or near a large city, earns a lot of money, and
spends it on expensive things. This is often used in a critical way.

yen The yminthe basic monetaryunit ofJapan. Coins worth 5, 10,
50, 100, and 500 yen axe used, and paper money is printed in
denominations of 1000. 5000. and 10000.

of its members; however, the methods used to achieve this goal vary
widely from country to country. A labor union begins by organizing
workers into a group and establishing a leadership that meets with
the employer to bargain for better pay and benefits.

J anese education system In Japan, public school education is
free for children from 6 to 14 years old. Public school students attend
classes frve and a half days per week, and during the last two years of
junior high school, often focus on gaining admission to a good high
school. Admission to the most prestigious high schools is very
competitive, and many students spend several hours a day at private
academies preparing to take entrance exiuns. Their hope is that once
they gain entry to an elite high school, they will be assured of getting
into one of the country's top universities.
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Dr. Frankenstein The main character in the novel, Frankenstein,

written by Mary Shelley in 1818. In the story. Dr. Fbankenstein is a

scientist who creates a living being by putting together parts of dead

bodies. At first, the creature is gentle and intelllgent, but is rejected

and feared because of his horrible appeaxance. The loneliness

resulting from this rejection eventually turns him into a temible,

murderous monster. Many horror movies have been based on the

story of Dr. Frankenstein, and the story is sometimes used as a

warning against the dangers involved in scientiflc experimentation

with life.

apothecaries Apothecary is an old, rarely used term for toda.v-'s

pharmacist, druggist, or chemist (in British English). Some

establishments that sell medicines still use the term, "apotheca+-

shop." Before the days of modern medical practice, apothecaries

played a very important role in the diagnosis of disease and the

preparation of medicines. Medieval apothecaries mixed their

remedies from a selection of their own herbs and potions, and often

added magical sayings to increase the potency of their cures.

Hindu surgeons The practice of medicine in ancient India was based

in Hindu religious traditions, and included highly developed surgical

techniques. Operations performed by Hindu surgeons included the

removal of kidney stones and the removal of cataracts to impror e

vision. They were also the first known practitioners of plastic

surgery especially the reconstruction of noses.

Food and Drug ministration An agency of the U.S. gor-ernment

that regulates the preparation and sale of foods and medicines. For

example, any prescription medicine sold in the united States must

first be approved by the FDA.

take oneos shirt off in p lic In American teenage culture. nany

boys eqjoy taking off their shirts during the rvarmer months of the

year when they are playrng outdoors. This gires them the opporbunity

to enjoy the sunshine and show off their muscles to their friends.
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1f,tchcr Inthe game of baseball, the pitcher is the player who throws
the ball in fte direction of home plate, where a hitter uses a bat to try
andhitthe ball as far as possible. The pitcher tries to throw the baII
so fast that the batter cannot hit it easily or well A good pitcher must
have avery strong arm and quick reflexes.

line drive A line drive is a type of hit in which the baseball leaves the
bat very fast at an angle that is parallel to the ground. Line drives are
difficult to catch because they are hit so hard. When baseball players
are injured, it is often because they have been hit by a line drive.

BMX bike racing The short narne for bicycle motocross-an exciting
individual sport that has gained popularity in recent years. BMX
riders use specially equipped bicycles to compete in races on rugged
outdoor courses. The courses usually have steep hills and difficult
turns that make the races tough and dangerous.
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rld cup The world cup, one of the mostfamous international

competitions, is held every four years. Allstart€ams from 32 nations

compete in this tournament forthe world championship in soccer.

world cup 2002, which was co-hosted by south Korea and Japarq

was the first time the tournament was held in Asia-

real The real (pronounced /re'ol/) is the basic unit of currency in

Brazll. Since the late 1990s, the real has been devalued several times

in an effort to attract more foreign investment. However, ttfs has

caused the real to have an unstable exchange rate, which in turn has

made it difficult fotBrazllto pay its foreign debts.

carn The Brazilian Carnival is a huge, noisy street party in Rio de

Janeiro that Iasts for four days every February or Marctu In Latin

American countries, any joyful outdoor celebration, especiall5rone

with colorful costumes, dancing, and loud music is lanown as a

carnival. In North America, a carnival may have games and

mechanical rides to amuse both children and adults.

soecer Also known in many countries as football, soccer is the

world's most popular sporb. The word soccer comes from art

abbreviation of the game's full name, assoc. (association) football

The game was first played in England in the 1800s, and is now

enjoyed by millions of people all over the world.

FI Fdd,'ration Internationale d,e Football Association istIrc

international governing body that establishes the rules for
professional soccer throughout the world and organizes international

competitions. FIp[ consists of the national soccer associations of

more than 150 countries, and is based in Zurich, SwiEedand-

o ics The olympic Games began in ancient Greece in776n-c.,

and continued until A.D. 393. The modern g:rmes, which were first

held in 1896, have become the most important international athletic

competition in the world. The olympics areheldina differenthost

country every four years for the pqpose of promoting friendship and

sporting competition for the youth of the world. The olympics are

organized by the International olympic committee (IOC), which has

its headquarters in Lousanne, swiEerland. The IoC approves the

sports to be included in the games, and also selects the host city for

the next Olympics seven years in advance.
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"Dave, ..." It is common in workplace environments in the United
States for employees to address their supervisors informally and
directly, using their first names.

management style which seeks to create a relaxed atmosphere in
the workplace. According to this type of thinking, employees who
feel free to express their ideas and feelings will be more productive
and loyal.

emotionally charged words There are several levels of such words,
depending on the Ievel of emotion that the speaker feels. For
example, in the opening conversation between Bill and Dave, Bill
tells Dave that he's "never around an5rmore." While this is a criticism,
the level of emotion expressed in the words is relatively low. The
words indicate that Bill is upset, but he is in control of his anger. If
BiII were angrier, he might sa5r, "Everybody lcnows you're lazy."

language that is used among family, friends, and often arnong co-
workers. The type of slang people in the United States use depends
on many factors, including the region they live in, ethnic group,
social status, and age. The meaning of a slang term may easily change
with time, or may have different meanings within different groups.

nonverbal beh or Patterns of communicating nonverbally vary
considerably from culture to culture. For example, in most Western
cultures, looking at a person directly is considered a positive
behavior when listening or speaking, whereas in many Eastern
cultures, it is considered disrespectful or even rude. In some cultures
a friendly facial expression and pleasant tone of voice may be
considered inappropriate for a supervisor because it signals lack of
proper manners for a person in that position.
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Nebraska A state with a population of approximately 1.5 million
people located in the central region of the United States.

stern Television show about life in the western regon of the
United States, sometimes known as the .WiId West." These stories
are usually set in the nineteenth century and many tell the stories of
brave cowboys and pioneers as they face the challenges of settling in
a wild and dangerous land. Other stories portray the conflict between
unruly outlaws and the heroic defenders of law and order.

American philosopher and psychologist. He is considered one of the
major thinkers in a philosophical movement known as pragmatisnq

which contends that the meaning of any idea lies in its practical

results. In his major work, Principles oJ Psychology (1890),James

explored the relationship among experience, thought, and action

ter Lippmann (1889-L974) Walter Lippmann was a well-Ianown
journalist and philosopher originally from New York CiW. After
graduating from Harvard University in 1910 and working in several
government positions, Lippmann began his career as a reporter and
columnist. several u.s. presidents asked him for advice, and in 1918,

he helped President Woodrow Wilson draft his famouspeace
proposal known as The Fourbeen Points. In his writings, Lippmann
expressed the view that civilized societies must be governed by
reason rather than emotion and economic self-interest.

S.I. Hayak a (1906-1992) SamuellchiyeHayakawawa-sbomin
the Canadian province of British Columbia and studied Englistt
Literature at McGiIl University in Montreal. Soon afterreceiving his
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin, Hayakawa wrote Langruage
in Acti,on, which became a best-selling college textbook in the fleld

of semantics. In 1955, Dr. Hayakawa accepted a teaching position at

San Francisco State College in California" where he later became
acting president and became involved in politics. At the age of 70, Dr.
Hayakawawas elected to the united states senate, where he became
weII lcnown for his conservative views.
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a few good men This expression refers to the personal qualities of
honesty and strict ethical behavior. In 1992, the term's popularity
became more widespread because it was used as the title of a movie
about the U.S. Marine Corps (A Few Good Men, starring Tom Cruise,
Jack Nicholson, and Demi Moore). The film presents the American
military as a system without a strong moral code and depicts how a
few ethical people work to rid the system of corruption.

cyberrelationships This term refers to a new phase of human
interactions that has become possible with the widespread use of
computer technology. Through venues such as dating serwices, role-
playrng galnes, and chat rooms, people meet online and usually
connect based on common interest or intent. The development of
this kind of relationship is different from traditional courting
practices, since people get to know each other well long before they
meet face to face.

the Internet Formally known as the International Computer
Network, the Internet is the foundation of a communication
technology. The system links thousands of individual networks such
as government agencies, educational systems, and commercial and
industrial groups. These links allow people to access posted
information from each of the participating groups. Some popular
features of the Internet include e-mail, e-commerce, e-learning, chat
rooms, and the Web.

the b The World Wide Web is a feature of the Internet. This feature
works as a library in that it organizes information into a format that
is easy to use and understand online. Web users can access the text,
files, or services they want through a focused search. The Web
applies a technology (Hypertext Technology) that makes it accessible
to people of many different backgrounds.

match-maker In many cultures, this term has traditionally meant
someone who arranges marriages. Often this union is made for
political or economic reasons as demonstrated in history by the royal
courts of Europe, and the social structures of India and China.
Matchmaking in the United States may be done informally by a
mutual friend or, more formally, by a dating agency that pairs people
based on their personalities and interests.
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former U.S.S.R. Before its breakup in 1991, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.), also latown as the Soviet Union,
covered more than half of Europe and nearly two-fifths of Asia. The
former republics include Russia, Lafiia, Belarus, and Kyrgyztan. At its
height, the U.S.S.R. was an industrial giant and a leader in space
exploration. The Soviet Union was considered one of two ranking
superpowers, and its rivalry with the United States defined much of
the history of the world between 1940 and 1990.

e-mail order brides Before e-mail, there were systems for mail-order
brides in areas where women were scarce. This gave communities a
greater chance of survival. Europeans in Australia and the Americas
parbicipated in this system when they were spreading out onto these
continents. The current trend of e-mail order brides continues the
tradition in many ways. The couple have not met each other except
through written communication, and the husband-to-be is most likely
the source of money. However, the reasons for this kind of qnion today
are different from those in history. Women are not in limited numbers,
but as technolog}r brings different countries into closer contact, one may
consider the cultural advantages of apar[ner from another country.

m a The mafia, also referred to as "the mob," has had quite a famous
history in the United States from the earliest part of the twentieth
century with the peak of the industrial period. The mafia creates a
structure where crime is not committed by one person, but by a group

of people working in a defined system of illegal activity such as the
drug trade. The mafia's hired men have leaders that are responsible
for all the activity and very difficult to arrest because they never
actually take part in any crime. Organized crime exists in many ethnic
groups such as the Russian Mafia and Chinese Ma.fia.

September 11 September 1lth marks the tragic day in 2001when
hijackers flew two commercial airliners into the world T?ade Towers
in New York City and a third into the Pentagon (U'S. military
headquarters) in Washington, D.C. The twin towers in New York were
completely destroyed, and the Pentagon was seriously damaged. A
fourth hijacked airplane crashed into the ground before reaching its
target. In all, over 3,000 people were killed, including all of the
passengers and crew aboard the airliners.

describe how well a product sells. Manufacturers watch for changes
in the requests for their product and modify their production
accordingly. If sales are not going well, they change their product or
decrease production in order to create demand'
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Dairy Queen A fast-food chain based in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Dairy Queen drive-in restaurants feature soft-serve ice cream, milk
shakes, and other desserts. Founded in 1940 as a small store selling
ice cream, the menu now includes hamburgers, sandwiches, salads,
and drinks. There are nearly 6,000 restaurants in the U.S., Canada,
and in 20 other countries around the world.

Concordia College Concordia is a private liberal arts and sciences
college located in Moorhead, Minnesota. The college, which has
approximately 3,000 students, emphasizes Christian values and
community service.

Ms. Lee-Cadwell Since the rise of the feminist movement in the
1970s, it has become more common for American women to keep
their family name after they marry. Some do not change their name at
all, while others hyphenate their own last name with their husbands'.

registered dietitian In order to become a registered dietitian (RD) in
the United States, a person must complete a bachelor's degree and
pass a national examination.

iversity of Southern California USC is a large, private research
university located in Los Angeles, California. In addition to 17
professional schools, USC has one of the country's largest and
respected teaching hospitals.

kimchi Pickled cabbage (or other vegetables) prepared according to
ancient methods developed in Korea starting around the seventh
century. Kimchi is processed with a mixture of red pepper powder,
garlic, ginger, green onion, and radish. Kimchi has become popular in
Western countries as an appetizer or addition to a main course.

University of North Carolina UNC is the state's public university
and offers undergraduategraduate and graduate degrees in over 100
fields including liberal arts, sciences, and medicine. The main
campus is located in Chapel Hill.
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fts university As one of the leading private universities in the

united states, T\rfts has a reputation for academic excellence in

several fields, including liberal arts, international relations,

engineering, and veterinary science. Ttrfts is Iocated in Medford,

Massachusetts (a suburb of Boston), and has a student body of 8,500.

Michigan State University MSU is a public university in Michigan

and was first in the country to teach scientific agriculture. Today'

MSU has a student body of approximately 45,000.

Meredith College Meredith College is a private four-year college for

women Iocated in Raleigh, North Carolina. Founded in 1891,

Meredith College has a student body of approximalely 2,400 sfirdents

and offers degrees in a range of academic and career-oriented
subjects, including a Master's Degree in Nutrition.

New Jersey, was named after William Paterson (1745-1806)' a

respected statesman and patriot. The university began as ateacher-

training college, but today offers degrees in a wide variety of fields

and has 11,000 students.

Centers for Disease Control d Prevention The CDC is an

agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Services. Its missiutis

to promote health by preventing and controlling disease, injwy, and

disability. Among its many activities, the cDC providesinformdftxt

regarding health and disease prevention to the public free of ctuge-
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Le s Carroll This is the name used by Charles Lutwidge Dodgson
(1832-1898), when he published his stories about a young girl named
Alice and her travels in a magical world called Wonderland. Although
he was a mathematician and a don, or professor, at Oxford University
in Britain, and wrote math textbooks, he is best known for the books
Alice's Aduentures in Wonderland (1865) and Through the Looki,ng
Glass (1872).

Sega Sega Corporation is a leading international video game company
based in Tokyo, Japan. Online games developed by Sega include
"Fantasy Star Online" and "Super Monkey Ball."

"The Sims" The game title is derived from simulated andis used in
hundreds of other game titles such as "Space Sims," "Combat Sims,"
and "Flight Sims." In all of these games, the player participates in
creating real-life characters and situations.

extended family This term refers to aperson's entire family,
including grandparents, in-laws, and cousins. In much of the
industrialized world, extended families rarely live together in the
same physical location; instead, the great majority of people live in
small, nuclear families consisting only of parents and their children.

aviator and the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean.

Esper to Esperanto is an international language invented by Polish
doctor Ludwik L. Zamenhof, in the late nineteenth century in the hope
that it would help peoples of the world communicate better through a
common language. Esperanto has a simple, uniform structure and a
vocabulary similar to that of many Western Ewopean languages.

Wonderland, the fictional character, Alice, often repeats this phrase to
herself to express her amazement about the strange world she is
visiting. For those familiar with the character, it has become a way of
expressing wonder or dismay at anything that seems odd or
unexpected.
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Broadway The street in New York City that became famous for its

theater during the first decades of the twentieth century. Broadway,

also known as "The Great White Way" because of the bright lights

Iining the street, is a renowned and respected place for professional

actors to gain recognition and fame for their skills.

Laurence Fishburne (1961- ) Widely acclaimed African American

actor and director. Fishburne has starred in a number of major

Hollywood movies, including Apocalypse Nou, OtheLLo, What's Loue

Got to Do With It?, and The Matrir.

organized consumer movement In an organized consumer

movement, buyers respond to the ways a product is produced or how

it affects their lives, and companies change their manufacturing
processes to address new needs. For example, some people dislike

the idea that shampoos or soaps are tested on animals because they

believe it is cruel. In response to this, many companies changed the

way their products were tested and advertise the fact that they are

not tested on animals.

University of ronto Located in Toronto, Ontario, the University of

Toronto is Canada's largest university. With a student body of more

than 55,000 graduate and undergraduate students, the U of T is also

the country's leading research university.

Fordham University A large, private university in New York City

operated by the Roman Catholic Church. Known for its high

academic standards, Fordham grants degrees in liberal arts and

sciences as well as in business administration. Among its graduate

schools is the internationally acclaimed Fordham School of Law.

Information Millennium Also known as the "Inforrnation Age," this

phrase refers to a new era in the history of the world in which

technology has become focused on high-speed communication and

access to information. We see this particularly with the widespread

use ofthe Internet and cell phones. People can use these

technologies to conduct business faster and more efficiently. Such

devices that save time, also work to place an emphasis on a more

fast-paced, work-oriented lifestyle.
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IXDwer brokers and beautiful people This phrase refers to the
reputation of New York City as a bustling center for rich, powerful,
and famous people. Much of what separates this group of people as
elite is their emphasis on current fashion and posh social life.

Emily Post Emily Post (1873-1960) was the author of Etiquette: A
Guide to Proper Soci,al Behaui,or, published in1922. She also wrote a
newspaper column that advised people on good social manners and
taste. Today there are many advice columns that answer people's
questions on conduct in difficult situations.

U.S. Federal Government that regulates and promotes safety on the
nation's roads.
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a man o does no reading Until the emergence of the feminist

movement, it was common for writers to refer to all humans as "a

man" or "mankind." In recent yea.rs, this usage is viewed as

outmoded and sexist because it excludes women. Today, a more

acceptable way to express the same idea would be to use "a person"

in place of "a man" or "humankind" in place of "mankind."

Mencius This is one of the names of the famous Chinese philosopher

whose ideas contributed to the philosophy known as Confucianism.
His real narne was Meng Ke, and Mencius is the Latin form of Menzi,

a Chinese title that means "Master Meng." Mencius was born in the

state of Zou,inwhat is now Shandong Province, in the fourth century

e.c. and lived for approximately 80 years. He is best known for his

teachings that human nature is essentially good, and that people are
justified in overthrowing a ruler who ignores their welfare.

Ssuma Ch'ien (Sima Qian) In the tradition of Confucius, Sima Qian
(145-85 e.c.) demonstrated a deep respect for learning and
believed that the rulers of ancient China were chosen by heaven.

After extensive travels, he was appointed grand historian in the

court of the emperor Han Wudi and proceeded to write the first

comprehensive history of China.*

Sung poets Poets who lived and wrote during the Sung (or Song)

dynasff Q60-1279 e.o.). Poets of this period were reknowned fot ci,

a popular form of poetry that is often performed with music.

Su ngp'o (Su Dong-po) Another name for Su Shi, an imporbant
poet of the Song period. His most famous poem, "Song by the

River," is still popular today and is still recited or sung during the

Mid-Autumn festival.

Sophocles One of the great dramatists of ancient Greece, Sophocles
(about 49€_406 e.c.) wrote plays about the struggle of strong
individuals against fate. Most of his dramas are tragedies in which

the main characters (heroes) suffer from this struggle or die, but

through their suffering become more heroic. Sophocles was almost

90 years old when he wrote his greatest tragedy, Oedipus at Colonus.

* The translator of this text used spellings that are different from those that
are commonly used today. Correct spellings are given in parentheses.
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Five-foot shelf of Dr. Eliot A well-respected, comprehensive list of
books compiled by Harvard president Charles W. Eliot (1834-1926).
The five-foot shelf consists of 50 volumes of classic literature which
Dr. Eliot believed evervone should read in order to become educated.

mlet One of English literature's most famous tragedies by William
Shakespeare (1564-1616). The play is best known for its eloquent
language, especially for Prince Hamlet's famous speech on suicide,
which begins "To be, or not to be. ..."

G.K. Chesterton A popular English author who lived in London from
I874to 1936, Chesterton is best known for his mystery stories,
biographies, and essays.

George Eliot This was the pen narne of ManyAnn Evans, an English
writer who lived from 1819 to 1880. She is best known for her novels
about English country people, in which she touches on themes of
moral and social responsibility. Her works include Si,las Mavner and
Middlemarch: A Stud,y of Prouincial Life.

Rousseau Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) was a French
philosopher whose radical ideas helped shape the political events
that eventually lead to the FYench Revolution. In his writing,
Rousseau attacked the existing structure by charging that private
property was the cause of inequality and oppression. In addition to
his philosophical essays, Rousseau wrote novels, poetry and a full-
Iength opera.

Nietzsche FYiedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) was a German
philosopher who is best }crown for his criticism of traditional
religious beliefs and values. Nietzsche's ideal was to be able to
control one's emotions and use them in a creative muilrner. His major
works were Thus Spake Zarathustra and Beyond Good and EuiL.

$chope auer The German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer
(1788-1860) became famous toward the end of his life for his ideas
on how people experience the world. His theories about true inner
nature of human beings led to his suggestion that happiness can best
be achieved through the contemplation of beauty.
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SETI (search for extraterrestrial intelligence) This term most
often refers to a private, nonprofit organization of scientists and
educators known as the SETI Institute. Founded in 1984, SETI
Institute is dedicated to exploring and explaining the origin and
existence of life in the universe.

Holl ood Hollywood, California, is a district of the city of Los
Angeles with a population of approximately 280,000. Because of its
mild climate and variety of natural scenery, Hollywood became a
center for the film industry, and today it is known as the motion-
picture capital of the world.

objects people believe they see flying in the air. Although many
people report having seen alien spacecraft, investigators usually har-e
discovered ordinary explanations. For example, meteors that hit the
earth's atmosphere can cause unusual light effects. However, a small
number of UFO sightings have not been explained, and many people

around the world continue to believe that the earth has already been
visited by creatures from outer space.

Orson lles (1915*1985) Orson WeIIes was a celebrated American
actor and director. While still in his twenties, he acted in numerous
radio plays and later became a prominent film actor. He was best
known for his performance in the film, Ci,tizen Kane, which he
also co-wrote and directed. Many critics regard it as the best morie
ever made.

Mars written in 1898 by British author H.G. Wells. In 1938. the nor-el
was made into a realistic radio play starring Orson Srelles. The
broadcast caused widespread public panic by conrincing manl-
listeners that martians were actually invading Neu- Jersel- G.S.A.).

is a large agency of the U.S. government which coordinates scientific
research on space flight. NASA projects have included Apollo 11 in
1969, which was the first spacecraft to land human beings on the
moon, as well as the Columbia and DiscouerA space shuttles. NASA
has also sent unmanned probes to l\[ars and has begun work with
other nations on the construction of an Interutational Space Station.
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Arecibo dish The huge metal reflector of the world's largest radio
telescope, Iocated in Puerto Rico. The dish is fitted with a transmitter
that is able to send radio signals into deep space.

built on railroad tracks in the shape of aY, Iocated in New Mexico. The
movements of the telescope are coordinated by astronomers seeking
to detect and identify the radio waves sent out by celestial objects.

New Mexico A state in the southwestern United States on the border
of Mexico, with a population of over 1,500,000 people. New Mexico
has been home to much scientific research, including astronomy, for
many years.

ntuet The title of a popular science-flction movie (1985) based on
the novel by Carl Sagan. In the film, a brilliant young scientist, Dr.
Ellie Arroway (played by Jodie Foster), receives a radio message
from the distant star, Vega. The countries of the world work together
to decode the aliens'message, and Ellie volunteers to be the person
to make first contact with them. The movie differs from many other
Hollywood versions of aliens in that they are depicted as intelligent
beings with good intentions toward less-advanced civilizations.

istotle (384-322 n.c.) Aristotle was a Greek philosopher and
scientist who is considered to have had one of the greatest influences
on Western culture. Among Aristotle's writings are the Organon,
which investigates the nature of thought, and Phgsics, the study of
things that change. As a scientist, he collected an enorrnous amount
of information about the variety and structure of animals and plants.
He was also interested in the movement of the stars and planets, and
recorded his observations in a book called On the Heauens.
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C:hapter I

advertising legend
crarria
eccentric
freeway
futures
haggle
make (someone) tick
manipulate (one's) lcrowledge

and experience
NavyAdmiral
outlook
put it well
score
status quo

Ch ter 2

annual leave
anticipate
brainwashing process
challenge (something)
fetters of debt
fiercely competitive
intake of employees
lay on
look after
prestigious
prospects
shuttle between
sick leave
snowball rolling down a slope
socialization
stifling
superfi cially attractive

Chapter 3

bone graft
cartilage
congeries
donor
facial paralysirs

174 . Vrcabulary Ind,er

glib
goverTunentese
guinea pig
pie in the sky
polymer
shake off (something)
sorta (sort of) cool
sternum
tough, resilient kid
translucent
vital orgarr

Ch ter 4

at stake
bad blood
bemoan
beneficiary
catch the fever
civility
collapse
gaxgantuan
impenetrable
in the flesh
infrastructure
Iace with fever
Iife force
mask
mount at huge cost
overwhelming
parade
peep
predestine
prolong
reignite
relic
smooth over
state-of-the-art
tigerish
transcend
unbroken ground
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Ch ter 5

bounce ideas off of (someone)
build rapport
clarifying question
emotionally charged word
fake attention
feel swamped
flight-or-fight mode
grill
listen empathetically
(one's) never around
nonjudgmentally
nonverbal cue
personal bias
put down
semantic barrier
slang
tend to assume
the way things are going
zero in on

Chapter 6

big, recognizable cut-out
blind-date
chastening thought
country yokel
delve into the main asset
din into (someone)
for aII the fact that
grade B movie
horn-rimmed glasses
inimitable
perfectly synchronized
quite literally
racketeer
reactionary
start from scratch
swarthy
telephone stock swindler
testimony
topple a whole edifice of ideas
wa{p

Chapter 7

bachelorette

baneful social indicator
bio
burned
dabble in (something)
false identity
fatalistic
go on record
go sour
gushing
hit (someone) up for cash
market
match made in hear-en
mundane
paradoxically
pique (someone's) interest
potential suitor
predator
put a damper on (something)
ripped off
string (someone) along
thug
workaholic
would-be bride

Chapter 8

bang my head against a wall
binge and purge
calorie
carbonated beverage
chicken tenders
compulsive overeating and

undereating
condiment
dreaded freshman 15
eating disorder
ethnic
go to greater lengths
kiosk
mandatory
obesity
obsession
predecessor
sloppy joe

talk the talk, but don't walk the
walk
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Ch ter 9

a tad
aha
anguish
block (something)
cultural signpost
digress
dive into (something)
go bankrupt
golden ring of parenting
handicap
hex
late-bloomer
Iinear concept of storytelling
mainstream press
more than mere hyperbole
mythical figure or avatar
omnipotent author
(one's) palette will be much

broader
spell
testosterone-loaded
whip up
woofs and meows
zygote

Ch ter 10

backlash
biII
boorish
CiW Hall
cohort
downright
eavesdropper
fend off (something)
have no clue
interstate
Iaunch a campaign
manners maven
MBA
outright prohibitive
posh
riled
rousing ovation

176 . Ibcobularg Inder

shush
upscale

Ch ter 11

affinity
awl
cast a spell
contemplative mood
courser
critical event
devour
diab olical conglomeration
frigate
hygienic
insipid
one man's meat mav be another

man's poison
peevish
preclude
sap
spectacle
sustenance
the man who has not

Ch ter LZ

anecdotal evidence
anemic
back-burner experiment
bear the hallmark of

extratenestrial origin
bone up on
cryptographer
eons ofhistory
fiendish interference
intermittently
interspecies primer
laconic
nurse (a drink)
populate the Galaxy
proof of celestial company
protagonist
pundit
slew back
staggering
thick cosmic static
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